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ii " FOREWORD
/
The work reported herein encompasses study efforts during the
period April 1973 through September 1973. This report is a
sequel to NASA CR-128998 "Feasibility Study of a Zero-Gravity
__ (Orbital) Atmospheric Cloud Physics Experiments Laboratory, "
November lq7Z and to NASA CR-129002 "Zero-Gravity Cloud
Physics Laboratory- Candidate Experiments Definition and
i_ Preliminary Concept Studies, " June 1973. The primary goal
of this effort is to provide an orbital multiple experiment labora-
tory for the members of the cloud physics scientific community
to utilize in their research c_ cloud microphysical processes.
I The scope of the effort, performed by the Space SciencesDepartment of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
under contract to NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, involved
the following tasks:
Task I: Maintain communication, where appropriate, with
members of atmospheric cloud _bhysics community relative to
experiments and ideas they suggested for consideration in the
feasibility and experiment definition study.
Task II: Maintain the Senior Scientific Board in order to review
and evaluate experiment ideas and concepts for the Zero-G Cloud
1:_aysics Laboratory Program. The board may be convened for
, one meeting during contract extension, and they will also be
av&ilable for individual consultation on special problems. Changes
• in membership will be made only by mutual agreement between the
NASA and contractor.
mwmmo I1!
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;- Task III: Define in detail the rationale for the program and ;
proposed mission objectives, listed in order of priority.
Task IV: Establish laboratory engineering and performance " i
requirements, with candidate experiments, consistent with '
mission objectives.
Task V: Accomplish a preliminary system design of a feasible,
but not necessarily optimum cloud physics laboratory, and
conceptual design of alternate approaches. The laboratory shall
be designed to encompass the maximum number of candidate
experiments, consistent with the expected scientific potential
for the laboratory utilization and effective en,ployment of antici-
pated resources.
Task VI: Accomplish an assessment of technical risk, including
: identification of technical problems and the criticalityof their
solution to follow-on efforts, identification of those problems
currently being addressed, and a judgment of effort, time, and
cost likely to be necessary to find a practical solution. Provide
inputs for the refinement of the project development plan.
Task VII: Define the operational constraints, data acquisition,
and ground support equipment consideration for the laboratory
based on Task V.
Task VIII: Provide an estimate of schedule and costs to completion,
including all associated analyses of experimental results, for one
typical flight, assuming a 1981 flight opportunity in the Sortie
Laboratory of the Space Shuttle.
This program is being conducted on behalf of NASA's Office of
Application and Office of Manned Space Flight. The status of
this Space Shuttle payload definition effort has been enhanced by i
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the enthusiastic response and support provided by the members
of the cloud physics scientific community and their recognition
of the significant potential that a Cloud Physics Laboratory pay-
- load will provide to research and applications experimentation
of cloud microphysical processes.
Comments on t_;_ content¢ of this report will be welcomed.
Copy of this report is available from the following:
Aerospace Environment Division
Aero-Astrodynamic s Laboratory
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
t'_tio:_lTechnicalInformationService
Springfield,Virginia 22151
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Section l
SUMMARY
This study summarizes work accomplished from April 1973 to September 1973
on the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory. This program
involves the definition and development of an atmospheric cloud physics lab-
oratory and the sel_.ction an,_ delineations of a set of candidate experiments
that must utilize the unique environment of zero gravity or near zero gravity.
General objectives of the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory
program are to significantly increase the level of knowledge in atmospheric
cloud physics research by placing at the disposal of the terrestrial-bound
atmospheric cloud physicist a laboratory that can be operated in the environ-
ment of zero gravity or near zero gravity. This unique laboratory w;ll a_'.ow
studies to be performed without mechanical, aerodynamic, electrical, or
othel_ techniques to support the object under study. Terrestrial restrictions
such as using supports tend to mask data results such chat some identical
experiments are not repeatable and d_.vergence in the data will occur.
Scientific objectives of the Zero-Gravlty Atmospheric Cloud Physics Labora-
tory progrL, n are: To advance the state of the knowledge in atmospheric
cloud microphysics, to provide an unique laboratory for cloud physics
researchers, and to develop techniques in we_,ther control and modification,
Cloud physics research under zero- or low-iravtty conditions offers an
opportunity to answer many problems that cannot be solved in earth-based
laboratories. By taktnl advantale of zero gravity to define rn,_y of the proc-
, eases in clouds that are not yet fully understood, man could influence weather
by chanlin z. for exarnple, drop distributions and nuclei concentrations, or by
• addtn s pollutant compositions. Under zero gx,avtey, an experimenter can sus-
l_nd a drop in a chamber and observe its nature _, _ the actual time required
for various processes and forces to take effect. _'h_ droplet can be frozen
and thawed out, and another drop can be propelled into it. Observations can
!
!
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be made of the migration and collection of particulate matter that may be
: near or around the drop. These characteristics cannot be investigated on
earth because of gravity and, in some instances, because of effects of
::, measures taken to offset gravity. Thus, numerous experiments that cannot
be done on earth can be performed in this unique environment. The labora-
tory wall be made available to the entire cloud physics community so that a
wide variety of important experiments can be performed. Participation of
the scientific community was encouraged, supporting research was done at
universities, and many valuable suggestions by scientists in industry, Gov-
erlunent, and universities were incorporated in the concept. In addition, a
Senior Scientific Board was formed early in the study to act in an advisory
capacity and served throughout the program. The board members were
Drs. C. L. Hosler, L. J. Battan, P. Squires, and I-I.Weickmann.
: In Section Z of this report, the first two phases of the feasibility study
(reported in NASA CR 128998 and NASA CR 129002) are reviewed. The first
phase of the study accomplished the following:
i A. Developed scientific community support interface.
_ B. Solicited experiment definiti ns.
; C. Selected high-priority experiments.
D. Determined program feasibility.
E. Identified a concept for multiple experiment cloud physics laboratory
: including subsystems and components.
The second phase of the study accomplished the following:
A. Experiments suggested by thescientific community we re defined and
classified.
B. Twenty classes of such experiments that require zero or low gravity
,v were identified.
_ C. Laborator- requirements were determined, based on the experiment
class definitions.
D. A multiple experiment laboratory concept was established to accom- .
: modate nearly all the experiments.
t' •
The remainder of this report presents the results of the study from April 197]
;, to date. The results of this study phase are:
A. Experiment program revisions based on scientific community and
i ' i
Senior Scientific Board evaluation and critique.
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B. Establishment of three experiment mission timelines.
C. Formulation of the laboratory concept and major subsystems based
on experiment class requirements.
D. Assessment of project technical risk including identification of
required supporting research and technology (SRT) items.
E. Formulat:on of key programmatic aspects of the project.
Section 3 describes the five different cloud chambers proposed for Cloud
Physics Laboratory usage. An experiment program assessment is presented
with identification of the experiment classes and their objectives. The
results of the evaluation to establish program mission requirements is
described. The contributions to the study of both the scientific community
and the Senior Scientific Board are enumerated. Experiment mission time-
lines for three experiment classes using three different cloud chambers are
presented and provide the required subsystem and operational parameters
utilized in establishment of cloud physics laboratory requirements.
Section 4 describes the analycis and design efforts related to the formulation
of the Cloud Physics Laboratory concept. The criteria for concept formula-
tion including laboratory design features and level 1 guidelines and con-
straints are presented. A generalized laboratory mission and laboratory
description are included. Additional data are provided for laboratory ,ub-
systems including equipment description, usage, and primary characteristics.
The rationale for baseline laboratory concept selection, based on parametric
evaluation, is described. The required supporting research and technology
(SRT} items for the laboratotv are deli,_pated. Programmatic data regarding
project schedule and work breakdown structure (WBS) are includcd.
Section 5 describes the major subcontractor efforts performed. Two
parallel cloud chamber development plans were formulated. Dr. P. Squires
• of the Desert Research Institute prepared the plan for the continuous flow
diffusion chamber. Dr. J. Ka_.oner of the University of Missouri°Roila pre-
. pared the plan for the expansion chamber.
Appendix describes the revised experiment program in detail. Each experi-
ment class includes identification of objectives, primary and alternate cloud
chamberst parameter variations and a description of a typical experiment.
3
i
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Section Z
FEASIBILITY STUDY STATUS
Z. I FIRST PHASE (SEPTEMBER 1971 TO JULY 197Z)
A primary objective of the September 1971 to July 197Z phase of the
feasibilityand concept study was to encourage suggestions for experiments
from every institution where cloud physics laboratory work is underway. A
parallel objective was to inform everyone working in the discipline about the
objectives of this program. Agencies involved in weather modification and
field experimentation and cloud-seeding commercial firms were invited to
submit their ideas. Letters were sent to scientists in the field of cloud
physics and weather modification who had articles published in meteorological
journals from 1968 to 1971. Letters were also sent to those who had pre-
sented papers at the American Meteorological Society cloud physics meetings
including individuals as sociated with univer sitie s, Government labor atorie s,
and private research organizations. A limited solicitationwas made to sci-
entistsoutside the United States. An explanation of the zero-gravity cloud
physics program was sent to each addressee, including the role of gravity in
limitingterrestrialresearch, the purpose of the solicitationeffort,and the
requirements associated with suggestions- i.e., scientificmerit, relevance,
and the need for zero gravity.
In additionto the mail solicitation,visitswere made to universities and
Government laboratories where major cloud physics laboratory research
programs were underway, and individualand group conferences were held
with many leading researchers in the cloud physics field• An announcement
of the study and solicitationeffortwas also published in the Bulletinof the
American Meteorological Society, Volume 5_-,December 1971•
The response to this soliciation was gratifying (Figure Z-l) and served as the
• basis for further analysts to prepare and clarify the experiment suggestions
for detailed study by the NASA-MDAC Senior Scientific Board• The board
S
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Figure2-1. Solicitation .... t
independently evaluated the experiment suggestions in terms of scientific
merit and relevance and the requirement for zero gravity. Four inter-
nationally known scientists in the field of cloud physics and weather modifi-
cation serve on this board: Drs. C.L. Hosler, L.J. Battan, P. Squires, I
and H. Weickmar_.
At its first meeting, held on 3 and 4 February 1972, the Senior Scientific
Board selected and classified a set of experiments that met the major pro-
gram requirements of relevance and scientific merit, as well as the require-
ment for zero or low gravity. The board agreed that the concept of
accomplishing significant cloud microphysics research in low or zero gravity
was clearly feasible.
i
Engineering problems and requirements associated with the development of a
zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory were then identified. This preliminary
engineering analysis delineated the various subsystem requirements for the
laboratory and indicated potential systems and techniques to meet these
i
1
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Isubsystem requirements. An additionalobjective of thisphase of the
I research was to delineatethe long-lead-time requirements of the various
laboratory subsystems.
Two major briefings were prepared during the feasibility study. The first
was delivered to personnel of the Marshall Space Flight Center on Z3 Feb-
ruary 1972 and to staff personnel in the Office of Applications and the Office
of Manned Space Flight at NASA Headquarters on 24 February 197Z. The
second was presented to the Applications Committee of NASA's Space Pro-
gram Advisory Council on 5 April 197Z at Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland.
The briefingsestablished the feasibilityof the laboratory and the very impor-
tant support of the scientificcommunity. There was also general agreement _
thatthe program should try to take advantage of flightopportunitiesprior to
Space Shuttlein order to test and develop engineering requirements and con-
cepts and to gather some scientificdata. Emphasis was placed on the need
for early in-depth definitionstudies of the candidate experiments.
Seyeral papers and reports were given on such topics as "Zero-Gravity Cloud
Physics, " "Zero-Gravity Research in Cloud Physics and Weather Modifica-
tion," and *'Summary Description of the Zero=Gravity Cloud Physics Experi-
ment " The substance of the material covered is included in the summary
report (NASA CR 128998).
Thus, the significantaccomplishments of this study included (I)developrnent
of scientificcommunity support, (2)solicitationof experiment definitions,
{3)selectionof high-priority experiments, (4)determination of program
feas:_ility,and (5)identificationof a concept for the multiexperiment cloud
l_,"'ysics laboratory, including subsystems and components of the laboratory, :
with particular emph_Lsis on those items requiring long-lead-time research
• and development. :
2.2 SECOND PHAS_ (JULY 1972 TO APRIL 1973) -,_,
The primary objective of the July 1972 to April 1973 phase of the feasibility
and concept study was to define the experiment program. A parallel objec-
tive was to define the cloud physics laboratory concept. Scientific community
?
t
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support was used in the attainment of the above objectives by formulation of
specific experiment class and/or experiment definitions and by participation
in definition of specific cloud physics research equipment and instruments.
Additionally, precursor experiments for droplet dynamics and NaCI particle
breakup were defined.
The cloud physics laboratory experiment program formulation was based on
establishment of 20 experiment classes representing d_fferent cloud micro-
physical processes. Expanded definitions of the objectives, the benefits to
man and the experiment method for each experiment class were prepared. A
discussion section for each class showed, in detail, the significance of the
problems being studied, the current difficulties in terrestrial laboratory
experiments and the advantages of low-gravity experimentation.
Each experiment class description included, as an example for simplicity and
clarity, a definition of a specific experiment. Each class actually includes
many experiments that would require variations in method, procedure, and
data requirements.
Each experiment class was further evaluated to establish the experiment groups,
experiment parameter variations, experiment iterations, and discrete experi-
ment events. As a result, each experiment class was assigned to a specific
cloud chamber and mission hours were established for each experiment class.
The experiment program formulation provided the cloud chamber and the
preliminary requirements used to formulate the conceptual design of the cloud
physics laboratory. The laboratory conceptual design established preliminary
characteristics of weight, power, and volume and identification of the sub-
systems comprising the laboratory.
The Senior Scientific Board was convened for its second meeting in
February 1<)73 to review study progress, giving particular attention to the
experiment in-depth definitions and the laboratory conceptual design. The
board analyzed each experiment class with regard to scientific priority,
chamber requirementsj operational dHficulty, and application to zero gravity.
8
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The board also evaluated the laboratory concept in terms of cloud chamber
configurationsand laboratory subsystems, including their primary perform-
mace ranges and tolerance.
As a result of the Senior ScientificBoard meeting, the experiment program
was finalizedwith definitionof experiment class and cloud chamber assign-
ment. Priority factor, achievement abilityfactors, and applicabilityto low-
gravity factors were assessed and categorized. Approval of the laboratory
concept was obtained from the board, including approval of subsystem
equipment.
During the course of this study phase, two precursor carry-on type experi-
ments were defined for pre-Shuttle flight opportunities. A definition study
wa ,ducted for a Droplet Dynamics Experiment. The results of this
effort were reported in MDAC report MDC G3787, "Preliminary Definition
Study - Droplet Dynamics and Breakdup Engineering Demonstration"
(July 1972). The major objectives of this experiment are observation of the
mechanisms of drop impact, drop stability and drop motion and evaluation of
techniques for drop manipulation. Portions of the defined experiment were
per'formed on Apollo 16, Apollo 17, mad Skylab II with additional efforts to be
performed on Skylab IIl and IV.
A definition study was also conducted for an NaCI breakup experiment. The
results of this effort were reported in MDAC report MDC G3779, *fPrelimi-
nary Definition Study - NaCI Particle Breakup Carry-On Experiment for the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Program" (July 1972). The major objectives of this
experiment are observation of particle breakup, cloud characteristics mad
spacecraft motion, and verification of droplet injection and humidHication
techniques. Subsequent to this study MSFC initiated and sustained a develop-
ment effort for this experiment.
During this study phase, several long-lead-time technology items were
identified and subcontracts were issued to initiate studies in these areas.
The chamber subsystems are the primary focal point for the entire labora-
tory and two chmnber subcontracts were issued: (1) a study of potential
zero-gravity cloud physics chambers with emphasis on expansion chambers
g
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: to the University of Missouri at Rolla (UMR); and (2) a study of potential
zero-gravity cloud physics chambers with emphasis on diffusion chambers to
i! the Desert Research Institute (DRI), University of Nevada at Reno. A study
' of heat pipes as a means of achieving the important thermal controls neces-
sary for zero-gravity cloud microphysics was completed by the
Donald W. Douglas Laboratories at Richland, Washington. McDor, neU
Douglas Electronics Company (MDEC) of St. Charles, Missouri, performed
a small study evaluating holography as an observational tool in zero-gravity
cloud physics. Various aspects of thermal control were studied in the h4DAC
Space Science Atmospheric Physics Laboratory and this laboratory group
" also studied alternate means of achieving low- or zero-gravity conditions for
test and experiment purposes.
Several papers and reports on cloud physics research and aFplications were
given during this study phase. The substance of the material covered is
included in Summary Report (NASA CR Izg00z).
Thus, the significant accomplishments of this study phase included (I) defini-
tion of an experiment program consisting of 20 experiment classes; (2) formu-
lation of laboratory requirements based on experiment program definition;
and (3) formulation of a laboratory concept accommodating nearly all
experiment s.
o i
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Section 3
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM
The scientific aspect of this segment of the Zero-Gravity Atrvospheric Cloud
Physics Program involved the evaluation and refinement of the experiment
_,: program descriptions which were contained in the NASA Contract Report °
CR 129002 of 3une 1973. This information was then utilized in the engineer-
: ing analysis as appears in Section 4.
Experiment class evaluation criteria concerning experiment priority, appli-
cability, scope, and chamber assignments were formulated. These criteria _
and the experiment program descriptions were distributed to 58 scientists
who had actively participated during the original experiment solicitation phase
of the program. Seventeen responses (Table Z-l) were received from the
sc" ntific community. These responses were consolidated and sent to the
Senior Scientific Board (SSB) for their assessment. The resulting inputs
were then used to revise the experiment program descriptions which are
, contained in the Appendix of this report.
i
The significant evaluation results are as follows:
A. Earth simulation experiment class definition.
B. Primary and secondary chamber approach to experiment class.
C. Unique cloud chamber approach for specific experiments.
D. Revised expansion cloud chamber geometry.
E. Expanded experiment class parameter variations. _,
Each of these items will be discussed. The remaining parts of this section
contains a general description of the five basic chlrnbers, an assessment of
the experiment program, a revised mission assessment, a summary of sci- _r"
entlgic community participation, and finally representai_ve tirnelines for
Experiment Classes 1, 4, and IZ.
_t i"
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Table 3-I
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM EVALUATION SOLICITATION
• Solicitations Submitted 58
• Replies Received 17
Experiment
Evaluator s Affiliation Experiment Clas se s Reviewed
Appleman, H.S. USAF- AWS 3, 8, 18
• Blanchard, D.C. SUNY 17
Byers, H.R. Texas A&M General
Carstens, J.C. Univ. of Me. I
Davis, B.L. So. Dak. S.M.T. I, 12
Fukuta, N. Denver Univ. 3, 7, 8, 9, II, 16
Hallett, J.R. DRI 1-20
Hoffer, T.E. DR/ 5, II, 20
Holroyd, E.W. CSIRO 2-II
Jayaweera, K.O.L.F. Univ. of Alaska 3, 7, ?
Jiusto, J.E. SUNY 3, 7, I0, 16
Kassner, J./White, D. Univ. of Ms. I, 12, 14, 15, 19
Kyle, T.G. NCAR 2, 4, 9
Langer, G. NCAR I, 2, 3, 6, 8, I0
Sogin, H.H. Tulane 20
Spengler, 3. D. Harvard I, 2
Weickmann, H. NOAA General
Senior Scientific Board
• C. J. Hosler • P. Squires
• L. J. Battan • H. K. Weickmann '
3. I CHAMBERS
Five cloud chambers have been identified as bein 8 required for the experi-
ment prosrams. The need for specigic chambers may change as the multi-
experimeJ ZerooCh'avit7 Cloud Physics Laboratory evolves. Figure 3-1
provides _e facts associated with each chamber. The basic chambers are
described in succeedinj paragraphs.
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Figure 3-1. Atmospheric Cloud Physics Chambers
3.1. l General-Purpose Chamber (G)
This chamber will be a 30-cm cube with transparent walls. Provisions will
be made for generating various electric flelds_ positioning devices (sound,
optical, electrical), and remote droplet sizing. This chamber will be used
for many experiments that require a relative humidity below I00 percent and
minimum temperature control.
• 3. I. Z Static Diffusion Liquid (SDL)
This is a Twomey type of chamber, I. 5 cm deep and 15 cm in diameter. It
will be used for e:=periments requiring above-ireezing temperatures and
supersaturation of the liquid relative to water. Supersaturation is controlled
by the temperatures of the rater covering the upper and lower surfaces of the
chamber.
3.1.3 Static Diffusion Ice {SDI_
This is a Nakaya type of chamber which utilises ice surfaces to provide con-,
trolled supersaturation relative to ice. ]ks dimensions are I0 cm deep by '*
40 cm in diameter. *
J
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3. I. 4 Continuous-Flow Diffusion (CFD)
The chamber active dimensions are I cm deep by 30 cm wide by 30 cm long.
The supersaturation is controlled as in the Twomey chamber and provides
continuous data readout. It will be used for cloud condensation nucleation
experiments, and have the capability for size distribution determinations.
3.1.5 Expansion Chamber (E)
This chamber will be a 3O-cm-diametcr, 45-cm-long cylinder. The cool- ]
ing of the walls will be synchronized with the expansion cooling of the gas, [
thus providing for long-term, natural cloud, adiabatic simulation. The shape j
of the expansion chamber has b_en revised from a sphere to a cylinder due to
the requirement for terrestrial compatibility. At least for initial experi-
ments, comparisons must be made between l-g and zero-g data. The active
time of the l-g chamber can be extended to a certain extent by stacking
cylindrical sections, thus facilitating the desired comparisons. Future
experiments may require the spherical symmetry to minimize inaccessible
corners and to provide radial symmetry for expansion, thermal transport,
and vapor transport.
Block diagrams for each of the five chambers are given in Figures 3-2
through 3-6. These diagrams give a rough view of the c_ncept of common
,ubsystems into which a chamber can be "plugged". The items to the left of
the dotted line are primarily the same for all chambers while the items to the
right are experirv.ent and chamber dependent. This concept is being further
developed and refined. Section 4 discusses the engineering aspects of this
laboratory concept.
3.2 EXPERIMENT PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
This segment of the report covers class changes, chamber class assignments,
class priority changes, and class requirement modifications. The results
include the addition of an experiment class and the considerations for need of
alternate and unique chambers.
3.2.1 Experiment Classes
The basic experiment classes remain the same as defined in the NASA
CR 129002. The experiment class numb6rs, titles, and objectives are given
in Table 3-2. As indicated, a Class 21-Earth Simulation has been added
1974024607-025
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Table 3-Z (Page 1 of 3)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Expe riment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
i*
1 Condensation Nucleation Determine the nucleation efftci,.ncies I!
and early growth properties cf sol.. I
ub[e, insoluble, and hydrophobic _
nuclei. This class of experiments tl
er,compasses a large range of nuclei |_
types, size, distributions, and rela- ['
tire humidities. :
i,
2 Ice Nucleation Determine the relative importance oi
contact, internal, and sublimation v
nucleation of ice. Absolute nuclea-
tion efficiencies will also be studied
as a function of nuclei types and sizes. 'L
3 Ice Multiplication Determine the conditions under which i_
ice fragments are generated during
atmospheric precipitation proce sses
and the extent to which they are
I!
4 Charge Separation Determine quantitative values for
(Electrification) charge transfer occurring during
several important atmospheric
proc _,sses.
5 Ice Crystal Growth Dete,rnine the temperature, pressure,
Habit and r,-:lative humidity conditions which
dictat_ ice crystal geometry and
growt" rate under pure diffusion (non-
convective) conditions.
!
' 6 Scavenging Deterr',ine the relative and quantita-
: rive irr _ortance of thermal (thermo-
phoresis), diffusional
(diffusi_phoresis), and Brownian
forces La the coll_ction of submi-
: cromete r aerosol particles by cloud
. droplet,s.
7 Riming and Aggregation Determine interaction between a
superconled water droplet and an ice
surface curing events associated
. with riming and graupel formation.
.P
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i Taqe 3-2 (Page 2 of 3)EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
I ExperimentID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
8 Droplet-lce Cloud Determine the modes and extent of
Interactions the interactionsof ice crystals and
supercooled water droplets, includ-
ing the propagation of the ice phab_
through a supercooled droplet cloud
and the diffusionalgrowth _f ic_
crystals within a cloud of super-
cooled droplets under varying condi-
tions of ter_perature. _-.-essure, and
droplet/crystal concentrations.
9 Homogeneous Nucleation Determine the homogeneous freezing
(Ice) distributionof droplets as a function
of time, degree of supercooling, and
droplet diameter under conditions of
no physical supports.
i I0 Collision-Induced Determine the conditions and fre-
Freezing quency of droplet freezing due to
collisions of supercooled droplets :.s
a function of droplet size, impact
energy, and various ambient condi-
tions of temperature, pressure, and
relativehumidity. Effects of electric
and sonic fieldswill also be
investigated.
i I Supercooled-Water Determine the saturation vapor pre s-
S_turation Vapor sure of supercooled water.
Pre s sure
12 Adiabatic Cloud Expan- Duplicate in time and conditions the
sion Simulation early portion of the life cycle of a
parcel of air involved in an atmos-
phe ric precipitation proce s s.
13 Ice Nuclei Memory Determine the effect of an ice nucleils
history on its ability to initiate
(nucleate) the ice phase. _'
14 Terrestrial Expansion Measure condensation and ice nuclei
Chamber Evaluation activation efficiencies under operating
conditions similar to those utilized in
terrestrial laboratorie s, but without
gravity-induced convection.
" ri
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Table 3-2 (Page 3 of 3)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Experiment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
15 Condensation Nuclei Determine the effect of a condensa-
Memory tion nucleils history on its ability to
initiate (nucleate) the liquid phase.
16 Nuclei Multiplication Determine the processes and extent
of nuclei material breakup.
17 Droplet Collision Determine the energy requirements
Breakup of large droplet-droplet collision-
induced breakup as a function of fluid
properties, droplet diameters, and
external field conditions (sound and
electrical).
18 Coalescence Efficiencies Determine the coalescence efficien-
cies of small (< 50 pro) cloud drop-
lets under varying impact conditions
with specific attention toward what
E._ppens at the droplet-droplet inter-
face just before and during collision.
19 Static Diffusion Chamber Determine the absolute nucleation
Evaluation efficiencies of standardized nuclei
sources utilizing zero fallout
conditions.
20 Unventilated Droplet Determine the undisturbed diffusion
Diffusion Coefficient (nonconvective) heat and mass trans-
fer coefficients for growing and
evaporating droplets (diameter greater
than 10 _m) under various conditions
of temperature, pressure, and rela-
tive humidity and for various droplet
diameters. This class of experiments
will include the efiects of various i
atmospheric contaminants on these
coefficients.
21 Earth Simulation* Determine the circulation and insta-
bility dynamics of the atmosphere and
of the oceans by scaled and simulated
experiments.
*Candidate Experiment Class requiring in-depth evaluation prior to inclusion
in Cloud Physics Laboratory Experiment Program.
i
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based on suggestions received from several members of the scientific con_-
munity. The basic idea is to extend the 'tdishpan" type of experiment to a
more realistic three-dimensional model as tllustrated zn ]£zgure 3-7. ()n_,
concept is to utilize a magnetic-fluid-covered sphere. Local density (thermall
anomalies could be introduced by small electromagnets within the sphere.
Thus perturbations could be initiated and the resulting propagations studzed.
These experiments are important in relation to understanding atmospheric
circulation instabilities as well as for an understanding of ocean circulation
patterns. This experiment requires much extensive development and thus
would be considered as a growth item that could be incorporated into an
expanded, comprehensive, zero-gravity laboratory facility. An in-depth
definition study would be required before further evaluation can be made.
A look at the class titleswill show that the various classes o£ experiments
are not independent of each other. For example, observations for charge
separation would be considered during ice multiplication and drop collision
breakup experiments. The classes were assigned because certain aspects of
one experiment may not permit the observation of other variables or, for a
CR 14,,i
OIIJECTIVES J
OCEAN CURRENTS . CHAMBER WALL
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
ROT 6,TING SPHERE WITH
|TATU8 ! FL _OllURFACE
DiEFINED FOR ADVAN C|O/COMII_IHINIIV| LABORATORY
RICOMMINOID FOR IN-DEPTH DEFINITION
FIQure3-?, Elrth SimulationExperimentCllll iI
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given experiment in a class, the alternate phenomenum may not bt. map¢_rta_at.
Although in practice, aspects of certain experiment classes will be combined,
the definition of experiment requirements can be better facilitated by ._'pa-
ration of the various phenomena whenever possible.
A very important consideration to keep in mind when considering the total
program is that the primary purpose is to develop a facility which will be
useful in the 1980's. Thus, it is the tools and techniques that are of prime
consideration. Those items which have been used for 20 years will very
likely be valid tools for the study of problems pertinent to the 1980's. With
this in mind, it is the techniques and experiment requirerr,:'nts needed to
solve todayls pressing problems that need to be integrated into the zero-
gravity laboratory design.
3.2.2 Chamber Assignments
The chamber assignments for each experiment class were reviewed by the
scientific community with the re suit of alte rnate chamber s lx,,ing suggc,_ ted
for a number of the experiments. The potential of alternate chambers has
existed from the start of the program. It now becomes relevant to delineat,,
the ._e potentials.
As a clarification, the procedure for the original chamber assignments will
be reviewed and then some alternate assignments will be discussed. Fig-
ure 3-8 is a flow diagram for the experiment requirement analysis that ha._
bccn used. The driving factor for the indicated assignments was the optimum
throughput of information per mission hour. The static diffusion (liquid)
chamber utilizes photographic data which provide only numbers and require
moderate data processing time. Thus the compatible experiments were
assigned to the continuous flow diffusion chamber which has high throughput
and real-time numbers. The expansion chamber also primarily relie_ on
photographic data recording but is handicapped by the lack of techniques
to monitor the relative humidity and/or liquid water content. Those experi-
ments which require well-defined supersaturation values were therefore
assigned to the other three diffusion type chambers. This approach was used
to assign the primary chamber for each class of experiments.
24
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Secondary chambers have now been assigned as given in Table 3-3 along with
the primary chamber assignments. Some of the experiments within a given
class have special requirements such as special geometry or wall surface
coatings (c.f. Appendix, Classes 9, II, and 15). Exarnplcs of the tradeoffs
for primary versus alternate or unique chambers are illustrated in Fig-
ures 3-9 and 3-10. For Classl (Figure 3-9), the primary CFD chamber has
well-defined supersaturation and high throughput while the primary chamber
(expansion) for Class 15 (Figure 3-10) provides unlimited recycling and a
realistic expansion growth environment. Although the initiallaboratory ha_
been defined with five specific chamber geometries, the previous section on
chambers has shown that the basic console controls are common to all cham-
bers. This capability permits an experimenter to build a special chamber
and use it within the framework of the zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory.
3.2.3 Priorlty Achievablllty and Applicability Assessment
The Senior Scientific Board reconsidered the experiment priority, zero-g
achievement ability, and applicability to zero-g gravity for each experiment
class. After consideration of the recommended changes, the class 10 and 17
priorities were changed from B's to A's; achievement class 8 from B to C,
class I0 from B to A; and applicability of class 9 from A to B. The current
assessments are given in Table 3-3. These priorities and chamber assign-
ments are included with the corresponding experiment description in the
Appendix. Further definition of the assessments can be found in the Summary
Report, NASA CR 129002.
The scientific priority factor A designates those experiments that were most
important, of grp.a.ter interest, and/or requiring early accomplishment. The
B priority classes are also important, but less 8o than the A classes. The
C priority classes are those experiments that would provide useful and
interesting information, but their accomplishment is not as pressing as the
other classes•
Assuming that all necessary equipment were Available, an achlevability
factor was assigned to each experiment. That is, each experiment was
evaluated as to how difficult it would be to perform because of such factors
as required manipulations. The ratings are A, easiest; B, medium; and C,
hardest.
1974024607-037
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A rating was applied to the appropriateness or anticipated contribution of
zero gravity to each experiment. The rating A means that zcro gravity is
appropriate for specific goals of the experiment and the low gravity would
greatly enhance certain aspects of performing the experiment "which are
presently difficult to accomplish in a terrestial laboratory. The rating B
indicates that zero gravity would contribute information but the problem is
not totally gravity-inclependent.
The C rating was given to those experiments where the ;,henomena were
definitely gravity-dependent and thus possibly not appropriate to zero gravity
experin_entation. A number of experimentl that were definitely not appro-
priate to zero gravity experimentation were deleted from the classes.
3.2.4 Class Requirements
Each experiment class contains one or more g,'c,_ps of experiments. Within!
each of these experiments, there are a number of variables which must be
controlled.
1Figure 3-II illustrates the structure for an experiment. The nucleation
properties of soluble nuclei are to be studied, e. g., NaCl. The ?arameter to
be vaL'ied is temperature. For this experiment, a CFD chamber will provide
many counts per minute so that three or four S-minute readings (iterations)
would provide the desired statistical validity. Other experiments (e. g., rain
|' '_ J i
Oqt_
! drop breakup) is limited to one event per iteration thus requiring g0 or more
" I iterationsfor statisticalvalidity. A representative set of parameters is7
i given in Table 3-4 with a nominal assignment discrete variationvalues for
each (e.g., four discrete droplet sizes, six types of material or nuclei).
I The assignment of these parameter variations was accomplished to estimate
the total experiment time required for each class.
The assignment of these parameters to each experiment class is given in
Table 3-5. This table also indicates primary and secondary parameters
where the secondary parameters may be varied if experiment time and design
permit. It is important to remember that this is a broad brush assigrmaent
of parameters each of which has a scientific priority. In practice, one, two,
or three main parameters will be selected for the initial experiments. The
results of these will indicate a need for further study of the same parameters
or that certain other parameters must be investigated. In any event, there
exists a significant requirement of time to perform these important experi-
ments, the extent of the experimentation dictates the utilization of a manned
orbital platform.
3.3 MISSION ASSESSMENT
The scientific ommunity responses, Senior ScientificBoard analysis, and
timeline considerations were used to update the mission time requirements
as given in Table 3-6. The observation hours are those hours that an experi-
ment is actuallyin progress. Three representative timelines for Classes l,
4, and I_ were used to define event time s as a fractionof an 8-hour day.
These numbers were then utilizedto determine class-by-class event duration
requirements. The resultingobservation times, class by class, have changed
from the previous determinations but tne totalhours remain roughly the
same at 10q plus missions. As was previously indicated, these considera-
tionsprovide an indicationof the potentialof such an experiment program.
Significantbenefitsto man can be obtained from a few to many missions with
the potentialbenefitsincreasing as the mission hours increase.
3.4 SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Throughout the study, special emphasis has been placed on maintaining par-
ticipation by the cloud physics community and keeping the community
informed, Their continued interest and participationare vitalto the success
of this zero-g laboratory concept. The laboratory is being developed for
31
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Table 3-4
:- ASSIGNMENT OF VARIATIONS/PARAMETER
! Parameter Variations
Size (Diameter) 4
Type (Material, Composition, Nuclei) 6
PoU(utant) (Gas, solution) 3
P (Pressure) 3
T (Temperature) 4
R.H. (Relative Humidity) 4
Charge 3
Rate of Cool(ing) 4
Tim e 6
Sound 3
E (Electric field) 3
Nuc(lear) R(adiation) (ions) 3
Adsorp(tion) 3
Turb(ulence) 3
Vent(ilation) 3
Optical (Polarization,intensity) 4
Shape 4
Orient(ation) 3
C onc(entration) 3
Vel(ocity) 4
LWC (Liquid water content) 3
Surf(ace) Ten(sion) 3
Age (Aerosol) 3
History (of nuclei) 3
Ion Lev(el) 3
Initial Cond(ittons) (exp. chm_nb. ) 4
K(inetic) E(ner gy) 5
Gase s (ambient) 3
t
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their use and therefore requires active interplay between the scientific com-
munity's needs and the potential program capabilities.
The Cloud Physics Feasibility Study Summary Report (NASA CR-128998,
September 1972)and the Zero.Gravity Cloud Physics Laboratory--Candidate
Experiments, Definition and Preliminary Concept Studies (NASA CR-129002,
June 1973) were given extensive distribution. Significant events involving the
community are shown in Table 3-7.
A list of the scientists who contributed to the initial experiment program is
given in Table A-2 of the Appcndix with the Experiment Program Descriptions.
Contributors to the experiment program critique during June of this phase are
given in Table 3-1.
The zero-g Senior Scientific Board continued their program guidance through
the critique evaluations. Subcontract efforts were also accomplished by the
University of Nevada at Reno and the University of Missouri at Rolla con-
cerning development plans for the Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber and
the Expansion Chamber, respectively. The results of all the above contri-
butions have been inco:porated into the various sections of this report.
Considerable development work for a NaCI nuclei brevkup experiment has
! been accomplished by NASA/MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama. This experiment
is being developed as an Apollo-spacecraft-compatible experiment and there-
, fore provides the potential for a pre-Shuttle or early Shuttle experiment.
This experiment would provide both _cientific information and engineering
information important to the development of a zero-gravity cloud physics
facility.
Some information relevant to cloud micraphysics has begun to accumulate.
Astronaut interest in cloud physics was initiated during the Apollo 16 and 17
missions. This interest has been cultivated among the Skylab crews with the
results that a few minutes of transcripts from the Skylab If 30-day mission
. (spring of 1973) have been distributed to the scientific community principal
investigator team for droplet dynamics experiments (Blanchard, Hoffer,
Latharn, and Spengler). The present Skylab Ill team are also performing
some interesting droplet dynamic observations.
36
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Table 3-7
ZERO-GRAVITY ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1967 - 1968 Oceanography and meteorology systems analysis
Apr 1968 - Sept 1971 MDAC preliminary efforts
Sept 1971 Initiation of feasibility study contract
Sept 1971 - J=n 1972 Scientific community contacts
Dec 1971 Zero-g cloud physics program announcement,
Bulletin of AMS
Feb 1972 First scientific board meeting
Feb 1972 Briefing-HDQTRS NASA (OA and OMSF) and
MSFC
Apr 1972 Briefing-applications committee of the Space
Program Advisory Council
May 1972 Paper-International Committee on Space
Research (COSPAR)
May 1972 Paper-AIAA/AMS International Conference
July 1972 Definition Study for ASTP completed
Aug 1972 International cloud physics conference, London,
England
Aug 1972 Definition study for droplet dynamics experiment
demonstration completed
Nov 1972 Cloud physics feasibility study summary report
distributed (NASA CR 128998)
Dec 1972 Apollo 17 droplet dynamics demonstration
Feb 1973 Second scientific board meeting
Mar/Apr 1973 Management briefing-HDOTRS NASA (OA and
OMSF)
June 1973 Article - Bulletin of the AMS
June 1973 ScientLfic community critique of experiment
program
June 1973 Paper - AAS/International Congress of Space
Benefits
June 1973 Cloud physics candidate experiments and labora-
tory concepts summary report distributed
(NASA CR 12900Z)
July 1973 Senior Scientific Board evaluation of program :
critiques
July 1973 Transcript of droplet dynamics observations ' :
from Skylab II
Aug 1973 Program summary review NASA/MSFC
X
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Although these observations are limited and were performed under uncon-
trolled conditions, valuable information is still provided toward the design
and implementation of zero-g cloud physics experiments. As the scientific
community interest grows and the awareness of the zero-g potential develops,
more productive and unique experiments will evolve which will utilize the
advantages of a low-gravity environment for the benefit of mankind.
3. 5 EXPERIMENT TIMELINES
This section delineates three representative timelines incorporating sub,.,ys-
terns associated with three different chambers; the continuous flow diffusion
chamber (CFD), the static diffusion ice chamber (SDI), and the expansion
chamber (E). These timelines cover a representative range of power and
gas requirements. The output of these timclines provided the basis for the
engineering analysis presented in Section 4.
The specific purposes of these timelines were to
A. Provide nominal event times.
B. Delineate discrete experiment operations.
C. Provide basis for resources requirements of power, gas, film,
and water.
D. Formulate basis for operational constraints involving g-level and
duration, spacecraft stabilization periods and communications.
The timeline assumptions are given in Table 3-8. An 8-hour/day experi-
ment period plus 2 hours for maintenance, etc., was used along with a 5-day
experiment mis sion.
As can be observed - that extending the working hours beyond 8 hours will
contribute to the experiment observation time in the following ways.
A. Extension of periods before breaks willminimize startup and
shutdown procedures and thus contribute directlyto experiment
observation time.
B. Multiple crew operation as well as multiple shiftwill also increase
the efficiency of data ouCput per unit available time.
37
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Table 3-8
TIMELINE ASSUMPTIONS
Work Day
Sleep period 8 hours/man
Hygiene and food 2.25 hours/man
Briefing 0.3 to 0.5 hours/man
Experiment period 3 hours/man
Work period 10 hours/man
Flight
I man - Single shift
Five experiment days - 40 hours/mission
Scheduled maintenance and rest and recreation periods
included
Each timeline consists of three basic sections. The firstis the bar graphs
of Figures 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14; second the consumable Tables 3-9, 3-11, and
3-13, and the third the equipment listTables 3-I0, 3-12, and 3-14. The
, items in each bar graph figure corresponds item for item, linefor line to
their respective consumable table counterpart.
: 3.5.I Timeline Charts
The upper half of the tirnelinecharts (Figures 3-12 through 3-14) is a
24-hour breakdown of the major functionalmission items. The lower half of
each timeline is a minute-by-minute breakdown in terms of time, power, gas
i consumption, and acceleration constraints for each major item of the experi-
ment operations cycle.
3.5.2 Timeline Consumable T_bles
: Each item of the timeline chart is again called out in the timeline table
(Tables 3-9, 3-II, and 3-13). These number_ are provided for both the [
t
!
major functional items and for the minute-by-mlnute breakdown of the opera-
tions cycle. The first column gives the duration per each discrete event
such as a single chamber purge or calibration cycle.
1974024607-049
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Table 3-1 0
MAJOR EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENT LIST --
EXPERIMENT CLASS 1
CFD Chamber
Tempe rature Controls
a. Humidity Chamber
b. Conditioning Chamber
c. Top Plate of CFD
d. Bottom Plate of CFD
e. Sheath Flow of CFD
Conditioning Chamber i
R.H. Control iM
Sump Pump !
Sheath Flow Pump (for CFD and Aerosol size)
Nuclei Mass Measurement
Nuclei Size Measurement
Optical Detection
Pulse Analyzer (PHA)
Magnetic Tape (for PHA)
Aerosol Generator
Pollution Gas
Source Gas
The fractional time is ba_ed on a 8ingte 8-man-hour experiment. These
numbers are calculated from duratlon/event multiplied by number of events
(in $ hours) divided by 8 hours. This jives a fractional expended time tabu*
fatten which is then used to determine operation efficiency, total consum-
ables etc., for any specified mission duration. The nominal values for
duration/event were used for further calculations.
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\Table 3 -1Z
MAJOR EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENT LIST-
EXPERIMENT CLASS 4
-|
_[ Static Diffusion Ice Chamber (SDI)
The rmal Controls
a. Humidity Chamber
b. Conditioning Chamber
i c. (I) Top Plate of SDI
, (g) Bottom Plate of SDI :
: Sump Pump
Nuclei Mass Measurement
Nuclei Size Measurement
Nuclei Generator
Source Gas
: Pollution Gas
_ Electric Field (Particle Polarization)
Position Control (Acoustical)
AC (DC) Electric Field (Charge Measurement)
Photos - Motion
a. Impact (80 fps) i
b. Charge Measurement (I to I0 sec exposure)
Sh._ath Flow Pump (Nuclei Size)
Camera and Optics
The next columns are a tabulation of the power and gas consumable rates
and the acceleration level requirements. The water requirements are small "
and the film requirements are delineated in other sections of this report, i
?
The final set of columns is a tabulation of total consumables for each 8-hour
experiment period. These charts formed the basis for the analysis of power
r
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Table 3-14
• MAJOR EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENT LIST-
EXPERIMENT CLASS 12-
Expansion Chamber (E)
Thermal Control
: a. Humidity
: b. Conditioning Chamber
{
c. E Chamber
f
R.H. Control
Sump Pump
Nuclei Size
Nuclei Mass
Sheath Flow Pump (Nuclei Size)
Nuclei Generator
Pollution Gas
Source Gas
Photos (Slow Speed, One per 10 Seconds)
and consumable volume requirements given in Section 4. Major equipment in
Tables 3-10, 3-12, and 3-14 was also utilized in the determination nf the{
overall facility weight, power, and volume.
3.5.3 Si_niflcant Timeline Features
T_ble 3-15 is a summary of some of the significant timeline featureq. The
operation time includes chamber purge, calibration, and observation. Obser-
• ration time is defined as the period of time the chamber is actually capable
of providing experimental data. This time includes the periods between
actual data collection which may involve inserting a new ice crystal, changing
temperature etc., but does not include calibration or conditioning chamber
purge times. The data collection time is that time which actual data are
taken, e.g. the period a photograph is taken. Visual observations can also
47
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'Fable _ - 15
SIGNIFICANT TIMELINE FEATURES
_mbe rClaz s No. 1 4 12CFD _DI E
Feature _ Comments
Effective Experiment Time 58 56 77
Effective Observation Time 43 43 52
Percent of 8-hour
Data Collection Time [ 7 4 38 experiment day
_, Low-G Required 38 (40-3Go) 30 (<10"eGo) 38 (<10"SGo)
S/C Stabilization I0 (<10-2Go) 5 {<10-2Go) 40 (<10-2Go)* At minute mtervals of
*One or two minutes can be taken at other selected times.
; provide vah, abl_ information at other non-data times within the experiment
observation period. The experiment efficiency can be raised by having longer
work periods by possibly utilizing more than one astronaut and alternating to
keep the experiment operating.
The experiments involving particles below a few micrometers in diameter
require only a nominal low-g level of 10 -3 , as in the case of Experiment
Class 1, which can be broken at 10-minute intervals for spacecrMt _tabiliza-
tion. For larger particles, such as ice crystals studied in Class 4, a g-level
below 10 is desired. In the case of Class 4, this level can be broken at
5 minute intervals. Class 12 requires low-g levels due to the long event
duration even though the particles will probably be only a few tens of microm-
eters in diameter. Depending on the actual experiment and timetine, the
40-minute interval can be broken for 1 or 2 minutes as specific prearrangcd
times without invalidating the experiment. Acoustical positioning tech-
niques could be periodically utilized for large particle positioning to allow
f r spacecraft stabilization with minimal consequence to certain experiment
objectives.
These timelines will be refined and other timelines will be generated as the
: Zero-g Cloud Physics Program develops.
48
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Section 4
: CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY
: 4. 1 GUIDELINES
The Zero-Gravity Multi-Exper_.ment Cloud Physics Laboratory ha:; bccn
defined based on the concept/philosophy that it serve as a gcneral-purpo,',e
facility for the performance of basic research and beneficial application_
experimentation. A laboratory of this nature is designed so that it will have
the capability to efficiently accommodate a broad spectrum of atmospheric
cloud microphysical experimentation, including those identified in the pro-
posed experiment program and supplementary experiments to be defined as a
result of increased knowledge or in response to specific application areas.
This approach is particularly necessary in light of the dynamic nature of the
research and applications activities related to the project objectives.
The general objective of the laboratory is to complement and supplement the
cloud physics research performed in terrestriallaboratories. The major
capabilityof the laboratory is the elimination of gravity-induced motion
between particles/dropletsand the cloud chambers, thus providing longer
observation time to study important forces and processes thatoccur in
nature without using artificialmeasures to prevent gravity effects(increase
observation time}. The specific scientificobjectives relate to increasing the
understanding of microphysical processes to enable man to improve weather
prediction and to ultimately provide weather modification and control.
Knowledge accumulated during previous study phases has indicated that the
: requirements exerting greatest influence over the selection and definition of
" a cloud physics laboratory and its associated experiment program are the
project value, cost, and flexibility.
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The presently planned cloud physics laboratory project has an operating life
in excess of a decade and therefore attention must be directed to both near-
i and long=term values to be demonstrated. The achievement of project sci-
: entific objectives (near=term value - understanding microphysical proces:_,,';)
will advance the scientific knowledge of microphysit:at processes and wilt
advance mants understanding of his environment and his impact upon it. The
achievement of project application objectives (long-term value - weather pre-
diction, modification, and control) will enable man to constrain, contain, and
prevent the uncounted losses of life and property presently attributed to
weather phenomena.
The project cost, when compared to value, must be minimized. To this end,
extensive definition of the experiment program and priority within the program
was accomplished. Based on the experiment program definition, alternate
terrestrial and space experiment techniques (laminar wind tunnels, KC-135
flights, rockets and satellites) were evaluated and assessed as either inade-
quate to achieve project objectives and/or as more costly. Effort w_s initi-
ated and is continuing to further lower the project total cost (cost tc initial
capability plus experiment operations) by utilization of the capability inherent
to the Shuttle/Sortie Laboratory module, design approaches compatible with
multiple reuse and ground refurbishment, commonality of equipr,_ent and the
interrelated aspects of flexibility.
Flexibility is interrelated to low cost and is presently incorpjrated into the
laboratory concept by virtue of the laboratory capability to:
A. Accommodate all envisioned cloud chamber concepts.
; B. Provide resources for nearly all experiment cl_sses.
C. Provide resource reserves to accommodate te.'hnological
advances and changing experiment requireme,xts.
The value, cost, and flexibility requirements were utilized to establish the
guidelines for the project and hence the laborator 7 features. Further con-
siderations incorporated into the defined guldeliT,es and design features
resulted from consultation with NASA/MSFC, the scientific community, the
Senior Scientific Board, and evaluation of the ,'equirements/resources of
the Space Shuttle/Sortle Laboratory module.
60
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4.2 DESIGN FEATURES
The design features for the cloud physics laboratory were identifiedto
provide the key requirements of value, cost, and flexibilityand to satisfy
the Level I guidelinesand constraints. These features are as follows:
A. Includes subsystems required for allexperiment classes
B. Common subsystems
C. Interchangeable cloud chambers
D. Automated control with manual override
E. Ground refurbishment
F. Capability to accommodate advanced subsystems
G. Capabilityto accommodate specializedequipment
H. Simplifiedlaboratory to Sortie Laboratory Module interface
I. Maximum utilizationof Sortie Laboratory module resources
J. Operation by one astronaut/experimenter with accommodation for
two
: K. Real-time data transmission (viaOrbiter)
. I,. Sensitive equipment storage
M. Safety features to eliminate allcredible hazards
)
4.3 LEVEL I GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS
4.3. I programmatics
4.3. I.I Definitions
Cloud Physics Laboratory Pro_ect
This project includes the definition,design, development, and operations of
the atmospheric cloud physics payload and the interfaceequipment required
to interconnect and maintain the payload and the Sortie Laboratory module
The project also includes ground operations involvingexperiment mission
preparation, astronaut training for experiment conduct, experiment mission
data evaluation, and experiment refurbishment and checkout.
: Cloud Physics Laboratory
A general-purpose facility for the performance of basic research and bene-
ficial applications experimentation in atmospherics cloud physics. The
cloud physics laboratory will be installed within a Sortie Laboratory module
and be transported to and from orbit by the Shuttle. The cloud physics lab-
oratory will provide the scientific community a flexible, low-cost facility
61
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i capable of __ccommodating a broad spectrum of cloud physics experiments,
with rapid user access and minimum interference with other payloads, the
• i Sortie Laboratory module, and Shuttleorbiter activities.
Baseline
The baseline is defined as a fundamental point of reference with regard to
" _ project plan, configvration, operations, and experiment program and will
serve as a basis for comparison of alternatives.
4.3. I.2 Project Planning
The baseline plan will include two flightunits of the cloud physics laboratory,
includingthe associated experiment mission preparation conduct, data evalu-
: ation and documentation in accordance for an assumed 1981 Shuttleflight
i opportunity in a Sortie Laboratory module.
: The baseline plan willinclude provisions for payload ground support equip-
merit and experiment mission support hardware and software to assure
orderly and timely checkout, flight readiness verification, and installation
into the Sortie Laboratory module.
4.3. I.3 Environment
The environments experienced by the cloud physics laboratory associated
with ground operations and allmission phases of flightoperations are con-
tained in the following documents:
A. NASA/MSC - Space ShuttleBaseline Accommodation for Payloads
MSC-67900, June 197Z.
B. NASA/MSFC - Sortie Lab Users Guide (Interim Issue based on
US Option)
C. NASA/MSFC - Sortie _aboratory Design Requirements, December
1972.
The descriptive data itemized in the above documents represent the current !
Sortie Laboratory module payload environment and are pre sented as reference
data only as these requirements are subject to change as design requirements ]
of the Shuttle Orbiter and Sortie Laboratory module evolve from trade i
$
]studies and design definition maturity.
S2 ).
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Natural environment data as specified in NASA TMX 64668:_ will be used for
design and operational analyses.
4.3.2 Systems
4.3.2. I Design Missions
The cloud physics laboratory will be designed to support the envisioned range
!
of atmospheric cloud research experimentation. The baseline capability of
the laboratory incluc, es support of single and multiple experiment classes
_ utilizing single or multiple cloud chambers. The baseline duration of Lab-
oratory missions is 7 days. Extended duration of laboratory missions will
! be up to 30 days. The laboratory will be designed for operation as a portion
of the total payload for the Sortie Laboratory module. Expanded operational
capability is to be achieved by multiple laboratory (up to four) installation
within a Sortie Laboratory module (dedicated atmospheric cloud physics
payload).
4.3.2.2 Design Life :
The cloud physics laboratory will be designed for an operational life of at
least 20 missions of 7-day duration, with ground refurbishment.
4.3.2.3 Mission Success
The cloud physics laboratory willbe designed for a high probability(TBD) of
mission success. Mission success will be determined by proper functioning
of the laboratory and its subsystems. "]_isprobabilityof mission success
i willbe established based on a cost effectivenesstradeoff. This level of mis-
sion success willbe assu:ed by component and subsystem reliability,
redundancy, etc.. Mission success does not require successful completion
of each individualexperiment of an experiment mission.
The cloud physics laboratory subsystem designs will be based on a safe life
concept for all subsystems where failurecould cause hazards to the per-
sonnel, other payloads, the Sortie Laboratory module, or Shuttle Orbiter.
All other subsystems will be based on a fail-safe concept with redundancy
used only to achieve mission success goals or to reduce cost.
2"
*Applicability of this document to be verified, i
t
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4.3.2.4 Crew Size
The design of the cloud physics laboratory is predicated on Sortie Labora-
tory module personnel as defined in Table 4-1.
4.3. Z. 5 Weight
The total weight of the cloud physics laboratory and expendables, all with
suitable weight margins, will be minimized consistent with good engineer-
ing design practice and achieving required safety at low cost. Where
applicable, safety factors and design margins will be sufficiently large to
minimize costly verification and qualification efforts.
4.3.2.6 Power
The total peak and average power of the cloud physics laboratory, with
suitable power margins, will be minimized cot_'_istent with good engineering
: design practice. Where appropriate, equipments and _ubsystems directly
compatible with the Sortie Laboratory module will be utilized. The labora-
tory power control subsystem will incorporate safety features to eliminate
hazards to personnel and to prevent laboratory power control subsystem
i failure from disrupting operation of other payloads or the Sortie Labora-
: tory module. Where applicable, safety devices and design margins will be
provided to minimize costly verification and qualification efforts.
Table 4-1
CREW SIZE
Total Sortie Laboratory Cloud Physics
Pe r sonnel Module Payload Labo rato ry
in Orbit Dedicated Personnel* Personnel :
Baseline 8 4 1
Maximum 8 6 2
Minimum 4 2 1 (partial)
*Personnel who devote most of their work time to payload operation and to !
payload and Sortie Laboratory subsystems.
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4.3.2.7 Volume
The volume of cloud physics laboratory willbe able to accommodate equip-
ment and subsystems defined for the baseline, includingexpendables and
to provide sufficientfree volume to permit efficientand effectiveground
refurbishment. Sufficientvolume, where appropriate, will be allocatedfor
growth to the extended duration mission and incorporation of advanced
equipment and subsystems (includingprovision for their storage and ground
refurbishment).
4.3.2.8 Autonomy (Level of Sortie Laboratory Module Support)
The cloud physics laboratory willmake efficientuse of Sortie Laboratory
Module provided support (i.c., power, communications, environmental
control, etc.) consistentwith simple laboratory to Sortie Laboratory mod-
ule interface and with minimum interference during payload integration
a_tivities.
4.3.2.9 Subsystems
All elements of the cloud physics laboratory willbe selected based on cost,
effectivenessevaluation involving consideration of design, development,
manufacture, qualification,operation, spares allocation,and replacement
project factors. Where cost effecti,Te, available subsystems, assemblies,
and components will be used. These items are to include standard commer-
cial equiprrlent and equipment developed for other programs/projects.
4.3.2. l0 Growth
The baseline cloud physics laboratory will include design provisions, if cost
e£fective, for accommodation of advanced equipments and subsystems and
for growth in mission duration up to 30 days. This growth can be provided
by addition of an equipment rack assembly and/or tankage.
4.3.3 Operations
4.3.3. I Mission Operations
The baseline assumption for mission operations for the cloud physics labora-
tory is that communications and mission control will be through the Mission
Control Center at Johnson Space Center (,TSC).
U
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4. 3. 3.2 Communications Network
The characteristics of the communications systems with the earth, as a
function of operational date, are described in: "Characteristics of Future
Ground Network and Synchronous Satellite Communications System for
Support of NASA Orbital Missions (for Planning Purposes Only)," OTDA,
September 1972 issue.
4.3.3.3 Data Management
The baseline assumption for the definition and management of data acquisi-
tion, processing and handling is that they will be the responsibility o_ cloud
physics laboratory mission integrator.
4.3.3.4 Experiment Payload Integration
The baseline assumption for cloud physics laboratory integration is that it
will be the responsibility of cloud physics laboratory mission integrator, but
will be carried out in many cases at locations including KSC and variou_
facilities(other NASA centers, other Government laboratories, universities,
industrial concerns, foreign users, etc.). This integration will be at the
complete laboratory level.
4.3.3.5 Mission Preparation
The baseline assumption for prelaunch mission preparation, including cloud
physics laboratory refurbishment, final experiment mission definition, pre-
launch crew training, hardware and software experiment mission compati-
bility, verification and checkout, is that it will be carried cut at the location
or facility that is most cost effective.
4.3.4 hterface
4.3.4. 1 Sortie Laboratory Module Interface
The baseline Scrtie Laboratory module to cloud physics laboratory will be
defined by the following documents:
A. NASA/MSFC - Sortie Laboratory Users Guide (Interim Issue based
on US Option)
B. NASA/MSFC - Sortie Laboratory Design Requirements,
December 1972
!
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The descriptive data in the above itemized documents represent the current
Sortie Laboratory module interface and are presented as reference data
only as requirements are subject to change as design requirements of the _',
Shuttle Orbiter and Sortie Laboratory module evolve from trade studies and
design definition maturity.
4.3.4.2 User Provisions
Laboratory utility to the users will be a major consideration in all design
: and operational features decisions.
The laboratory will provide capability to accommodate all experiment
classes, all cloud chamber concepts, and the .'naximum possible indiv;d-
ual experiments associated with the scientific and beneficial applications
research areas of atmospheric cloud physics.
The laboratory will provide all support subsystems and defined cloud physics
research subsystems and equipments consistent with capability defined above.
The laboratory will provide features to accommodate specialized user's
research and applications experiment equipment.
Capability for voice communication will be available between the ground and
the onboard experimenter. Capability for wideband data and spacecraft to
ground TV will be provided.
4.3.5 Experiment Missions
4.3.5. I Experiment Mission/Principal Investigator Selection
Criteria for experiment mission selection will be established during workshop
activities involving the NASA, representatives of the atmospheric cloud
physics commtmity and the cloud physics laboratory mission integrator.
Criteria will include scientt/ic priority, achievability, and Lero-gravity
• applicability factors, in addition to factors associated with schedulinl_ for
payload selection (experiment mission plannin s and timeline, astronaut
tralnin|, experiment mission support, etc. ). The experiment mission selec-
, tion will further depend on the proposed principal investigator or principal
g?
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investigator team. Preeminence in the area of experimentation and avail-
i ability for experiment mission support activities will be major considerations.
E
Selection Procedure (Tentative}
The experiment missions and *he principal investigator or principal investi-
g-'or team will be selected by NASA in accordance with procedures estab-
lished for scientific participation in the Sortie Laboratory module project.
Though the process by which experiments are identified and selected for
flight has not been firmly established at the present time, a typical flow is
shown in Figure 4-1. The procedure will be initiat_.d by preparation and
submittal of an experiment proposal. At a minimum, the proposal would
contain the following types of information in sufficient depth to permit a pre-
llminary evaluation by an appropriate NASA experiment review board.
A. Experimeat description, objective and rationale.
B. Desired flight date and duration.
C. Resource requirements for operational support (power, work space,
crew skills, data transmission, etc.).
D. Potential hazards and contamination sources.
E. Special ground support equipment and facilities.
F. Status of experiment development.
G. Sortie Lab support equipment needed.
An expansion of the principal investigator/NASA interface and responsibilities
(tentative) is included in NASA-Sortie Laboratory Users Guide, April 1973.
The cloud physics laboratory is to be available to the cloud physics scientific
community. Its malti-experiment capability _ill provide potential principal
investigators w;th almost aLl if not ,'he total equipment required for their
experiment. The laboratory, therefore, will permit principal investigator
participation "n an efficient and effective manner. Procedures for principal
investigator participation, where existing experiment equipment exists will
be developed.
A laboratory safety plan will be developed in accordance with NASA Safety
Program Directive No. I {Revision A}, dated December 12.19b?, and other
U
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applicable directives (TBD). Compatibility with applicable Shuttle and Sortie
Laboratory Module directives is required.
No credible hazard associated with the cloud physics laboratory or its exper--
ment activities will prevent safe termination of a mission.
/
The cloud physics laboratory will have self-contained protective devices or
provisions against all credible hazards generated by its equipment and their
ope rational functions.
The cloud physics laboratory will be designed in accordance with the require-
ments of the following document: NASA/MSFC, Guidelines for Developing
Safety, Reliability and Quality Assurance Requirements for Sortie Lab,
"_ March 1973.
4.3.7 Resources
4.3.7. 1 Cost
; Low initial and total cost is a major objective of the cloud physics laboratory
project.
Cost effectiveness will be amajor consideration in all design and operational
: concept decisions.
t
?
4.4 LABORATORY MISSION AND DESCRIPTION
4.4. I Mission Description
The cloud physics laboratory will be a partial payload of the Sortie Labora-
. tory and is to be launched by the Space Shuttle from Kennedy Space Center.
: The cloud physics laboratory requires an environment of I0 "2 to I0"5 g's '
{I0 "5 required for critical experiments) and hence, final orbit will be estab-
lished by the other Sortie Laboratory payloads. ,:,After final orbit has been
_The cloud physics laboratory research can be accomplished on varied
Shuttle/Sortie Laboratory missions with many other payloads. The cloud
physics laboratory requires only the near zero-gravity environment
{> lO0-nmi near-circular orbits), and limited resources {weight, power,
volume, thermal control, and data management). Furthermore, an experi-
ment mi sion can be conducted in any of the various Shuttle/Sortie Labora-
tory operating modes (bay doors closed or open, Sortie Lab deployed or
not deployed. )
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achieved and verified, the Sortie Laboratory systems checkout ¢¢ill be
0: accomplished. The scientific crew members, upon occupying the Sortie
Laboratory Module will conduct checkout operations of the cloud pi:ysics
i laboratory and the other payloads. The envisioned first experiment mission
: will encompass experimental operation of the cloud physlr.Q laboratory for
_ periods of 2 hours to TBD hours (maximum shift duration) on a daily basis.
: _ The predetermined experiment sequences will be performed and periodic
; real-time contact with the principal investigator will be required. Upon
conclusion of the experiment mission, the cloud physics laboratory will bc
secured for reentry and bc returned to earth.
The astronaut-experimenter will observe laboratory operation throughout
the experiment mission. His observations and the data from the experiments
will be furnished to both the principal investigator team (for the specific
experiment mission) and to the experiment program integration contractor.
The principal investigator team will review, evaluate, and documen! the experi-
ment mission data and scientific results. The program integration contractor
will disseminate the experiment mission report and will perform the necessary
laboratory servicing and refurbishment for the next experiment mission.
In addition to the above-defined mission operations from lift-off through
data evaluation and laboratory refurbishment, each experiment mission will
involve the selectxon of the mission experiment objectives and principal
investigator team, the formualtion o_ experiment sequences and operational
timeline, the requisite astronaut training, support for installation in the
Sortie Laboratory, and other payload coordination. Capability to conduct up
to four experiment missions per year, utilizing two cloud physics laboratory
flight articles is envisioned.
4.4.2 Laborator Y Description
The cloud physics laboratory is intended as a general-purpose facitlity,
: available to the entire scientific community, and capable of performing
complementary and supplementary research in atmospheric microphysics.
. As shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, the laboratory is a self-contained unit
approximately 2.44 m (8 ft) long, 3.05 m (10 ft) high, and I. Z) m (4 ft) maxi-
3 ft 3)mum depth occupying a volume of _ 8.8 m ( _ 310 . The laboratory will
el
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weigh between 6Zb kg (I,382 Ib)and 728 kg (I,607 Ib) and will use an average
power of 156 to 268 watts. As a partialpayload of a Shuttle/SortieLab
mission the cloud physics laboratory will be dependent on usage of Sortie
Laboratory resources for
I A. Power
B. Heat rejection
C. Scientific crew member operation (astronaut-experimenter)
D. Limited data management and communications.
} The laboratory (Figure 4-Z) contains all subsystems required for the conduct
, of the defined experiment program. Ancillary subsystems (categorized to
L
denote general support requirement for totalexperiment program) include:
A. Gas Storage and Flow Control
B. Power Control
C. Data Management
D. Displays and Controls
E. Integrated Environmental Control
This equi].)mentis installedwithin the laboratory console shown in Figure 4-3.
Cloud chamber subsystems (categorized to denote specialized scientificequip-
" ment for specificresearch areas) include:
A. Cloud Chambers
B. Droplet generators
C. Environment controllers
D. Imaging systems
This equipment is installed in the working volume in the center of the labora-
tory console.
The laboratory flown will be modified for each individual experiment mission.
The ancillary subsystems (the major portion of the laboratory equipment)
will be used for all missions with specific cloud chamber subsystems. The
laboratory, wiLbin given limits, can be cordigured and operated to use
available Sortie Laboratory resources for a specific mission (volume is
fixed - astronaut time, power, heat rejection and data management support
are flexible).
N
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The laboratory subsystems were defined with consideration of ground
_ refurbishment/replacement without major rework. Capability for growth
and/or advanced subsystem installation was provided. Sensitive cloud
chamber subsystems storage is provided in the laboratory as is space for
specialized tools required for experiment conduct.
4.5 CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY SUBSYSTEMS
The cloud physics laboratory (CPL) consists of the following subsystems,
each of which will be specifiedin some detailin a section of the following
discussion.
A. Thermal c_ntrol and measurement
B. Pressure cow,trotand measurement
C. Dew point and liquidwater content control and measurement
D. Gas storage and flow control
E. Electric fieldenvironment
F. Acoustical environment
G. Optical environment
H. Liquid drop generator
I. Ice particle generator
J. Aerosol generators
K. Data management and interface electronics
L. Particle counters
M. Experiment chambers
N. Miscellaneous support
O. Power control and distribution
P. Console
Q. Optical and imaging devices
The SRT (supporting research and technology) items are called out in the
discuss,on and are further described in Section 4.9.
4.5. I Thermal Control and Measurement
The CPL thermal control system will use Sortie Laboratory resources to
provide coolant at +7_C and a hot fluid at +38"C. Additionally there will be
heat input from the CPL into the Sortie Laboratory cabin atmosphere from
electrical/electronic systems and a cryogenic cooler. A cryogenic cooler is
required to provide the low temperatures necessary for operation of the
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I general and static diffusion ice chambers. The maximum CPL chamber
heat load of 54 thermal watts occurs for the expansion chamber.!
• _ The requirements for temperature measurement vary depending or, the
function and type of experiment. The most stringent specification is
+0.01"C. This accuracy can be obtained using thermistors that have been
individually calibrated.
4.5.2 Pressure Control and Measurement
Chamber internal pressures vary between 140 and 760 torr with a maximum
measurement accuracy requirement of ±0.05 torr. Pressure controlwill
be by means of pressure regulators using high-pressure storage tanks as the
main pressure source. Gas flow pumps will be used for recirculation
systems in order to minimize the gas volume requirements. Itmay also be
desirable at certain times to use partial vacuum as a low pressure gas
discharge sink.
4.5.3 Dew Point and Liquid Water Content Control and Measurement
The dew point control system will be capable of treating up to 5 Q/rain of
dry air up to a humidity of 100 percent at a maximum temperature of 25"C.
The humidity must be measured over a range of 10 to 98 percent with a
maximum accuracy of +1%. For experiment class 15 the humidity measure-
ment accuracy requirement is +0.05 percent which will necessitate special
equipment and procedures. A liquid water content (LWC) meter is required
to monitor the LWC within the expansion chamber for the purpose of accurate
water budget accounts.
4. 5.4 Gas Storage and Flow Control
The CPL contains provisions for an earth gas sample and five sample gases :
(air or mixtures of air with contaminants or pollutants). The sample gases
can be mixed or used separately as required by the individual experiment.
Provisions have been made to reduce the number of sample gases and/or
increase the quantity of a particular sample gas by installation of additional
tankage. The gas storage and flow control subsystem is a closed-loop sub-
system in which expended gases are stored in a sump tank and in the earth
sample tank (after usage of earth sample).
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4. 5. 5 Electric Field Environment
Three of the CPL cloud chambers require electric fields: static diffusion
' ice chamber, expansion chamber, and the general chamber. In each caseT
the fieldwill be thatof a plane, parallel-platecapacitor (neglectingedge
effects}. The conductive surfaces across which the potentialis applied will
be supplied with each chamber. Characteristics of the electricfieldare as
follows.
Frequency: 0 to I00 Hz
Wave Shape: Square
Amplitude: 0 to 3,000 V/m
The voltage and frequency supply will operate from the ShuttleZ8-vdc bus.
The frequency and amplitude of the fieldwillbe controlled and indicated on
the display console.
4.5.6 Acoustical Environment
The general chamber and the staticdiffusionice chamber will be equipped
with audio drivers of variable frequer_cyfor the positioningand control of
droplets or ice particlesin each of three mutually perpendicular axes. Each
driver can be controlledindependently in frequency and amplitude. The
frequency range is from 0 to 10 kHz and the sound amplitude is from 0 to
(TBD) db. The frequency of each driver willbe indicatedon the console and
the intensitycontrol on the console controlpanel willbe calibrated in sound
intensitylevel (db). The power supply for each driver will operate from the
Z8-vdc Shuttlebus.
4.5.7 Optical Environment
This system has been described in an SRT requiring advanced development.
The opticaldevices are used for three purposes:
A. Remote heating of individualparticles or groups of particles.
B. Motion control of small particles.
C. Visual and/or photographic observations.
Details of this system will be resolved at a later time.
4.5.8 Licluid Drop Generator
The generator will be required to provide aingle droplets by manual or sys*
tern control up to a frequency of 10/sec. The _ize unHormity of the drops
must be sufficient to ensure less than 5 percent variation in droplet diameter.
M
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: Droplet diameters vary from l0 to 100 _m, with other techniques givin_
droplets up to 1-cm diameter. The droplet must be dispensed within the
chamber although the driving mechanism is located outside. It must also, bo
possible to generate the droplet at some predetermined initial velocity away
from the generator locatic,n so that the droplet comes to rest at the required
location in the chamber.
4.5.9 Ice Particle Generator
A technique for growing ice particles utilizing terrestial laboratory techniques
or a modification of the liquid drop generator will be used for this subsystem.
Ice crystals from the micro, meter to centimeter size range are required.
4.5.10 Aerosol Generators
These items have been designated as requiring SRT in the advanced develop-
ment area. Aerosol generators are required to produce the condensation
nuclei or droplets which are to be studied in the chambers. Tabl¢. 4-2
describes the characteristics of each type of generator.
4.5. II Data Management and Interface Electronics
Figure 4..4 shows the basic operation of the data managernent and control
system. The central digital computer provides the data processing and
control functions of the CPL. The particular functions within the dotted
boxes are exemplary only and not exclusive. Specific data sources are ana-
log to digital converted in the data interface unit and processed onto data
recording devices by the data processing section of the computer. A data
Table 4-Z
AEROSOL GENERATOR CHARACTERISTICS
=,
Size Range Density Production
Aerosols (cm) (Ib/cc) Rate (Ha) Composition
• Cloud Droplet I0"4-I O "I 10-104 104-105 H_O
Large and Giant 10"5-10 .3 I0"2-I02 I0-I05 NaCI,
Nuclei Dioctylpthalate
Aitken 5 x 10"7-10 .5 10-10 _ 10 5 Silicone,
Sulfates. etc.
eO
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displa,, _ystem will be used to provide desired information visually to thc
operator. Sensor data are tape recorded and are also used for controlling
the operation of the chamber within established environmental tolerances.
A keyboard and register display unit permit examination of the co" cents of
computer internal registers and also manual inputs to modify computer
constants or change program operation at predetermines branch point.
4.5.12 Particle Counters
The CPL will use three types of particle counters:
A. Particle size analyzer
B. Nuclei mass monitor system
C. Nuclei size analyzer
Nuclei are either condensatxon centers for droplet formation or solidification
centers for ice crystal formation. Particles are either water droplets or]
ice crystals which have grown from nuclei to larger sizes. In order to
understand the effects of nuclei in causing condensation, one must know both
: the characteristics of the nuclei and the re_,alting particles under known
environmental conditions. Thus the nuclei measurement devices will provide
information about the initial aerosol distribution while the optical particle
counter and cameras will provide information during and after an experiment.
A. Particle Size Analyzer
This optical device will be a size analyzer for particles >0.3 _,m
diameter. A_ the air containing the particles flows through an
illuminated volume, the intensity of light scattered from individual
particles is measured by a photomultiplier. This intensity is
proportional to the particle size. The distribution of sizes will be
obtained by the measurement of random p_tlse amplitudes from the
photomult!plier amplifier system. This analyzer consists of a
' sensor head and an electronics unit.
B. Nuclei Mass Monitor System
The mass monitor i8 a device which meaJureo the total particulate
ma_s per unit volume by electrostatic precipitation ot particles in
the size range 0.01 to =0 _m diameter onto • crystal oJcillator,
where the total mass chanEes the crystal resonant treq_ncy. The
71
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rate of change of frequency is thus proportional to the mass per
unit volume of sample air. The system con3ists of a sevsor unit
and an electronics pa,:kage.
C. Nuclei Size Analyzer
This analyzer measures the size distribution of particles in the
range 0. Ol to I. 0 pro. The particles are ionized and their mobili_,
_s a function of electric field is measured to give an integral size
distribution. The device requires a flow of 50 t/rain, most of w,Lich
is a recirculated sheath flow. Ten voltages are used in sequence
giving a ten po_,_t integral distribution in Z. 5 minutes.
4.5.13 Experiment Chambers
The CPL will be capable of using five different interchangeable cloud
chambers. The overall CPL systems required for each chamber will be
sized to suppc'-t the maximum chamber requirement. The system interfaces
with the chambers will utilize designs that permit a rapid changeover. The
five chambers are as follows:
A. Expansion Chamber (E)
The interior of the expansion chamber will be cylindrical, 15 cm
iv r>dius and 45 cm ,ong, giving a volume of 31.8 t. The chamber
,;,'o . ihermally isolated and equipped with cooling systems to
e,,_.', operation from -60 to +40" C. The upper and lower ends of
the chamber n,ay be maintained over _ differential temperature of
0 to 10"C which can be controlled to _0.05"C. The internal pressure
will be controlled between 140 and 760 tort and the chamber expan-
sion system will be capable of a pressure rate of change up to
103 torr/sec with a tolerance of _| percent, and a maximum vol_rne
exp_,nsion, _V/V, of 0.5 _O. I percent. The circular e.-_ds of the
chamber will be equipped with electrically conductive plates which
serve a_ equipotential surfaces for the plectric field motion control
sy8 tern.
B. Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber (CDF)
The interior of this chamber has a square base 30 cm on each side
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with a 5 cm height. The internal volume is 4.5 e. Inside the
chamber are two plates, 30 by 25 cm, spaced 1.3 cm apart and e_,ch
maintained isothermal to -+0.05_C. The inner surface of each ['ate
is covered with a fine mesh screen which can be saturated with
water. The structure of the chamber provides awater feed system
which keeps these surfaces wet. Air flow through the chamber pro-
vides thermal contact with the two plates so that the air is pre-
conditioned to the temperature of each plate before it enters the
region between them. As the air enters this region, the sample
gas is introduced iT,to the conditioned flow and enters the re_ion of
vapor supersaturati_:,. The air and sample flow leave the chamber
and enter the particle size distributio:_ analyzer. The temperature
difference between the upper and lower plate is 0 to 10_C and is
controlled and measured to +0.05 _C. The chamber operates at a
slightly negative pressure of 740 to 760 torr. This pressure will be
measured to +0. Z percent and will not vary in time any faster than
0.4 torr/sec.
C. S_atic DLffusion Ice Chamber (SDI) i
The SDI chamber is cylindrical with a 20-cm radius and a length of
10 cm giving a volume of 12, 5 _. The chamber will be thermally ;-
controlled from -40 to +25"C with a temperature measurement
accuracy of ±I_C. The upper and lower circular ends of the chamber
will be separately controlled to provide temperature differences up
to 20"C controlled and measured to ±0.05vC. The internal chamber
pressure will be controlled between 100 and 760 torr and measured
to ±10 tort. The circular ends will be conductive and serve as
equipotential surfaces for the electric field polarizing and charge
measurement systems.
D. Static Diffusion Liquid Chamber (SDL)
This chamber is cylindrical, having a radius of 7.5 cm and a length
of 1.5 crn giving a volume of 3.27 F. The chamber will be operated
between 0 and 30_C. The maximum temperature difference between
the two circular ends wiD be 10vC controlled and measured to
_0.05 _C. The internal pressure will vary from 140 to 760 torr,
±5 torr. Flat windowa, 90 degrees apart, at two places in the
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cylindrical walls provide optical viewing ports. The upper and
lower ends are maintained moist by means of a capillary or fine
screen surface.
E. General Chamber (G)
The interior of this chamber is a cube in shape, 30 cm on each side
giving a volume of 27 f. The thermal controi system will permit
operation in the temperature range of 10 to 30vC. The internal
pressure will vary between 140 and 760 tort. Two opposite sides
of the cube will serve as electrical field plates for polarizing drop-
lets. Acoustical drivers will be built into three of the mutally
perpendicular surfaces to provide sound waves for the positioning
drops.
4.5.14 Miscellaneous Support
The CPL will provlde locations for storage of equipment which is not mounted
during launch of the CPL. Suitable tie-downs will ensure launch compati-
bility. Expendable CPL items such as film, magentic tape, and special
liquids will be stored in the CPL during launch. Special or genera/ tools
required for CPL operation: modification, or repair will be provided and
stored in appropriate locations.
4. 5. 15 Power Control and Distribution S_rstem
Electrical power for the CPL will be obtained from the Sortie Laboratory
via a 28 vdc and a 110 vac (400 Hz) power bus. Each source will be treated
7
• separately within the CPL. Each source will have its own circuit breaker/
master on-off control on the console, All ac and dc grounds will be kept
separate and each separate from chassis ground. A console switch panel
with indicatinglightswill separately control the power to the major electrical
systems. Those system which use excessive power but are not used con-
tinuouslywilt be designed with standby modes at reduced power levels such
that the operator can optl,nizethe level to meet the experiment requirement.
The CPL electronic equipment will te designed to eliminate the duplicityof
low-voltabe dc power converters which would occur ifone used off-the-shelf ill
/, ._?
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laboratory equipment. A standard integrated circuit logic line will be used
wherever possible to also reduce the number of bias supply voltages necd_,d,
High-frequency switching regulators will be used to maximize power con-
version efficiency.
4.5. 16 Console
The console of the CPL will bethe major work area for the astronaut/scientist
to perform the CPL experiment program planned for a particular mission.
The console will provide a centralized location to accomplish the following
operations :
A. Data Monitoring !
This will be accomplished through visual digital displays for temper- _
ature, pressure (relative humidity), gas flow, elapsed time, and
other pertinent experiment parameters which require observation
during the course of the experiment. The proper operation of other
subsystems of the CPL will be displayed on the console via indicating
lights. These displays and lights will be mounted on the panels of
the console and arranged in logical and orderly arrays to indicate
visually the actual location and function of the controI within the
system.
B. Control Device Manipulation
During the operation of a cloud chamber experiment, itmay" be
required of the operator to change the value of one or more of the
chamber environmental parameters (e.g. temperature or pressure).
Controls will be mortared on the console for these modifications with
digital readouts of the parameter values af.tected. The controls will
be mounted in locations such that any effect of the control may be
visually observed within the chamber while the change is being
made.
C. Visual-Photographic Observation i
The console will provide access for the observer to visually or !
photographically record the progress and/or results of a ch_o_nber
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operation. Suitable hand-holds and camera mounts will allow
positioning of the observer or camera so that the chamber and the
display area can be viewed conveniently. Itwill be required that
the observer be able to move and observe on all sldes of the chamber
mounting area since the various chambers require access from
different directions depending on the operation underway. The con-
sole will also provide the necessary illumination for visual or
photographic observation of the chamber interior and the control
console itself.
4.5. 17 Optical and Imaging Devices
The CI°L will include several types of imaging devices to record data,
chamber operation, and subsystem operation. These devices include the
following:
A. StillCameras
Certain CPL experiments require the use cf a stillcamera (frame
rates up to 2/sec, shutter speeds 1 sec to 1/500 sec, capacity
500 frames) with a variety of lenses of various f-numbers and
focal lengths. Both lenses and film packs must be easily inter-
changeable. For some applications, high resolution {2 _m) and
large depth-of-field {I mm) are required necessitating highspeed
film. Both 35-ram and ?0-mm film may be utilized for certain
ope rations.
B. Fast Frame Rate Cameras
, For CI°L experiments on droplet collisions, frame rates of 100/see
are required. Total duration of this rate per collision will be less
than 20 sec, requiring at most 2,000 frames per collision. The
resolution requirement is not high since the droplets are quite
large {>50 _m). Lens systems must permit large depth-of-field
{_l cm) and wide angle pictures.
C. Microscopes
Some experiments will require a low magnification optical system
(10 to 100X) for either visual or photographic observation. A stereo
76
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microscope with camera attachment and long working distance
(~10 cm) will be necessary. Ahigher magnificaticn (100 to 1,000X)
trinocular (camera attachment) microscope will be required to
obaerve some of the aerosol characteristics as well as characteris-
tics of ice crystal replicas.
D. Oscilloscope and Camera
This device will be limited to recording waveforms from CPI,
electronic systems on an as-required b,_,sis for diagnostic or
: troubleshooting efforts. The oscilloscope w,ll be used to support
the diagnostic efforts required in assessment of subsystem opera-
tion and experiment conduct behavior. The scope and camera
will alsn be available for special data aquisition requirements.
E. Video Camera
A video system will be useful in problem situations where inter-
action between the operator and ground personnel is necessary.
The normal Shuttle video downlink will be utilized with the camera
being sb_red with other Sortie Laboratory users.
A dedicated high-resolutionlow-light-levelvidicon may also
be utilizedto minimize operator fatigue. A video camera
would be focused on the chamber event under observation
while the operator would observe the TV monitor as the
experiment progressed. This approach provides both image
magnification and intensification,thus facilitatingthe perform-
ance of an experiment and the collectionof experimental data.
F. Image Device Lighting
The various visual and opticalrecording devices will require
suitablelightingfor their optimum preformance. Continuous ::
lightingwillbe used for visual or vidicon observations while
higher intensitylightsfor short periods of time (<l sec) or laser
lightingmay be required for some of the hlgh-resolutlon film ;-
recorded data. Stroboscope illuminationwill provide the high
77
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intensity and stop-motion necessary for the fast frame rate
camera events.
G. Optical Detector
This solid-statedetector willbe used to obtain data concerning
the scatteringproperties of ice crystals and possibly extreme
droplet size change data. These detectors will be similar to
those used to determine the liquidwater content within the
expansion chamber.
H. Droplet Size DistributionMeter
This unitwhich has been identifiedas requiring _RT will be
used to determine droplet size distributionswithin a chamber
uti/izingopticaltechniques. Real-time measurement at a
distance is vitalfor several CPL experiments.
I. _IRMicroscope
The surface temperature of ice crystals and droplets must
be known before certain important experiment objectives can J
ibe satisfied. The item specifiedhere is an IR imaging device
capable of -+O.3"C at -15"C mean temperature.
4.6 CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY CHARACTERISTICS
The cloud physics laboratory weight, power, and volume characteristics
were calculated for each clolxd chamber and are listed in Table 4-3. Jl
I
The values presented show increases m weight and power from previous
contract phase results. These increases are due to the following laboratory
design differences.
a. Expanded capability for electric field environment subsystem over i
previously defined electric field motion control subsystem.
b. Expanded capability for acoustical environment subsystem over
previously defined ultrasonic motion control subsystem.
!
c. Expanded capability for optical environment subsystem over
previously defined optical motion control subsystem.
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d. Improved assessment of sample gas and fihn expendab]es.
e. Addition of liquid water content meter.
t. Detailed thermal analysis of c!oud chamber.
g. Addition of optical detection and imaging devices.
h. Improved assessment of equipment usage.
The characteristics presented represent conservative values for the experi-
, ment classes defined. The laboratory characteristics, as tabulated, are
compatible with Sortie Laboratory resources and consistent with laboratory
operation as a partial payload.
4.6.1 Laboratory Weisht, Volume, and Power
In the establishment of laboratory weight, volume, ano _ ower, consideration
was given to the various equipment and experiments to be performed. It was
determined that laboratory volume, as established by the console, would be
fixed at 8.75 m 3 (310 ft3). The total laboratory equipment provides a
volumetric density of Z5 percent with ample room for maintenance and
refurbishment. The variation in cloud chambers, gas samples, experiments,
and optical and imaging systems will provide variations in weight and poxwr
(both peak and average) with experiment mission. The following sections
describe the technique/ratxonale used to establish the ranges of these
parameters.
4.6. Z Thermal Control and Measurement Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 61.6 kg (136 ib)
Power = 559 watts
Volume = 0. 086 rn 3 (3.05 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on each experiment mission. Power will vary
dependent on cloud chamber, gas sample volume, and experiment tempera-
ture range. The values in Table 4-4 were established for a typical experi-
ment mission.
SO
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Table 4-4
THERMAL CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Daily
Experiment Cloud Weigl,t Pmax Pavg Pa vg
Clas s Chambe r kg lb (watts) (watts) (watts)
1 CDF 61.6 136 40 20 _3. 7
2 through 11 SDI 61.6 136 350 200 _7.0
12 through 15 E 61.6 136 550 325 138.0
16 through 18 G 61.6 136 300 1 75 58.3
19 and 20 SDL " 61.6 136 150 80 26.7
4.6.3 Pressure Control and Measurement Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 31.5 kg (69.5 Ib)
Power = 35 watts
Volume = 0.29 m 3 (10. 5 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on each experiment mission. Power demand is
established by the UV aerosol conditioner which will be operated 20 percent
of experiment time with minimal difference by experiment class (see
Table 4- 5).
Table 4-5
PRESSURE CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment D_ily
Experiment Cloud Weight Pmax Pavg Pavg
Class Chamber kg Ib (watts) (watts) (watts)
I through 20 All 31.5 69.5 35 7 2.3
|
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4.6.4 Dew Point and Liquid Water Content Control and Measureme._t
Subsystem
"_ Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 52.2 kg (I 15 Ib)
Power = 125 watts
Volume = 0. 079 m 3 (Z. 8 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on each experiment mission. Power will vary
with humidity level and sample gas volume (see Table 4-6). Subsystem will
be uperated up to 15 percent of experiment time.
Table 4-6
DEW POINT AND LIQUID WA2ER CONTENT CONTROL AND
MEASUREMENT SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Daily
Expe riment Cloud Weight Pmax Pavg Pa vg
Clas s Chamber kg lb (watts) (watts) (watt s )
1 CDF 5Z 2 115 125 3 1
2 through 11 SDI 4 1. ]
1 Z through 15 E 14 4.7
16 through 1 8 G 1 8 (_
1 9 and Z0 SDL 3 1
' 4.6.5 Gas Storage Supply and Flow Control Subsystem
Sxxbsystem Features (max_ Weight = 144 kg (316 lb)
!
Power : 257 watts
Volume = 0.66 m 3 (23.4 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on every experiment mission with varyin_
s-_mple tankage weight based on gas sample requirements (see Table 4-7).
Power will vary depending on gas sample volume.
_ . _ ,_ _ , _ i_
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Table 4- 7
GAS STORAGE AND FLOW CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Expe riment Daiiy
Experiment Weight (max) Weight (avg) Pmax .Pavg Pavg
Class kg lb kg lb (watts) (watts) (watt s )
1 91.2 201 91.2 201 257 164 55
2 through 11 1DO 221 91.2 201 164 55
12 through 15 125 276 I00 221 180 60
16 through 18 144 316 82.1 181 147 49
19 and 20 91.2 _91 8Z. 1 181 147 49
4.6.6 Electric Field Environment Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 12.2 kg (Z7 ib)
Power = 45 watts
Volume = 0.031 m 3 (I.1 ft 3)
This subsystem may be used in conjunction with either the acoustical or
optical environment subsystems are used on an experiment mission (see
T_.b,e 4-8). Power demand is based on approxirnately 60 percent experiment
time usage.
Table 4- 8
ELECTRIC FIELD ENVIRONMENT
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
I Experiment Daily
I Weight Pmax Pavg. . Pavg
Experiment ClaI s kg lb" (watts) (w&tta } (watts)
2 through 12, 14; 12.2 27 45 17 9
16 through 18 a.nd 20
I
i
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4.6. 7 Acoustical Environment Subsystem
!
,- Subsystem Features (max) We" "ht : 3Z. 6 kg (7Z Ib)
Power = 183 watts
Volume = O. 056 m 3 (Z ft 3)
This subsystem may be used in conjunction with either the electric field or
optical environment subsystems are used on an experiment mission (see
: Table 4-9), Power demand is based on approximately 60 percent experiment
time usage,
"/?able4-9
ACOUSTICAL ENVIRONMENT
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Daily
W eight Pmax Pavg, .Pa vg.
Expe riment Cla ss kg ]b (watts) (wattsI {w_,tts}
Z through 10, lZ, 15, 3Z.6 7Z 75 45 15
16 and 19
4, 6, 8 _tical Environment Subsystem _.
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = !8, I kg (41 Ib)
Power = 85 watts
Volume = 0. 02Z m 3 (0.8 ft 3)
! This subsystem may be used in conjanction with either the electrxc field or
acoustical environment subsystems are used on an experiment mission (see
Table 4-10). Power demand is based onapprox_.m_-tely 60 percent experi-
ment time usage.
S4
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Table 4- ]0
OPTICAL _NVIRONMENT
SUBS'rST EM FEATURES
Evpe riment Daily
Weight Pmax .Pavg Pa vg
Exp-.riment Class kg Ib (watts) (watts) {watts)
5, 8, and 12 18.1 41 85 51 17
4.6. 9 Liquid Drop Generator Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 14.7 kg (32.5 lb)
Power = 58 "vatts
Volume = 0. 020 m 3 (0.7 f _)
This subsystem may be flown in conjunction with either the ice particle
generator or aerosol generator (see Table 4-I l). Power demand is based
on 5 percent experiment time usage.
Table 4- 11
LIQUID DROP GENERATOR
SUBSYS_ EM FEATUR ES
Weight Experiment Daily
Pmax Pavg Pavg
Experime :t Class kg Ib (watts) (watts) {:'_at'ts)
2, 3, 4, 6throughll, 14.7 32.5 58 3 1
16, 17, 18 and 20
4.6.10 Ice particle Generator Subsystem,
Subsystem Featu-es (max) Weight : 17.2 kg (38 lb)
Power = 58 w&tts
Volume = O. 020 m 3 (0.7 ft 3)
This subsystem rr_.y be flouT, in conjunction wlth either the liquid d¢op
gener&tor or aerosol senerator (see Table 4-1 Z). Power demand is based
on 5 percent experiment tinle usage.
N
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'I abll' 4- Id
ICE PARTICLE SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Expe rinlent Daily
Weight Pmax Pavg. Pa vg
Experiment Class kg lb (wat# s ) (watt s } (watt s )
2 through 7 17.2 38 58 3 1
4.6.1. AerosolGenerator Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight : Z7.8 kg (61 Ib)
Power = 76 watts
Volume : O. 062 m 3 (2. Z ft 3)
This subsystem mav be flown in conjunction with either the liquid drop or ice
particle generators. Either droplet cloud or giant nuclci generator x illbe
flown on a given experiment mission, in conjunction with the Aitken gevera-
tor. Power demand is based on 5 percent experiment txme, usage (see
Table 4-I 3).
Table 4- i 3
AEROSOL GENERATOR
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Weight W,xpe riment Daily
Pmax .Pa vg. Pa vg
Experiment Class kg Ib (watts) (watts) (watts)
1, Z, 3, 5, 6, 8, l Z, 16.4 36 46 Z.3 0.8
16, and 17
4, 6.12 Data Management and Interface Electronics Subsystem.
Subsystems Feat-lres (max) Weight = 59.8 k_ (132 I0)
Power = 237 watts
Volume = 0. 067 m 3 (2.4 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on each experiment system (see Table 4-14).
Subsystem power demand is basecL on 20 percent experimen _-time usage
N
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i T_ble 4-14 ,
_ DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
} We ight Expe riment Daily _.
Pmax wPt_tgs . Pavg.Experiment Class kg ib (watts) ( ) (watts)
; Ali 59.8 132 237 47.5 15.8
_ _. o. 13 Aerosol Counters Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 69.4 kg (I 53 ib)
Power = 293 watts
Volume = 0. 109 m 3 (3.9 ft 3)
This subsystem will be flown on all experiment missions. The individual
counters in this subsystem are not operated simultmleously. Power demand
is based on 20 percent experiment time usage for both the optical and electri-
cal particle counters and 5 percent usage of the particle mass counter (see
Table 4-15).
)
Table 4- 15 ,
: AEROSOL COUNTERS
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
; i
; Weight Experiment Daily
Experiment Class kg ib (watts) (watt s )
1 69.4 153 230 54 18
, f
2 to 20 69.4 153 60 8 2.7
4.6.14 Experiment Chambers Subsystem ii
Subsystem Features (max) Weight - 109 kg (240 Ib) I=
Power "-0 watts li
Volume = 0. 154 m 3 (5.5 ft 3) [_|
l
On a given experiment mission, one cloud chamber, and possibly one spare
chamber will be flown (see Table 4-16).
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Table 4- 16
EXPERIMENT CHAMBERS
; SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
) Weight Power
' Experiment Class Chamber kg lb (watts)
l CDF 54.5 120 0
Z through 1 l SDI 36.3 80 0
12 through l 5 E 54.5 120 0
16 through 18 G 54. 5 lZ0 0
19 through Z0 SDL 18. 1 40 0
4.6. 15 Miscellaneous Support Subsystem
Subsystem Features Weight = 10Z. 2 kg (226 Ib)
: Power = 0 watts
• Volume = 0. 148 m 3 (5.3 ft3)
The subsystem elements are determined by experiment mission, cloud
chamber, and expendable requirements (see Table 4-17).
Table 4-17
MISCELLANEOUS SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Weight (max) Weight (avg)
Clas s kg Ib kg Ib
1 12.2 27 12.2 27
2 through 11 43.5 100 37.6 83
1_ through 15 77.1 170 68 150
1 6 through 18 87.5 193 54.4 120
19 and 20 43 95 38.5 85
i] Ju
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4.6, 16 Power Control and Distribution Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight = 19.5 kg (43 lb)
Power = 34 watts
Volume = 0. 042 m 3 (I. 5 it 3')
This subsystem will be flown on all experiment missions. Power demand
win vary dependent on total power load, and is estimated based on 75 percent
:_ load factor (see Table 4-18).
Table 4- 18
POWER CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Daily
Weight Pmax Pavg. . Pavg.
Experiment C1as s kg Ib (watt s) (watt s) (watt s }
All 19.5 43 34 26 8.6
4.6.17 Console Subsystem
: Subsystem Features Weight : 120 kg (265 Ib)
Power = 75 watts
Volume = 8.75 m 3 (310 ft 3)
This subsystem will £1y on every experiment mission. Power demand is\
based on I00 percent experiment time usage (see Table 4-19).
Table 4-19
CONSOLE SUBSYSTEM FEATURES i,
'Ti , ,
Experiment Daily
Weight_ Pmax Pavg . Pavg.
Experiment CLass kg Ib (watts) (waRs) (watts}
All 120 26$ 75 7S 25 ,"
m _
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4.6. 18 Optical and Imaging Devices Subsystem
Subsystem Features (max) Weight 10q kg (240 Ib)
Power -- 569 watts
Volume - 0.244 m _ (8.7 ft _)
Only specific elements of this subsystem will be flown on a giw,n experinu,nt
mission. Cameras and microscopes are to be used simultaneously as will
TV camera and microscopes. In general, two instrument and lighting will
• require access to the chamber at a given time. A limit of three instruments
and lighting represent the maximun_ envisioned mission equipment.
,=_
The instrument charact¢,ri_tics used in this analysis art, summarized in
} Table 4-20.
: The total subsystem characteristics, by experiment class, are tabulated in
Table 4-21.
= 4.7 PARAMETRIC LABORATORY CONCEPTS EVALUATION
i In the parametric assessment of laboratory concepts, consideration was
given to the various factors to reduce cost and provide an austere concept,
and to evaluate growth potential and provide an advanced comprehensive
concept. The factors considered in assessment of an austere laboratory
concept included:
A. Use commercial equipment
B. Use terrestrial laboratory equipment
C. Reduce tolerance/accuracy of equipment
D. Reduce laboratory automatic controls
E. Delete equipment
Use of any of the above factors resulted in a laboratory that did not meet the
needs of the scientific community or satisfy the design guidelines established
for the laboratory.
The factor_ considered in assessment of an advanced comprehensive labora-
tory included:
A. Growth to longer duration missions
B, Advanced and/or improved subsystems
9O
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Table 4- 21
OPTICAL AND IMAGING SUBSYSTEM FEATURES
Experiment Daily
Experiment Weight (max) Weight (avg) Pmax .Pavg. P=v_
Class kg Ib kg ib (watt s ) (watt s ) (watt_)
1 38.2 84.5 38.2 84.5 185 67.1 22.4
2 through ll 66.5 146.5 54.5 120 528 94.4 31.7
" 2 through 47.4 104.5 43.1 95 225 69.9 23.4
15
16 through 80 176.5 72.5 160 524 96.1 32.1
18
19 and 20 71 156.5 59 130 320 93.6 31.3
Provisions for the above factors did not impact the selected "baseline"
design concept significantly, but that incorporation of equipment would pro-
vide cost drivers for the total laboratory.
4.7.1 Baseline Laboratory Concept
The baseline laboratory concept contains the subsystems and subsystem
equipment described in previous sections. This concept was determined
after consideration of the design guidelines, the utilization Ot the equipment,
and the project long-range goals and objectives. Table 4-22 summarises the
equipment utilization evaluations by experiment class. As shown all the
ancillary subsystems and several of the experiment-unique chamber sub-
systems are required by all experiment classes. The other equipment have
high utilization rates. Furthermore all subsystem and subsystem equipment
ident4/ied is aerospace state o/the art, commercial state o/the art or
presently designed devices utilized in terrestrial research labors/cries.
The latter two categories require $1_T advanced development/or use with the
baseliue laboratory. These SI_.T efforts were assessed and deemed as
appropriate and of nominal cost and risk to the program. Any subsystem
component which required advanced techn(,_ogy $1_.T or was o/high cost was
delete(_/tom the laboratory baseline concept.
M
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iIt should be noted that the subsystem equipment identified for the baseline
laboratory concept is not presently provided in a single terrestrial research
laboratory. Terrestrial researchers tend to specialize in micro-physical
research associated with specific phenomena and hence utilize a specific
cloud chamber and specific optical and imaging devices. It is therefore an
advancement to provide a facility capable of performing the majority of
cloud mlcrophysics research. Furthermore, the defined baseline laboratory
is _o be constructed in accordance with proven aerospace development
: techniques, with relaxation of reliability and quality assurance requirements _,
deemed appropriate for multiple-use payloads.
4. 7.2 Austere Laboratory Concept Evaluations
The foUowing sections summarize the rationale used in the assessment of
factors considered for the austere laboratory concept.
A. C__mme r cial Equipment
Commercial equipment available that approaches the desired per-
: forrr_ance required for the baseline laboratory has been identified. j
It was found that these items were not suitable for inclusion in the
baseline concept for one or more of the following reasons:
I. Insu_qicient performance range
: 2. Inappropriate techniques
3. Incompatible geometric arrangement
4. High weight, power, and volume
• 5. Design features incompatible with zero gravity.
Furthermore, these items were found to contain materials not
approved for manned space usaie and had deliciencies associated
with design based on terrestrial laboratory usale. Specifically
all designs would require modification to withstand launch and
reentry loads and to satisfy astronaut safety requlremonts.
Commercial equipment, therefore, was not found suitable in an
• off-the-shelf state for Ud&ge in either the baseline concept or in an
austere laboratory concept.
_ N
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B. Terrestrial Laboratory Equipment
Specific subsystem equipment, such as the cloud chambers, droplet
generators, and the liquid water content meter are presently used
in terrestrial laboratories and are unsuitable for either baseline or
austere laboratory concepts for essentially the same reasons as
those identified for commercial equipment. In addition, specific
items are unique and therefore represent a "laboratory-tuned
device" which would require development effort to reproduce.
C. Equipment Tolerance/Accuracy Red_ction
Assessment of this factor showed that tolerance and/or accuracy
cannot be reduced because to do so would compromise the value of
the research conducted. To understand the cloud microphysical
processes, a high degree of accuracy is required in all instrumen-
tation sensors and by the optical and imaging devices. Reduction
of accuracy and tolerances for these items would tend to mask the
data and provide conflicting results hampering the attainment of
project goals.
D. Reduce Laboratory Automatic Controls
This factor can be incorporated into an austere laboratory concept.
Its main effect would be to reduce laboratory cost to initial opera-
tional capability (IOC). Cursory assessment of this _ost savings
has shown it to be a minor cost factor. Deletion of the envisioned
baseline laboratory automatic control features would raise
experiment program operational cost by requiring additional
on-orbit time for accomplishment. Furthermore, astronaut
training and principal investigator familiarization would become
more complex and costly.
E. Delete Equipment
The deletxon of equipment was studied in the earlier contract phase
and reevaluated during this phase. Project cost to IOC can be
reduced &s can experiment program operational cost (reduction in
the number ol experiment missions). The cost savings are signifi-
cant but are not proportlonal to deletion/elimination of experiment
program and are hence not cost effect;re. This cost ineffectiveness
is due to the commonality existing between specific subsystems.
For example, the continuoub fiow difr.usion, the static diffusio_ ice,
t Mm 3 .
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]:- and the static diffusion liquid cloud chamb,.rs have common d_,v_,I_)f>-.
ment aspects. Deletion of one of these chambers would not [_r,_dllc-,.
a proportional reduction in cost to the project becaus,, a fraction _f
the common feature development aspect would b_,_Ldcl_.dto ;',
remaining cloud chambers. Similar rationah, applit.s to t.,,.
expansion and general cloud chambers; the liquid drop, A¢.._,_.r_l(_
and aerosol generators and other items. Furthc.rmor,., ,_stdn !,,.
seen from Table 4-4, all ancillary sub. ystems and rnanv of tl,,
experiment unique subsystems would stillbe required by th,,.tustc,r,.
laboratory concept.
The above assessments show that the only way to effect signific_tntcost s,,v-
: ings and achieve an austere laboratory is by removal of equil)xUc,lxt. It_v._s ,
further shown that this approach is not cost effective, that it signific,,ntIy
reduces the experiment program and compromises project objectives, anti
that it is not responsive to the scientific community desires. A Ininor cost
savings to IOC can result from reduction of laboratory automation, but _roui,:
increase mission timeline for experiments and therefore raise op,,rati:)u
costs. In conclusion, an austere laboratory concept could obtain as much a..
7 to I0 percent (estimated) cost reduction to IOC but would accompli,h olxl::
about 25 percent of the defined experiment program.
4.7.3 Advanced/Comprehensive Laboratory Evaluation
The following sections summarize the rationale used in the assessment of
factors for the advanced/comprehensive laboratory concept.
: 4.7.3.1 Longer-Duration Mission Growth
The growth oi laboratory mission duration from 7 to 30 days is a design
_ddeline for the baseline laboratory. Such duration growth involves incor-
pc)ration [or provisions oi increased expendables (gas samples, film. ,vat,.r,
tape_ and possibly spare parts} to accommodate the longer duration. 'the
baseline ]At)oratory has suHicient volume to accommodate all expendables
• except for sample lases. Since the sample gases laeed not be incorporat,.d
intelrally to the laboratory (i. e., proximity to cloud chamber is not
required), a desiIIn decision wu made to provide for sample gas gro_t_i, in
97
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separate module. Hence, the baseline laboratory has thv required growth
capability and such capability does not impact baseline laboratory dew, lop-
merit and cost.
, 4.7.3.7 Advanced/Improved Subsystems
Since the baseline laboratory has multiple-mission reus¢, over an extt.ndc(I
duration (at least 5 years and possibly 10 yt,ars), capability to inco rporatv
advanced or improved subsystems was evaluated. This evaluation resulted
in the identification of the equipment desirvd for cloud physics rv_varch, but
! not included in the baseline laboratory becausv of state-of-the-art tech,ology
status, ,levelopment cost, and development risk. Specifically thesc item_
are"
A. Improved tolerance pree_sure, temperature, dvw point, and liquid
water content subsystems (integrated environmental control) ]
, B. Holes raphy |
C. Advanced IR imaging [
D. Raman spectroscopy
E. UV water vapor profile detector
F. Earth simulation cloud chamber
G. Improved tolerance expansion cloud chamber
: Assessment of laboratory growth to accommodate such equipment showed that
the baseline laboratory concept was adequate with the possible exception of
insufficient cloud chamber access and volume. Since it is not possible to
predict the shape and volume of the advanced equipment, the baseline labora-
tory concept was not modified to incorporate greater cloud chamber access
and volume. Provision for such contingency could be acl_ieved by length
increase of the laboratory in subsequent study phases or by retrofit during
mission operations phase without major cost _-apact.
The above assessments show that the baseline laboratory concept incorporates
features for growth to the advanced comprehensive laboratory without base-
Line concept cost impact.
t
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4.8 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY (SRT)
4.8.1 Anal],sis Method
The analysis of the SRT items requ:rel, for the CPL has been performed
: using the SRT definitions and methods described in the following _ections.
i 4. 8.2 Supporting Research and Technology.Categories
4.8.2.1 Research
Research (R) is the activity directed toward an increase in scientific and
engineering knowledge. When this SRT category has ,%programmatic impli-
• cation, it is ap,_lied rath.-r than basic research and addresses only the con-
ceptual phase (A) of phased project planning.
This category of activities indicates the need for new ,cientific knowledge to
provide high confidence in proposed problem solutions. To minimize project
cost and risk, these items normally should have been completed by the
initiation of the Phase B study.
4.8.2.2 Advanced Technology
Advanced technology (AT) is the activity of advancing the state of the art in
the field ol methods and techniques through the application of science and
engineering. Any associated hardware e_fort does not go bepond that
required to demonstrate the validity of the advanced method or technique.
The AT category of SRT is primarily concerned with the conceptual phase
and only has a secondary concern with the definition phase (B).
This category of activities requires the initiation of scientific and engineering
analysis and/or testing to advance the state of the art in methods and
techniques. These activities should be completed before the start of Phase C,
if prolr&m risk is to be minimised. The hardware activities &ssociated
with &dvanced technology objectives shoed not extend beyond tiVOli required
to demonstr&te validity.
4.8.2.3 Advanced Development
• Advanced development (AD) is the activity of _, : _iopin4j systems, subsystem.
or components which are recognised as hawlng _ong development times.
botoro Phase D approval of the project in which they will be utilised.
00
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The product of the activity will be a set of specifications within the then-
current state of the art, which describes the hardware which was the subject
of the advanced development activity. The AD category of SRT is concerned
with both the definition phase (B) and the design phase (C).
: Subsystems and/or components listed in this c _tegory are those which are
felt to require long development lead times. These activities normally start
during the definition phase (Phase B) but in some selected cases may start
some months prior to this time and extend into the desig., phase (Phase C).
;: The prime reason for performing this type of SR&T is to firm up the per-
forrnance requirement portion of the particular specification associated with
the subject hardware.
For the problem areas discussed in this category, the technology is present
and the broad feasibility has been _hown, but there remains the long-term
: task of integrating the elements into a workable subsystem and demonstrating
operational capability in the space environment.
4.8.2.4 Supporting Development
Supporting development (SD) is the activity of developing (1) backup or
: alternate systems, subsystems, and components; and (2) fabrication, cost,
and evaluation techniques. Advances in the state of the art may or may not
be incorporated as appropriate. The product of this activity is hardware or
techniques suitablefor replacing their primary counterparts in the major
development effortbeing supported. The SD category of SRT is primarily
concerned with the design phase (C).
This category lists those activities leading to the development of backup or
alternate subsystem and/or components which should be concurrent with the
major Cloud Physics Laboratory development effort. The initiation of these
activities during the design phase (Phase C) should accelerate the baseline
development schedule and wiU reduce the program risk.
4.8.3 SRT Assessment
The SRT pian was defined based on the following three-step procedure. The
initial step was to present a compilation of the cloud physics laboratory SRT
IO0 ._
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that was technically weighted to reflect the requirements of the current
design concept. Secondly0 the SRT was filtered from a programmatic stand-
point where schedule and cost factors are evaluated. The third step in the
assessment was to rank the recommended SRT items from an overall
Laboratory concept viewpoint in order to provide the required perspective
of the subsystem SRT items.
4.8.3.1 Technical Assessment
The detailed SRT data sheets were prepared by appropriate subsystem and/or
experiment equipment personnel. The definition of each SRT item consists
: mainly of identifying the problem, discussing the present technology avail-
able, and listing the benefits to be derived from successful completion. An
estimate of the span of time to complete the item was prepared. The
weighting factor for each item was established based on the current laboratory
design concept and the following three general categories.
A. Category 1. Mandatory -- These items which must be completed
or there will be a significant risk in achieving performance and/or
schedule requirements. These items are critical to the success of
the project and IOC schedule.
B. Category 2. Desirable -- Those items that could be dispensed with
if there were severe budget restrictions. However, each of these
items is considered cost effective such that a smaU investment now
would be returned many times over during the 10-year life of the
cloud physics laboratory project. These items result in increased
reliability_ decreased weight, and improved or more efficient
operation. These items serve t_ enhance the capabilities of the
baseline laboratory.
C. Category 3. Beneficial -- Those items that also appear promising
but do ._ot seem to offer quite the improvements of those in
Category 2. However_ further research in these items could result
i_ their replacing the present approach taken in the baseline
laboratory.
The schedttle is the estimated time required to perform the SRT described
' on the detail data sheet. _
{
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The risk factor was determined by assessing the SRT item schedule against
the postulated constraints. Risk factor was defined as Low (L), Nominal (N),
or High (H). Any item in Research was automatically designated as a high
risk. For the other SRT categories risk assessment is in conformance with
the followingguidelines:
A. Low Ri_k - Item schedule span of less than 9 months.
B. Nominal Risk - Item schedule span between 9 and 18 months.
C. High Risk - Itcm schedule span between 18 and Z4 months.
4.9 SRT AREAS
Cloud physics laboratory SRT items have been identified and are discussed
in the followingsections. Table 4-2.3shows a summary of the assessment
of each item using the terminology previously defined.
log
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T4.9. 1 Electrical Environment Subsystem
[ 1. Item: ELECTRICAL ENVIItONMENT SUBSYSTEM
' 2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
! A. Description
A general ambient (polarizing} electric field within a chamber is i
required for experiments dealing with the very important processes
involved in charge generation, transfer and separation. Electric %
fields will also provide a very sensitive method of detecting the
charge to mass ratios of freely suspended particles. Motion control
of particles is a third area which utilizes both direct and alternating
electric fields. The ambient polarizing electric field and the charge
measurement electric fields are required for a number of the experi-
ments while electrical motion control needs to be evaluated relative :
to acoustical and optical methods of position control.
B. Technology Available
The various electrical methods hav_ been used to varying degrees
within the atmospheric research community. The basic components
of the systems are commercially available. The prime development
¢
requirement is to reconfigure present subsystems to operate in the
a_propriate modes for use in zero-gravity and to be compatible with
specific experiment objectives The polarizing field is straight
• :_
forward with the simple requirements of a parallel dc electric field.
Appropriate ac frequency and waveform will have to be detern_ined i
for the charge/mass ratios to be measured and that are compatible
with the observatlon-experiment objectives in a low=gravity environ-
m<-t. Specifically, longer times are available in zero-g than in a
one-g environment thus lower electric fields will be traded against
practical observation times, Electric quadripole fields have been
used to contain submillimeter size particles in as one-g environ-
merit. The appropriate frequency, charge/mass ratio and field _
strengths must be determined for the specific zero-gravity experi- _,.
ment requirements.
I04
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Item: ELECTRICAL ENVIRONMENT SUBSYSTEM (continued)
C. Program/Projects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. The following
experiment classes are affected:
Class es Chamber s
I. Ambient Electric Fields 2,3,4,6,7,8,10,18,20 SDI, G, SDL
2. Charge Measurement 3,7,8, 1O, 14, 18 SDI, E, G
3. Motion Control 3, S, 7, 10, 17, 18,20 SDI, G, SDL -
Item I will be required in the expansion chamber as improved data +,
output devices become available thus making this chamber more
attractive for experiments now assigned to other chambers.
D. Benefi_.s •
This d,-+velopment effort will provide the necessary ambient electric
fields required in about 50 percent of the experiments. Charge
measurement 'tat-a-distance" is critical in the very important areas
++:
f charge generation. Motion control by electric fields provides vol-
ume control of particles with minimal disturbance to the surrounding
air and with minimal heating of the particles. Comparative evalua-
tions must be made between electrical, optical and acoustical motion :
techniques. +_
E. Schedule
9 months
t
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4.9. Z Acoustical Environment Subsystem
I. Item: ACOUSTICAL ENVIRONMENT SUBSYSTEM
2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: ELECTRO/MECHANICAL
: 4. Descriptive Data:
:
A. Description
A number of experiments require positioning over extended periods
of time (hours}. Even in a low gravity environment, a particle will
have to be brought back into position every 10 minutes. The actual
i effect on the experiment of this positioning will be minimal as the
positioning duty cycle can be maintained below 1 percent. This
technique will also be very useful to reposition a particle after a [:
-_ticle-particle collision in preparation for another cycle. Acous- *
t_cal fields will also be required to provide air turbulence and gen-
{
_ eral air motion for some experiments.
B. Technology Available
Acoustical positioning techniques have been used in laboratory exper-
iments in the past. Subsystem components are off the shelf. Devel-
opment work will involve determining ti_ewave length and intensity
of the sound to accomplish the specific goals of positioning, turbu-
lence generation, and general air motion. The acoustical positioning
shows the most promise as compared with optical and electrical.
Comparative evaluations must be made relative to ambient acoustical
disturbances as opposed to optical heating and c_harge/mass ratio
dependency of the electric field. Turbulence and other general air
motions will be required.
: C. Programs/Projects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric CIG_d Physics Program. The followingv
experiment classes are affected:
J Class es Chamber s
I. Motlon Control 3,507,10,17,18,20 SDI, G0 SDL
2. GeneralAir Motion 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,13, SDI, E, G, SDL
17, 18, 20
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Item: ACOUSTICAL ENVIRONMENT SUBSYSTEM (continued)
D. Benefits
The general air motions are required for over 50 percent of the
experiment classes and involves four out of five of the chambers.
This air motion will permit the extension of pure zero-velocity data
to the present one-g available data. The positioning ";echnique using
acoustical fields will provide the capabitity of using a given particle
for multiple experiment cycles for certain of the experiments. This
procedure would maximize the data throughput rate and thul help
optimize the utilization of the zero-gravity facility. This technique
will also permit the study of large particles (e.g. , ice crystals)
over a period of hours even with the restriction of 10 .4 to 10"5g
acceleration levels.
E. Schedule
6 months
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4.9.3 Optical Environment Subsystem
1. Item: OPTICAL ENVIRONMENT SUBSYSTEM
Z. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: OPTICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
Optical sources will be required for remote neating of particles and
possible motion control in addition to the general optical lighting
requirements for visual observations, photographing, and measure-
ment of specific properties such as the scattering characteristics of
ice crystals.
Several of the experiments require that a particle be maintained at
an elevated temperature with reference to the general ambient
temperature. This can be accomplished by using standard optical
sources which provide radiation that is absorbed by the particle.
The mechanism of manipulating the sources and the selection of
specific optical qualities must be accomplished. Optical positioning
has been demonstrated in a terrestrial laboratory for
20-micrometer-diameter particles. Optical positioning offers the
advantage in that it can operate on a single particle or a group of
particles while acoustical and electrical positioning influence all
particles in avolume. This characteristic must be considered, with
the heating caused by radiation absorption and evaluated relative to
acoustical and electrical techniques for the specific requirement of
motion control.
B. Technology Available
A number of small radiative optical sources are presently available
that should satisfy the experiment requirements. Specific selection,
determinations of beam requirements and developing beam aiming
techniques need to be accomplished. Laboratory work has indicated
that heating and positioning by optical means can be accomplished by
the judicial selection of wavelength, beam shape and beam power.
Only specific refinements need to be made for the proposed low-
gravity conditions. Where as a quarter of a watt of optical power is
tOa
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Item: OPTICAL ENVIRONMENT SUBSYSTEM (continued)
B. Technolog}r Available (continued)
: necessary to work against gravity, a few tens of milliwatts should be
sufficient for the experiment requirements in a low-gravity, non-
convective environment.
C. Pro_rams/Project_ Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. The following
experiment classes are affected.
Classes Chambers
. 1. Motion Control 3, 5,7,10,17,18,20 SDI, G, SDL
2. Heating, Optical Scattering 5,8,6, 12,20 SDI, E, SDL
A given class of experiments can often be performed in more than
one chamber. As improved data collection techniques become
available, a number of the experiments will probably shift from
other chambers to the expansion chamber.
D. Benefits
The availability of remote heating and motion control will greatly
i enhance the performance of a number of the specified experiments.
The lack of these techniques will negate some of the advantages
; gained by the use of a low gravity environment.
E. Schedule
IZ months
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4.9.4 Liquid Droplet Generator
1. Item: LIQUID DROPLET GENERATOR
2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: ELECTROMECttANICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
Atmospheric microphysics deal with droplet and droplet-droplet
interactions. These droplets range in diameter from a few microm-
eter to millimeters. Experiments require various combinations of
single, multiple, stationary, and moving droplets. The droplet gen-
erator must provide controls for position, direction, velocity and
initial charge.
B. Technology Available
A number of single and multiple droplet generators are available for
cloud physics work. Although these items have never had a great
enough demand to warrant commercial production, their principle
and construction have been fairly well established over the past
15 years. More than one generator may be required to satisfy the
droplet generation requirements. Specific modifications will have to
be made to present generator subsystems to make them zero-gravity
compatible.
C. Programs/Pro)ects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. The experiment
classes affected are Z,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,16,17,18,Z0 and the
experiment chambers involved are SDI, E, G, SDL.
D. Benefits
90 percent of the experiment classes require droplets in one form or
another. Droplet generation will be an integral part of the cloud
y
physics facility.
E. Schedule
8 months
110
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4.9.5 Ice Particle Generation
1. Item: ICE PARTICLE GENERATION
2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: ELECTROMECHANICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
Ice crystals from micrometer to centimeter in dimensions are
required for a number of the studies. Often a cloud of ice crystals
will be generated from a source of nuclei or small water droplets.
Of specific interest in this development area is the production of
single or a few ice crystals above 50 micrometers in dimension.
B. Technoloj[y Available
Most terrestrial laboratory techniques utilize the growing of ice
crystals on a surface. These techniques will be considered along
with approaches for growin 8 charge free floating crystals. Milli-
meter crystals will take tens of minutes to grow and thus may
require periodic positioning by appropriate acoustical, optical, or
electrical devices.
C. Programs/Pro_ects Affected
Zero.Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Pro|ram. The experiment
classes affected are 4, 5,6,7 and 8 involvin 8 the static ice diffusion
chamber. Specific needs for ice crystals may occur for the expan-
sion and 8enersl chambers as the experiment prosram develops.
D. Denefite
The study of ice crystals, their characteristics and their interactions
is an lntesral part of atmospheric microphysics studies. The role of
ice in charse generation and transfer is a very important area in
which the low-sravity environment can make a stsniflcant
contribution.
E. Schodul .o
IS months
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4.9.6 Aerosol Generators -- Cloud.q otl G;ant Nuclei or Droplets
!. Item: A_ROSO[, GF'N_ '_ ._TORS - CI,OITDS OF GIANT
NUCI,EI OR DI-_'.),',.ETS
;_ ,.,ategory: ADVANCF'D DI",".' OPMF.NT
_. Tpchnology Area: ELECTR()MF'_(_; .';:,;ICAI,
4. Descriptive Data:
,_.. Description
Several cloud microp.h¢_,:_.. _perim_,nts require the study of
mon,)dispersed and pc,_._.._:..'rsed clouds of droplets and/or giant
nuclei. 'lh_" pa_'_icl,, c_,.-,_'ntration ranges from a few to several
thousand p(.r cubic c,-,_tim,'ter. Observations are made of thegrowth
and interaction char _<teristics of these clouds of particles as a func-
tion of time and varying ambient conditions.
B. Technology Availabh,
Laboratory and commercial aerosol gencrator_ are available which
will produce polydispersed and monodisp_'rsed clouds of droplet_ and
certain types of giant nuclei. The techniques range from dispersion
of a fluid from the surface of an ultrasonic probe to the highly uni-
form production of droplets from a vibrating nozzle or orifice.
These techniques must be adapt_.d for operation in a low-gravity con-
dillon and functionally optimized for the specific experiment require-
ments, in relation to droplet size and production rates. Some types
of giant nuclei can be generated by generating droplets containing
dissolved quantihes or the desired material. The droplets are per-
mitted to evaporate leaving behind the desired particlc_. These
basic techniques differ from those of generatio, of single droplets or
ice crystals.
C. Pro[lrams/Pro)ects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. Experiment
classes I, 2,3,6,8, 12.13, 14.16.16. lq and 20 are affected by this
development work. These experiments will involve all of the
chambers to varying degrees.
it=
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Item: AEROSOL GENERATORS - CLOUDS OF GIANT NUCLEI OR
DROI_LE TS (continued)
D. Benefits
The cloud physics experiment program requires clouds of particles
composed of droplets and/or slant nuclei. Methods for the genera-
tion of large numbers of particles in a short time will be necessary
to assure the vermatility of the cloud physics laboratory facility.
E. Schedule
6 months
\
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4.9.7 Aitken Nuclei Generators
1. Item: AITKEN NUCI,EI GENERATORS
2_. Category: ADVANCED DE VI_ LOPMI_NT
3. Technology Area: ELECTRONIC/ELECTI_ICAI,
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
Atmospheric processes involve nuclei in the condensation and
freezing processes. ,qubmicrometer particles are also of concern in
air pollution and ill suhsequ_'nt atmospheric cleansing processes.
Weather modification efforts alvo utilizes th_'se particles. The
Aitken nuclei ar_, partich's which range in size from roughly 0.00_
to 0. 1 microtnt'tt,r in radius.
These particles art- so small that they must coagulate, act as con-
densation nuclei, or be scavenged onto larger particles before they
can be removed from the atmosphere. The study of these processes
are of primp concern
B. Technology Available
Several techniques art" presently used in the laboratory to generate
Aitken type nuclei. Some methods as bubbling air through a solution
of the desired material are not directly adaptable to zero-gravity.
Other techniques such as hot wire aerosol generators are low
gravity compatible. This development effort would select and stand-
ardize the required aerosol generation techniques so that comparable
experimental data from zero-gravity and terrestrial laboratories can
be compared.
C. ProBrams/Pro_ects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory. This develop-
ment work will be used in the five basic chambers and affect experi-
ments 1,2,6, 12,13,14,15,16,19, and 20. The requirements are
dependent on the specific experiment within a given class of
experiments.
114
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Xtem: AXTKEN NUCLEI GENERATORS (continued)
D. Benefits
Standardized aerosol generators are vital for the experimental work
which is being considered if the objective of applying the low gravity
results to terrestrial problems is to be accomplished. These gen-
erators would permit optimization of the laboratory timeline.
'[ E. Schedule "_6 months
2
I
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i• 4.9.8 Experiment Chambers
i 1. Item: EXt_F:RIMF:NT CItAMBEI_S
2. Category: ADVANCED DE VE I,OPMI':NT
! 3. Technology Area: STI_UCTURAI,/MF:CIIANICAI.
: 4. Descriptive Data:
i A. Description
! ]'here are five basic chaml)ers utilized in cloud physics research
which art" applicable in varying degrees to zero-gravity experiments.
The continuous flow diffusion, static diffusion liquid and static dif-p
, fusion ice chanlbers operate on a thermal vapor diffusion principle
to provide controlled supersaturated conditions. These chambers
require thermally controlled surfaces which are water or ice cov-
ered The expansion and general chanabers require thermally con-
: trolled surfaces. These chanabers art' used to define the relative
: humidity, pressure and temperature environmen! for the
,,xperiments.
B. Technolo6y Available
The basic chamber mechanism and configurations haw- been devel-
oped and utilized within terrestrial laboratories. The present
development is concerned with making the thermal control, water
supply delivery, weight and power requirements compatlble with
zero-gravity operation. Gravity feed water systems will be replaced
with positive displacement or capillary feed medaods. Uniform sur-
face temperature may require heat pipe tech,wlogy rather than high
volume fluid flow. The requirement and demand for each chamber
varies but the various subsystems and techniques involved concern-
ing surface temperature control, supply of water in zero-g, etc., is
to a degree independent of the particular chamber.
C. Programs/Pro_ects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. This develop-
ment affects all experiment classes that have been identified.
116
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Item: EXPERIMENT CHAMBER_ (continued)
D. Benefits
These chambers are required for the performance of atmospheric
cloud physics experiments. An accurately controlled environment
is essential in order to provide meaningfui data.
E. Schedule
18 months
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4.9.9 Imaging Devices - Infrared (IR)
1. Item: IMAGING DEVICES - INFRARED (IR)
2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
: 3. Technology Area: OPTICAL/ELECTRICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
Several cloud physics experiments require surface temperature
measurements of liquid droplets and ice crystals. The thermal
mapping of an ice crystal "urface temperature when compared with
. growth sites could shed some light on the _rowth characteristics of
ice crystals under varying ambient conditions. Specifically of inter-
est is to determine whether surface migration of water molecules
existfor certain ice crystal shapes. This can be studied by com-
paring localized"hot" spots {due to the latentheat of condensation)
with the actual areas of growth. Differences in the locationof these
areas will indicate surface migration. !_
B. Technology Available
Commercially equipment is available which can contribute signifi- :
cantly to the experiment requirements. The present de_,elopment
would be involved in tailoring the present units to the specific
experiment requirements. The replacement of liquid cryogenic cool- ?
ing with available closed-cycle cryogenic coolers would have to be
,\
considered.
C. Prosrams/Projects Affected
Zero-(3ravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. The experiment
classes 2,3,4,5,7,9, 10, 11,16,17, 18 and Z0 would utilize this IR
capability and would involve compatibility considerations with the
SDI, (3, and SDL chambers.
D. Benefits
This development effort would provide a valuable instrument which is
compatible with the objective of zero-gravity research, i. e., of
observing freely suspended objects without physical attachments
which upsets the experiment goals.
E. Schedule
12 months
I18
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4. q. I0 Optical Detection and Imagin_ Devices - In Situ DroFlet Size,
1. Item: OPTICAL DETECTION AND IMAGING DEVICF'N -
IN SITU DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Z. Category: ADVANCED TF.CHNOLOG Y
3. Technology Area: ELECTROMF.CHANICA[,. OPTICAl.
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description
: A number of experiments require the measurement of cloud droplet
: size distributions during th,' growth and decay cycles of the precipi-
tation cycle. This measurement needs to be made without physical
contact or disruption of the growth processes. The required data
are droplet numbers per unit volume as a function of diameter
B. Technology Available
: Laser dopoler methods are available to measure droplet size dis-
tributions based on the terminal fail velocity of the particles through
- air. This velocity of fat[ is a function of the particle size among
1 other things which can be uniquely defined for specific conditions.
In the terrestrial laboratory, gravity provides the necessary motion.
The development effort it, this area would be to determine if the
,, desired motion can be provided by acoustical waves. An alternate
, approach which has worked for size distributions of fogs, blood
cells, etc. , is based on the optical Fourier analysis ot' Light scat-
! tered by particles. Advanced development would be involved with
interfacing this later technique to the specific experiment/chamber
requirements. This may involve special optical arrangements all
of which would be within the state of the art. The optical approach
would not be limited to spherical particles but would also detect
various crystal structures.
C. Pro|rams / Pro_ects Affected
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. This develop-
ment would apply to all areas of particle sizing including experiment
classes 2,3,5,8,11,1Z,13,14,15,17,19, and 20, These experiments
involve the SDX, E, G, and SDL chambers.
D. Benefits
Presently cameras are used to obtain droplet concentrations for
particles above • few micrometer sizes, There is a strong need for
119
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IItem: OPTICAL DETECTION AND IMAGING DEVICES - IN SITU
DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION _continued)
D. Benefits (continued)
better data collection and size monitoring techniques. For
low-gravity conditions where realistic growth times would be avail-
able, it is imperative for experiment optimization and data through-
put to have a continuous size distribution method
E. Schedule
Z4 months
.,ii
I
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4.9.1| Liquid Water Content Measurement
1. Item: LIQUID WATER CONTENT MEASUREMENT
2. Category: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
3. Technology Area: OPTICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Description_
The experimental study of precipitation processes requires a
continuous monitoring of the water balance between vapor and liquid.
A knowledge of this balance becomes important in experiments con-
taining multiple droplets which deplete the available water vapor
within the chamber. This depletion is desirable as it is the natural
process in the atmosphere. But for a study and understanding of the
physical procesnes, continuous tabs must be maintained on the avail-
able water vapor or the relative humidity. Relative humidity has
been a very elusive quantity to measure and to date no n-.ethod is
available for this measurement. The alternate approach that is being
used is to place a fixed amount of vapor within a chamber and then
monitor the liquid water content (LWC) in the form of growing drop-
lets. The initial water vapor content minus the LWC provides the
remaining water vapor content. This value plus temperature and
' pressure measurements provides the relative prevailing relative
: humidity.
B. Technology Available
Optical methods to determine LWC are being used in laboratory
experiments. Although the complete unit is not commercially avail-
able, the component parts are not complex and are available com-
i mercially. The development requirements wilt involve determining
the specific geometries which are compatible with the applicable
chambers being considered for the zero-grsvl W laboratory. The
present technique is limited to monitoring monodispersed cloud
droplets.
C. Prolrams/ProJects Affected
Zero.Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Pro|ram. This develop-
" ment affects the SDI and E chambers which are used for experiment
classes 6,8,11,1Z,13,14, and 15.
T
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Item: LIQUID WATER CONTENT MEASUREMENT Icontinued)
D. Benefits
This LWC technique will permit a continuous monitoring of the liquid
volume in the form of uniform size droplets. This measurement is
important for those experiments which involve clouds of particles
which cannot be affectively monitored in real time with the usual
camera techniques.
E. Schedule
IZ months
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4.9. 12 Wick Evaporator Humidifier
1. Item: WICK EVAPORATOR HUMIDIFIER
2. Category: ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
3. Technology Area: S rRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL
4. Descriptive Data:
A. Descriptio n
Cloud physics experiments require gas samples to be humidified
with specific ._mounts of moisture. The most effective method of gas
humidification in a null gravity environment is through the utilization
of a wick evaporator made of wick pads separated by la,--.rs of rigid
foam material which provides gas passages. Gas flow rate, velocity,
humidity ratio, temperature, and pressure constitute varying exper- i
iment parameters. For a fixed geometry wick evaporator, gas
humidity will be a function of the other parameters listed. The unit
developed should have predictable performance characteristics and
high accuracy. Temperature and pressure measurements will be
required to determine the relative humidity.
B. Technology Available
Alternate humidification m_.thods, such as water spraying or evap-
oration of water from wetted surfaces, have been used in laboratory
experiments. Wick evaporators have been developed and operated by
McDonnell Douglas for the recovery of water from urine. Wick
evaporator humidifiers will be essentially similar in construction
but will have different operating characteristics as they will operate
v_.th pure water rather than contaminated waste water.
C. Pro_rams/Pro_ects Affected
Zero-gravity atmospheric Cloud Physics program. This develop- :
men_ Affects the G and E chambers which are used for experiment
classes 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17 and 18.;
D. Benefits
The wick evaporator humidifier will provide a reliable and con-
, trollsble source of gas humidification for the cloud physics experi-
meats. This device is gravity independent equally capable of
operation in space and on earth. The wick evaporator is also more
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Item: WICK EVAPORATOR HUMIDIFIER (continued)
D. Benefits (continued)
reliable and less costly than alternate devices capable of performing
the same function in space,
E. Schedule
12 months
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#4.9. 13 Integrated Environmental Control Subsystem
! 1. Item: INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
! 2. Category: ELECTROMECHANICA£,
3. Technology Area: ADVANCE DEVELOPMENT (LONG LEAD TIME)
, 4. Descriptive Data
A. Descriptio n
i The pressure subsystems involve all laboratory gas sample pressure
control, feed, transfer hardware and software among the gas sample
supply tanks, cloud chambers and sump tankage. Thermal subsys-
terns control temperatures of electronic equipment, cloud
chambers, conditioning chamber and gas samples. Relative humid-
ity (dew point or frost point). Control of the gas samples must be
provided for the experiments. Pressure vessels will be used in gas
storage of fresh and spent gasses. These subsystems are to be
designed to have minimal impact on the Shuttle-Sortie environment.
Maximum utilization will be made of the Sortie heat rejection and
supply facilities while overboard dumping will be used for emergency
dump. This overboard dump will be used in place of a sump *.ank if
Sortie constraints and other Sortie payloads on the same mission
permit it.
B. T.echnolojy Available
Most of the subsystems are state of the art, but require development
due to the need for tolerances and automatic control for the complex
and sophisticated interfaces amen 8 the various integrated environ-
ment control subsystems {i. e. , pressure, temperature, relative
humidity, and gas storage).
C. Programs/Projects Affected
Zero-G Atmospheric Cloud Physics Program. This development
affects al' experiment classes within this program.
D. Benefits
. This development is necessary for time effective orbit operation
which will result in lower cost par experiment ho_r.
E. Schedule
18 months
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4. I0 PROGRAMMATICS
4.10. I Project Schedule
Utilizing the top-level project schedule, the detailed project schedule of
Figure 4=5 was developed. This schedule reflects the following changes from
that presented in the Summary Report NASA CR 129002.
A. First launch mid-calendar year 1931 (change from mid-calendar
year 1980}.
B. Start Supporting Research and Technology Advanced Development -
in November 1974 (change from February 1975).
C. Complete Supporting Research and Technology Supporting Develop-
ment in January 1977 (change from October 1976}.
D. Independent Definition Study, October 1973 to September 1974.
E. Independent Design Study (Phase B), November 1974 to
November 1975.
F. Start Operations Support Services - Launch Operations in April 1980
(change from July 1979).
G. Start Operations Support Services- Logistics Support in
January 1981 (change from January 1980).
It should be noted that the design, development, and production (Phase C/D)
schedule was not extended due to launch schedule changes. This decision ,
retains cloud physics laboratory availability for earlier launch, should a
flight opportunity exist. This schedule also permits a period of familiari-a-
ties of the scientific community/ with the cloud physics laboratory capability
and thereby enhance both their participation and effective usage of the i
laboratory.
4.10.2 Work Breakdown Structure
The preliminary work breakdown structure (WBS) of Figure 4-6 was formu-
lated based on the results of the study efforts to date. The WBS has
been reviewed and modified to reflect changes resulting from subsystem
tradeoffs and laboratory requirements analyses.
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Section 5
SU PPORTING STUDIES
5.1 C ONTIN_OUS FLOW DIFFUSION CLOUD CHAMBER
5.1.1 Sumrnar Y
A study was made of the continuou_ flow thermal diffusion cloud chamber
and associated equipment bythe Laboratory of Atmospheric Physics, Desert
Research Institute, University of Nevada at Reno. Based on their laboratory
experience in developing and utilizing continuous flow diffusion chambers
they have performed an analysis of requirements for a zero-gravity version
of a CFD chamber. The following is a condensation of their efforts.
Table 5-I summarizes the weight, volume, and power requirements as well
ae the principal types of materials involved in each item which comprises
the complete CFD chamber system.
5.1. Z Block Schematics
Figure 5-1 shows a schematic diagram of continuous counter (chamber and
optical detector) which gives the important flow paths of the sample and
carrier faeces and the liquid flow paths required if it is determined
advantageous to use fluid flow thermostatic control systems. Only some of
the required subsystems are shown here and these in schematic fashion
only. The gas flow system is partly recirculated but requires both a source
and sink of carrier gas as well as a source of sample gas containing the
nucleating agents to be tested.
5. I. 3 Data Gathe r ing|,,
The body of the CFD chamber is made from optical-grade plexiglaes which
' permits viewin I and photographini of the chamber interior from any location
transverse to the flow direction and the thermal |radiant. This can be for
purposes either of direct quantitative data latherin| or for gross evaluation
of chamber interior conditions. The method of droplet sims measurement is
PR=I_CED_GPAGE BLANK ROT F_ tat
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by means of an optical particle size analyzer which measures the quantity
ef light scattered by individual droplets as these droplets pass fron_ the
chamber through the analyzer.
The present CFD utilizes a Royco Model No. 225. This model, which uses
near-forward scattering, has the significant disadvantage that the magnitude
of the pulses produced is not a monotonic function of drop size below 1
• micrometer. For the study of growth rates, it is essential that this be
replaced by a sensor with a unique relationship such as that made by
J
CLII_LET, or such as the radically different device following the work ol
C.G. Gravatt, National Bureau of Standards. The latter device senses
scattered intensities from two near-forward scattering angles, the integrated
signals from which then compose a ratio which has been shown to be a
strictly n, onotonic function of droplet diameter in the submicrometer region.
A laser L, :m would eliminate the illuminationnonuniformities such as
occur in trLe incandescent system of the Royco. Furthermore, the ratio of
scattered intensities, as well as being a good indicator of droplet dian_eter,
is also nearly insensitive to index of refraction. Thus, commercially
available, accurately sized, latex aerosols n:ay be used to calibrate the
output signal from the integrated-circuit ratio module, without fear of error
due to the difference in index of refraction of latex (1.60) and water (1.33).
The output from a suitable optical sensor will be fed to a pulse height
analyzer or equivalent to provide real-time spectra of the sizes of the drop-
lets being produced in the CFD. The data would also be recorded on mag-
netic tape for later analysis on the ground.
5. 1.4 Required Development
The areas where further development and testing will be required for
compatibility with zero-g usage are as follows:
A. Flow meters
B. Water supply to chamber surfaces
C. Temperature control of chamber surfaces.
,]
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; Regardi1Ag A, it will be necessary to substitute resistormanometer networks
for the bali-type flow meters presently used under lg and this may call for
some other slight modifications in the overall gas-flow network.
Regarding B, one solution would be to substitute a device such as a
kymograph-syringe (positxon displacement)pump for the present gravity and
resistor combination in order to supply a slow and steady flow of water to
the warmer plate and the upstream section of the colder plate. A similar
arrangement acting in reverse could he used to withdraw excess water from
the colder plate (which is largely supplied with water by vapor diffusion).
The nature of the "well" from which excess water would be withdrawn is
somewhat of a problem; indeed, since in l-g laboratory practice, the most
reliable way to maintain a thoroughly wet surface is to supply an excess of
water at a high point and withdraw water at the lowest point, using gravity
to move the excess water across the wet surface, this problem may be
rather general wherever thoroughly wet surfaces are required in a zero-g
laborator y.
Regarding C, several possibilities exist: the present thermostatted water
supply tanks could be miniaturized and completely enclosed; heat pipes could
be used to transport heat to and from the plates instead of the present
water flows; a thermoelectric unit could be designed to maintain two heat
reservoirs at a constant temperature difference and at a constant mean
tempe r atur •.
E nviromental aerosols will not be available for stud_ more than a few hours
after launch, at best. Hence it will be essential to provide aerosol genera-
tots capable of producing aerosols in the size range down to O. Ol _m, and
consisting of
A. Soluble salts
B. Insoluble materials
C. Hydrophobtc materials
T he ideal generator would produce a relatively monodisperse aerosol; for
example, by usin s an ultrasonic small droplet senerator with very dilute
11
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solutions of soluble salts. However, the difficulties of producing and
handling monodisperse aerosols in adequate quantities are well known, and
it would seem essential to provide a means of independently determining the
spectrum of particle sizes. Many methods are available to give some
description of the spectrum, but the Whitby aerosol analyzer is undoubtedly
the most powerful tool, and should definitely be included in the design of
the zero-g laboratory.
5.1.5 Suitability for Experiment Classes
Experiment Class 1, (Condensation Nucleation), includes types of research
which have been primarily carried out in CFD chambers. The in_portant
characteristics of the CFD chamber which permit these results to be obtained
are the following:
A. Absence of unwanted transient supersaturations.
B. Rapid and predictable rise of the supersaturation to its _inal design
value.
C. Nuclei restricted to the region of maximum supersaturation, so that
they ai[ experience the santo history.
D. A unique relation between the size of the droplet and the n_.agnitude
of the pulse to which It gives rise.
E. High count rates -- up to 10 3 sec "1.
F. Accurately defined sample volume.
G. Essentially real-tinm data presentation.
H. The sample is drawn into the CFD, simplifyint, sample handling
procedures.
I. Even under 1 g, the CFD is virtually an absolute instrument at
supers_turations above 0.2 percent. It has been demonstrated to
yield constant results over a range of values of all the chief
operating parameters.
These characteristics make the CFD eminently suited to the measurement
of the nucleation and early growth of droplets on nuclei of various kinds,
and for the study of the effects of various contaminants on their behavior.
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Experiment Class 15 (Condensation Nuclei Memory) may also be performed
in the C FD chamber. The sample of aerosol after exposure to desired
: conditions of temperature and humidity for a suitable period of time could
be passed into the CFD for determination of its nucleation characteristics.
The fact that the sample is drawn into the CFD means that the flow rate can
: be independently determined; not all of the treated aerosol has to pass
through the CFD, resulting in greater flexibility in the conduct of the
experiment. The high sampling rate of the CFD is a distinct advantage.
Experiment Class 16 (Nuclei Multiplication) bears a strong resemblance to
Class 15 (Nuclei Memory) and could well be designed in a similar fashion,
the sample flowing from a preconditioning chamber at low relative humidity
to a CFD. By cycling the humidity in the conditioning chamber, any breakup
of nuclei could be very readily detected. In zero g, fallout being absent, it
would be possible to ensure that no changes in the observed result would be
due to changes in the mechanisms active in eliminating particles in the
conditioning chamber. The CFD approach provides sizes as well &s
numbers in real time.
5.2 E X PANSION CLOUD CHAMBER
5.2.1 Weij[ht r Power, and Volume
A second study was made of the expansion cloud chLrnber and associated
equipment by Graduate Center for Cloud Physics Research of the Space
Sciences Research Center at the University of Missouri at Rolls (UMR).
This center has been very active in the development and usage of expansion
cloud ch&mbers of very sophistic&ted types. The following is a condensation
of their study efforts. The interior of their suggested chamber is a right
circul&r cylinder whose walls &to temper&lure controlled by 552 individually
controlled thermoelectric modules. The followin| jives the pertinent
f&ctors.
137
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Volume 19.36e
i D aameter 30 cn,
Length 27.25 cn_
Weight 30 kg
Power 400 w
the chamber is shown in Figure 5-2.
The observation ports can be either a continuous ring extending around the
chan_ber or Lndl_ldual ports located as required. If indivtdual ports are used.
it is reconxmended that they be limited to a size which requires removal of
onlyone thern_oelectric module. This will ntmmxize the disturbances created
In the wall tenxperature profile.
Expansion ports should be located along the side wall to produce a radial
expansion zn the chamber.
im
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5.2.2 Block Schematics
Figure 5-3 shows an overall block diagram of an expansion chan_ber air
flow system currently being built at UMR. A chamber for zero gravity
would require essenttally the sarr, e subsystems. The air preparation unit
provides a continuous supply of clean dry air for sample preparation. The
two-stage humidifier accurately saturates the air with water vapor at the
temperature of the humidifier second stage. The aerosol g,:nerator supplies
the sample aerosol of the required type, size, and concentration. The
concentration is controlled by the amount of dilution from the air preparation
unit. The sample size and type will be monitored by particle analyzers.
Aerosols can be generated by spraying. Moreover, provisions will be
made for using natural aerosols stored in an approximately 20 m 3 gasometer
equipped with a bellows system for taking san_ples in and out of the container.
The thermal regulation system brings the humidified air and aerosol to the
same temperature as the initial temperature of the c_ntrol and simulation
chambers. The sample mixing unit controJ, s the final mixing of humidified
air and ael'osol to give the required accuracy for the final sample before
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entering the chan_ber. Part of his sample then goes into the control
chamber where its size and cornDosLtion is analyzed whLle the rest enters the
expansion chamber where the particular experin_cnt ts perforn_ed.
5.2.3 Data Gathering instrun_ents
5.2.3. 1 Temperature
The use of thern_ocouples for n_easuring the pre-expansion gas ten,perature
m expansion cloud chambers has been a standard practice for n,any years.
They are relatively easy to make an_ have d fast response, provtded
extren_ely sn,all-dian_eter wi:'e is used. The circuitry ts relative| T sin_ple
requiring only a constant reference temperature ,_-I a suitable high mlped-
ance. high gain dc an_pliiier and a readout dev,ce. A gurther advantage is
their lack of heat dissipation.
The thermistor has far greater mechanical strength than the thern,ocouple
and is aS.so relatively simple to use. The necessity of passing a cvrrent
through it does cause sonde heat dissipation which disturbs tJ,e system being
n_easured. Unfortunately the smaller the current used the more difficult
it is to obtain a usable ouput. When high resolution is required, the detec-
tion of small changes in a large resistance becomes extremely difficult if
not impossible. The finite size of the thermistor bead makes the response
considerably slower than that which can be obtained with _aern_ocouples.
The transistor thermometer developed _or use with the UMR cooled wall
expansion chamber has a resolution of 0.001°C, good n_echanical strength.
good short-and long-term stabiltty, and is relatively inexpensive and
easily calibrated. Part of the resolution characteristtcs are due to the
fact that the sensor is actually a transistor and the first stage of amplifica-
tion takes place in the sensor. This greatly reduces the problems of _ignal
noise common in thermocouples, but is comparable with many thern,istors.
Since it is an at.tire circuit element, there ie son:e self-heating but this can
be minimised by the use of very small currents and a usable ouput can still
be obtained. Sensor failure, which is rare, is almost alg,ys catas, rophic, so
if the data is consistent; the sensor is probably functiomng. The entire unit _s
140
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physically small and the probes can be made interchangeable to several
hundredths of a degree. The use of any of these methods represents the
application of existing technology.
5. Z. 3.2 Pressure
Use of a pressure transducer is the normal method used to measure pres-
sures in modern expansion cloud chambers. In fast expansion cloud
chambers the use of a flush diaphragm transducer is virtually mandatory
due to the turbulance and local increase in supersaturation caused by the
jetting action of the excess gas leaving a recessed port during the expansion.
In the case of slow expansions, this does not normally present a problem.
The vast majority of experience at UlVIR has been with the use of flush
diaphragm strain gage type transducers which have proved extremely
reliable. Using this type of transducer and a total circuit calibration tech-
nique, they are able to measure pressures in excess of one atmosphere with
a resolution of 0.1 tort. Variable reluctance type transducers had to be
abondoned due to zero-point drift and rather large low-frequency noise levels.
The present system using & strain gage transducer has good stability, low
noise, and a resolution of 0. 005 tort at 1.0 psid.
Use of pressure transducers can give the required accuracy and represents
the application of existing techniques.
5._.3.3 Concentration
The standard method for obtaining droplet concentrations in fast expansion
chambers is to photograph a known volume of the cbamber at & demagnifica-
tion of from 5 to 10 and count the resulting images on a screen when the
negatives are projected. The method is relatively simple and straightforward
due to the rapid growth of droplets in a f&et expansion chamber. The drop-
lets are usually photographed at & fairly definite else, somewhere around
8 _m radius. For a slow expansion chamber where knowledge of the
concentrations ie desired while the droplets are still smaller than 8 _m
radius, the use of photography is a more demanding art. With smaller
141
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droplets, a more intense light or longer exposure is required. If size
distributions are to be obtained photographically, higher magnification must
be used; however, increased magnification increases the size of the camera
and decreases the depth of field for a given object to in,age distance.
Photography offers a ready means of determimng the concentrations for the
larger droplet sizes.
The use of a video canlera and tape recorder offers several advantages tn
observing droplet concentrations as well as droplet position as a function of
tin_.e and interactxon events. First, vidicon tubes are available which are
sensitive to light levels considerable below that required fox film photo-
graphy. The use of the tape recorder and monitor pernfits both a pernlanent
record and instant replay of the experin,ent to determine the quality of the
data. Use of the monitor during the experiment allows direct observation of
the visual data as they are obtained and comments can be recorded on the
audio portion of the tape. The prin_ary difficulty is the resolution limit due
to the finite number of lines associated with one complete scan. The resolu-
tion cannot equal that obtainable with film photography, but still should be
adequate for work with larger droplets. This type of system is currently
being installed for use with a fast expansion chamber. Plans are also being
made for possible use with the UMR cloud simulation project.
The use of laser scattering to obtain concentrations requires at least two
different measurements. This is due to the fact that the amplitude of the
scattered light depends not only on the concentration but also on the droplet
radius. The second measurement is used to remove the dependence on
radius. The primary advantages are that smaller size droplets can be
detected than with any photographic method, the output is an electrical signal
that is immediately available and the measurement can be continuous with
respect to time. Moreover, iflaser scattering techniques are being used
to determine the liquid water content and the average droplet size, then with
only a minimum amoun¢ of additional circuitry the average concentration
can be obtained. These techniques are quite well known and fairly
standard in general procedure. For fairlymonodispersed clouds or
aerosols the size is determined wxth great accuracy.
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5. Z. 3.4 Size
The same advantages and disadvantages in using photography for droplet
concentrations apply to droplet size with the added factor that at the smaller
droplet size with the added factor that at the smaller droplet sizes and large
demagnifications the actual image is a diffraction pattern which is difficult
to relate tc. the true droplet size. The image must be magnified to reduce
this effect.
Current work directed toward measuring droplet sizes using laser scattering
indicates that provided the size distribution is not too broad the mean size
as a function of time can be deterr_ined from the Mie scattering. The method
i$ fairly standard and requires only adaptations to meet specific require-
ments. It can detect particle sizes down to 0.5 _m with relative ease. For
real-time use, a procedure must be developed to assure that the droplet
size is being related to the correct Mie peak. Probably the primary dis-
advantage of this method is the fact that the Mie peaks used for detection are
washed out when the size distribution becomes too broad.
5. Z. 3.5 Liquid Water Content
The disyrnmetry ratio method is based on using the ratio of light scattered
to two angles symmetric about 90 degrees and ,_he attenuation of the incident
beam. It shows promise of yielding a real-time measure of the liquid water
content of the chamber _or use in correcting for the release of latent heat.
The technique is independent of gravity and therefore usable with a zero-g
chamber. There still remains some development to prefect the system,
primarily in the areas of calibration and reliability testing. The technique
uses fairly standard concepts and existing components.
The measurement of the liquid water content by determining the total amount
o _. frequency shifted scattered light resulting from the photon-phonon
interaction (Brillouin scattering) in the bulk of the liquid droplets has been
ou|geoted ae an alternative method of measuring liquid water content. The
technique hae the desirable feature that the total inteneity would yield a
direct measurement of the liquid water content and theoretically is the moot
?
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straightforward procedure. However, the idea has not been developed at
this time; only a theoretical feasibility study has been done. The method
would be compatible with other laser techniques and would further increase
the amount of information gained from a single laser probing of the system.
At least a preliminary attenapt should be made to explore the applicability of
this technique.
5. Z. 3.6 Relative Humidity
Commercially available continuous or direct-reading relative hun]idlty
sensors appear to be too inaccurate to serve any real useful purpose in cloud
physics experiments where an accurate knowledge of this crucial variable is
needed. For instance the dew point type instruments depend upon the
repeated nucleation and evaporation of dew upon a polished surface. The
nucleation centers on the plate are subject to the "memory effect" whtch in
turn is due to the buildup of contamination. Such an instrument cannot be
used to establish relative humidities to such an accuracy as would be neces-
sary to study similar nucleation processes in great detail. The accuracy
of such instruments is specified to be within +0. ZS°C, but even this accuracy
cannot be reliably maintained because laboratory contaminants (both surface
active vapors and aerosols) cannot be controlled; neither can cleaning
procedures be depended upon to reproduce themselves under the usual
measures to maintain laboratory cleanliness.
The approach at UMR has been to produce the relative humidity in the first
place with the kind of Bureau of Standards accuracy required for equation
of state work.
The laboratory humidifiers utilize a moving water film which tends to keep
surface films broken up so that they do not effect the saturation vapor
pressure. Moreover, the time required to bring a slowly moving column of
air to the degree of saturation required can be calculated and used as a
conservative estimate in determining the flow rate through the saturator.
Then in order to establish a lower relative humidity, the temperature of
the saturated air is rai8ed. The temperature of the saturator is the single
.... i '
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most critical measurement in expansion cloud chamber techniques devoted
to cloud physics measurements. The transistor thermometers are capable
of the measuring accuracy and stability needed to adequately serve the
requirements for measuring temperature in the humidifiers, and they can
also serve the purpose of providing temperature control as well. UMR
believes that complicated earth-bound laboratory procedures can be
evolved to measure absolute relative humidity for the purpose of testing
humidifiers but that these are not likely to be suitable for the space labora-
tory. If the humidifiers are well developed and tested in the earth-bound
laboratory, hopefully they will perform similarly in the Space Shuttle
laboratory in zero gravity.
5. Z. 4 Suitability for Experiment Classes
5. Z. 4. I Class l-Condensation and Nucleation
The nucleation efficiencies and early growly properties of nuclei can be
studied using a cooled-wall expansion cloud chamber. The procedure
consists of introducing the nuclei into the sensitive volume at a predeter-
mined pressure, temperature and relative humidity. During this step the
rw,lative humidly can be held at a value which insures that the nuclei do not
become activated. After the chamber is sealed and equilibrium has been
established, a slow expansion is carried out to increase the supersaturation
(relative to the nuclei in question) to the desired level or to simulate the
effect of atmospheric updraughts on a small parcel of air. Once the desired
value of supersaturation is achieved, it is maintained until all the droplets
nucleated have grown to the desired extent and all measurements are
completed. The counting and sizing can be accomplished by photographing
a known volume within the chamber, defined by expanding and limiting a
laser beam. L_.sers provide the sharpest beam definition which can be
obtained.
II the initial size spectrum of the nuclei is sufficiently narrow, the growth
rate of the droplets can be obtained by observing the Mie scattering as a
function of t_e for a ft_ed icattering angle. Analysim of the peaks in the
icat_ering amplitude permit# an extremely accurate determination of droplet
alse aa a function of time.
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5.2.4. Z Claso 2-Ice Nucleation
Studies of the nucleation o5 ice can be readily carried out in a cooled-wall
expansion cloud chamber using the same techmques as tbose used in the
study of condensation nucleation. The changes consist prir_arity in the
temperature range over which the chamber operates and the nuclei being
, sludled. Thermoelt, ctrtc units can provide chamber thermal contr_,l over
a temperature range of 70"C
Once the nuclei are placed in the chamber a slow adiabatic expansion is
carried out and the nun_ber of ice crystals formed per unit volume deter-
mined by video tape recording of a known volume using a polarizing lens.
A cloud of mixed water drops and ice crystals can be formed in the chamber
by using a mixed aerosol of both condensation and ice nuclei.
5.2.4.3 Class 3-Ice Multiplication
For studies of the droplet breakup during freezing in a cooled-wall expan-
sion chamber the expansion can be carried out ii_ two steps. First the
chamber is expanded to form droplets of the desired size using condensation
nuclei, or droplets can be injected via a means sin_ilar to that developed
for the NaC1 break up experiment. When the ciesired conditions of
ten_perature, pressure, relative humidity and drop size are achieved the
expansion is stopped and droplet freezing is initiated by injecting either
ice nuclei or ice crystals. After the droplets have been frozen the chamber
is further expanded to cause any fragments created during freezing to grow
to observable size. Note that ice crystals falling from the walls of chambers
has always presented a very difficult problem in earth bound laboratory
experiments. In the zero-g chamber ice fragments originating at the wails
will remain fairly well localized for long times and should not infect r
nucleate the entire chamber. (This assumes that splintering of small
droplets is a relatively unimportant process. )
5.2.4.4 Class 4-Charge Separation
In considering the relative advantages of using a cooled-wall expansion :
chamber to those of a thermal diffusion chamber, two points stand out. i
First, the range of relative humidities over which it is desired to conduct i
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experiments extends below the saturation level, and while a thermal diffu-
sion chamber can be operated in this region, the cooled wall expansion
chamber is designed to include this region as part of its normal operating
i range for a given experiment. Second, for relativehumidities above
" i saturation, the moving droplets are subject to a varying relative humidity
unless motion itsconfined to a plane parallelto the plates of the thermal
diffusionchamber and thermophoretic forces are always present. The
uniform vapor density within a cooled wall expansion chamber effectively
eliminates this difficulty.The remaining conditionsof controlled tempera-
ture, and pressure are common to both chambers.
5. Z. 4.5 Class 5-Ice Crystal Growth Habits
The procedure for carrying out experiments in a cooled-wall expansion
chamber to determine the growth properties of ice as a function of tempera-
ture is basically the same as used for studies of droplet growth, but
conducted at lower temperatures and using either ice nuclei or ice crystals
as the nucleating agents. Use of an expansion chamber offers two advantages.
First, the vapor fields surrounding the growing crystal are spherically
symmetric except for those effects caused by the growing crystal itself, and
second, the chamber is capable of being recompressed to cause the crystal
to evaporate and permit a second growth under the same or different
conditions on the same crystal to determine repeatibility of the process or
changes in habit.
5. Z. 4.6 Class 6-Scavenging
These experiments require subjecting droplets to conditions of growth,
nongrowth, and evaporation. The cooled-wall expansion chamber's
ability to provide all three conditions within a single experimental run
make it ideally suited for this work. As the chamber is expanded and a
homogeneous supersaturated condition created, the droplets begin to grow.
This growth results in the formation of a thermal gradient anJ a vapor
density gradient in the vicinity of the droplet, both of which have spherical
symmetry. When the expansion is stopped and the pressure and temperature
held constant the droplets will come to equilibrium, growth stops, and the
thermal and vapor density gradients decrease to zero. The chamber is then
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compressed causing a decrease in supersaturation so that the droplets
begin to evaporate. During evaporation the spherically symmetric thermal
and vapor density gradients again form but in the opposite direction. The
effects due to Brownish forces are present in all three cases.
5. g.4.7 Class 8-Droplet-Ice Cloud Interactions
: The chamber can be purged and brought to the desired initial conditions and
the cloud of water droplets injected or generated on condensation nuclei by
an expansion. The chamber is then cooled and expanded to the selected final
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity and held at those conditions.
The formation of a few ice crystals by injection of some ice nuclei will
initiate freezing of some of the supercooled water droplets.
5.2.4.8 Class 9-Homogeneous Nucleation (Ice)
The expansion chamber is already designed to provide for the uniform cooling
of the wails required in this experiment. The only changes in operation
consist of deactivating the expansion mechanism and insuring that the therm-
electric cooling modules are capable of cooling the walls to -40°C from the
desired starting temperature. This is easily within the capability of the ther-
moelectric units proposed. The requirement that the walls be non-nucleating
! is common to most other experiments to be carried out in the expansion
c hambe r.
5. Z.4.9 Class ll-SattLrationVapor Pressure of Supercooled Water
The uniform wall cooling capability of the expansion chamber coupled with
the high-pressure measuring resolution capability required in its normal
operation make it ideally suited for measurement of the saturation vapor
pressure of water at temperatures between +5 ° and -3°C. The capability
of measuring droplet temperat,wes is highly desirable for use in several
other experiments in addition to this one. Also the normal ret_olution
required in measurements of wall temperatures should be equal to or better
than the O. Ol °C listed for the proposed experiment.
5, 2.4. 10 Class 16-Nuclei Multiplication
Provided that a suitable solution can be found to reduce the size of the pro-
posed observation ports to a slze compatible with other design require,'_ents,
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the cooled wall expansion chamber would be suitable fur carrying out th_
experiments proposed in this class. The drops to be studicd would be injccted
into the subuaturated chamber {relative humidity less than 80 percent and
allowed to evaporate. The evaporation process could be speeded up at tht._
; point by a compression to further reduce the relative humidity. After
evaporation is complete the chamber would be expanded to create a super-
saturated condition resulting in activation and growth on the sn_all nuclei
resulting from fraginentation during crystallization.
5.2.4.11 Class Z0-Unventilated Droplet Diffuction Coe icient
The use of a cooled wall expansion chamber offers two adv_ntag_,s o'er the
thermal diffusion chan_ber. First the diffusion profiles around the: gr(,wlng
droplets will be superimposed on a hon_ogeneous background instead ,,f ,m
the thermal and vapor density gradients required for operation of,_ tb#.rtt,_,. _
d;.ffusion chamber. This should simplify analysis of the experln, htal
results since the droplet induced gradients wilt have true spherical
symn_etry. The second advantage is the ability of the chamber to extend
the measurements to include the cases where droplets are evapor,ttr_g.
This could be done by permitting the chamber to come to equalibrlu,l, at a
saturated condition after the initial expansion used to n:easure th, .',.,.t_L-
cents during growth. A compression of the chamber would thel: I,,,l_ ,,-
geneously reduce the chamber to a subsaturated state causing tht: _i, _,,:t__
to evaporate. Comparison of the results would determine the exist, t,:_: or
absence of any directional dependenc- of the diffusion coefficiert.
o !
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A pp •nd ix
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains a representative experiment description for each
experiment class listed in Table A-l.
The first sheet in each experiment description provides a summary of com-
patible chambers, scientific assessment, and pertinent experiment variables.
The chamber incorporated in the experiment description is also indicated.
The scentific assessment ratings (A, B, or C) were established in accordance i
with the procedure de scribed in Section 3. Z. 3
The introductory sections explain the experiment objective, its importance
to man, and the experiment method. The discussion section presents in
detail the significance of the problem being studied. It also presents the
current difficulties in terrestrial laboratory experiments along with the
aavantages and potential of low-gravity experimentation.
The remaining parts of the description concern a specific experiment, given
as an example for simplicity and clarity. Each class actually includes many
experiments that may be performed in the same chamber but would require
variations in method, procedure, and data requirements. These variations
have been found to have minimal impact on the physical requirements of any
laboratory facility. The remaining material gb es some brief statements
concerning experimental method, instrumentation, and data requirements.
Further information concerning commonality of all the experiment classes
along with unified weight, power, and volume requirements are given In
Section 4. The procedural section specifies representative event times, but _
it does not include times for setup, calibration, and shutdown. These items
are included in the tlmeline analysis of Section 3.
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Table A- 1
EXPERIMENT CLASSES
Class No.': Title
1. Condensation Nucleation
2. Ice Nucleation
3. Ice Multiplication
4. Charge Separation
5. Ice Crystal Growth Habits
6. Scavenging
7. Riming and Aggregation
8. Droplet-Ice Cloud Interactions
9. ltomogeneous Nucleation
10. Collision induced Freezing
11 Saturation Vapor Pressure
12. Adiabatic" Cloud Expansion
13 Ice Nuclei Memory
14 Terrestrial Expansion Chamber Evaluation
15. Condensation Nuclei Memory
16 Nuclei Multiplication
17. Drop Collision Breakup
18. Coalescence Efficiencies
19. Static Diffusion Char,_ber Evaluation
20. Unventiliated Droplet Diffusion Coefficients
The experiment class numbers were assigned for reference and clarity only.
The number designation is not on indication of priority, applicability
achieveability, or any other tneasure of scientific relevance.
Acknowledgements are given in each experiment to persons who contributed
suggestions in the 1971 phase of the study. Our appreciation is extended to
many other persons who made significant contributions to the experiments in
later phases of the program. A list of contributors is shown in Table A-2.
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A. I. CONDENSATION NUCL_TZoN
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C LASS
CONDENSATION NUCLEATION
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary CFD IExperirr:.ent 12escription)
Alternate SDL
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CONDENSATION NUCLEATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
/
Objective
Determine the nucleation effLciencies arid early growth properties of soluble, _"
insoluble, and hydrophobic nuclei. This class of experiments encompasses
a large range of nuclei types, size, distributions, and relative humidities.
Applications
Nucleation processes are the key to weather modification. Condensation
nuclei are used to modify and dissipate warm fogs and other warm precipita-
tion processes. A thorough understanding of nuclei properties and their
roles in cloud formation will permit better local forecasting on the basis of
measurements or observations of the particulate matter in the air, whether
from natural or artiiici_l sources, The data from these experiments will
contrir te to the "what" (type and size of seeding material) -_nd "how much"
decisions of warm-weather modification and pollution control.
Specific Knowledge RequLrement Satisfied
Provide activation conditions of various nucleating agents for use in a specific
weather modification and permit prediction of precipitation conditions associ-
ated with given particulate observations.
Approach
VarLoue nuclei types will be studied using a contlnuoue-flow diffusion chamber
with various temperatures, relative humLdLtLes, and pressures and utilLzLng
the low-gravity conditlons of a space platform. Measurements of nucleation
efficLencies and initLa| growth rates wil! be compared with nucleation theory
and will ales be used to determine the heat and vapor accommodatLon
coefficients during the early growth period.
167
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DISC USSION
: Significance
Kohler's theory of the interaction of small hydroscopic particles with water
vapor (19261 has been applied with some success to explain the behavior of
atmospheric clouds. Thus, it is known that the case and rapidity with whtch
rain forms by coalescence is related to cloud microstructure, and that this
in turn is largely controlled by the size distribution and composition of
(-loud nuclei.
In some respects, however, the theory does not appear tc agree very well
with observation: numerical calculations of the cloud-forming process pre-
dict more monodispersc cloud droplet spectra than art. commonly _hserved.
One possible explanation for this difference is that the accommodation coeffi-
cient for condensing water vapor molecules (usually assumed to be 100 per-
cent) is not known. As discussed by Rooth in 1q57, a small value of this
coefficient could explain heterogeneity in the droplet sizes resulting from
aerosols of mixed constitution. Influences of trace gases may also cause the
condensation coefficient to vary, even among nuclei of the same type.
Thus, "poisoning" of cloud nuclei may occur in nature; moreover, it may
prove to be technologically feasible to use such means to produce desired
changes in cloud microstructure and behavior (i. e.. weather modificationl.
Zero Gravity
Terrestrial cloud chambers for the study of cloud nuclei rely on the assump-
tions that all individual droplets grow at the same rate (e. g., in a standard
Twomey static diffusion chamber) and all nuclei are assumed to reach a
diameter of 2 lain at the same time so that they can be photographed before
fallout. In reality, this aA_,_,_rr,..ptio.-, is not true. Terrestrial diffusior, cham-
bers are restricted to a depth of 1 cm by thermodynamic considerations and
as a result, their performavce is seriously limited by fallout. Nuclei which
grow more slowly than others would still be unobservably small when the
faster-growing nuclei have formed droplets large enough to fall out of the
region of observation.
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The study of droplet growth rates, as affected by condensation kinetics, _s
therefore one class of experimental investigation for which zero-gravity
conditions offer distinct advantages.
METHOD
A continuous-flow thermal diffusion chamber will be used to study the activa-
tion and critical growth properties of soluble (e.g., NaCI), insoluble (e.g.,
IX)P, dioctyl phthlate), and hydrophobic (e. g. , Teflon) particles.
High-purity air will be passed through a desiccator, absolute filter, and into
a conditioning chamber (collapsible metallized mylar bag). Once the bag is
approxL'_ately two-thirds full, nuclei of the desired chemical composition
will be generated and introduced into the bag. The amount of time that the
: aerosol is allowed to reside in the bag will partly determine the size distri-
bution due to coagulation; long residence times will result in nuclei of up to
a few tenths of a micrometer in diameter, while very short coagulation times
will produce nuclei in the hundredths of a micrometer diameter range. For
certain experiments, a natural aerosol will be taken into space.
After nuclei of the desired type and size are introduced into the conditioning
chamber, samples can be drawn into an aerosol size analyzer al:d at the
same time admitted into the diffusion chamber and total nucleus counter.
Depending on the aerosol type and the conditions of supersaturation in thffi
chamber, nucleation may take place in several seconds to several minutes.
For most atmospheric nuclei, droplet growth to micrometer sizes occurs in
6 to 7 seconds. The aerosol can be collected into a holding system for
later disposal.
The continuous flow diffusion chamber is especially suited for the investiga-
tion of condensation nucleation and growth of droplets at small supersatura-
tions (condensation coefficient, nucleus constitution, nucleus poisoning, etc. ).
Droplet and particle sizes down to 0.3 _m can be measured using the auxiliary
optical counter. The residence time of the growing droplets in the super-
saturated area can be controlled by the flow velocity of partlcle-free air.
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INSTRUMENTATION
The diffusion chamber is shown in F'tgure A-I. Significant dinaensions ar<.
the separation of the horizontal plates Pl and 1o2 (h - 1. 3 cm), their Ivngth
along the stream (28 cm), and their breadth (b - 2 _) cm). The sample is
injected through a manifold (8 cm wide, 2 mm deep) with a pre( onditioned
sheath flow, thus confining the sample within the (entral 2 mm constant-
supersaturation region of the chamber. The aerosol sarnple volum(' flow ts
3 -1
between 0 and 1 cm sec Th," droplets exit from the chamber into an
optical counter (Royco 225 or equivalent).
The overall pattern of air flow is shown in FigurE, A-2. The pump associated
3
" with the particle counter drives a circulating stream of air some 330 cm
: -l
• sec , most of which forms an almost particle-free sheath surrounding the
3
droplet-carrvine stream from the diffusion chamber. A stream of 42 cm
-1
sec is vented to the atmosphere through an orifice (BI, the pressure at B
being controlled by a flow resistor downstream. This flow is partly replaced
by the metered bypass inflow (A), which consists of room air. The. remainder
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of the 4Z cm _ sec =1 required to replace the air exhausted at B passes through
the diffusion cloud chamber; it consists mostly of the main flow (F), a
metered flow of filtered room air, with some sample flow f. The pump
unavoidably heats the air. To avoid particle counterheating and poss(ble
droplet evaporation, the sheath flow air is cooled to the temperature of the
top plate, T z. The temperature difference between the two plates is
measured to 0.05 °C.
The chamber operates at a deficit pressure 1.33 x 103 N/m 2 (10 torr)
relative to the air supply pressures. In an experiment where it is desired
that the super-saturatlon be constant to within O. O: percent, the maximum
rate of change of pressure which can be tolerated In a chamber I cm deep
(l/Z sec time constant) is around 50 N/m _- sec (0.38 torr/sec) relative to a
total pressure o| 8 x 104 N/m z (610 torr). For the zero-gravity cloud
101
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physics laboratory, the main air flow would be derived from stored air
compressed in a cylinder (flow rate up to 4 x 10 -5 m3/sec (cfh) at one
standard atmosphere) and all exhausted air would be delivered to a sump tank.
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Measurements and control of the upper and lower plate temperatures (T 1, T2)
and chamber pressure will be used to calculate the supersaturation profile
b,_ween the plates, Nuclei residence (growth) time within the chamber Ls
gtven by the measured air flow rates. Nuclei sizes and numbers are obtainod
by the optical particle counter located external to the chamber. This counter
utilizes the optica _. Mie scattering properties of particles to size and count
one particle at a time. Digital records of time, plate temperatures (T 1, T21,
chamber pressure, and air flow rates would be made along with records of
droplet size spectrum from the optical counter. Voice ,'ecorded commentary
: would be utilized at appropriate points during the experiment.
PROC EDURE
Activities Minutes
Generate aerosol and precondition 2.-30
• Start continuous flow chamber and permit plate
temperatures to reach equilibrium (while aerosol
is being generated)
Inject aerosol into chamber air flow and obtain 2 to 20
size distribution
Change chamber flow rate (residence time, 5
six settings)
Change plate tem_,erature settings and stabilize 10
(saturation levels, four settings)
Recycle to new aerosol
This class of experiments will involve between 140 and 500 rain of operating
time for each type of nuclei. At least three types of nuclei and several kinds
5
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of each type should be considered along with several conditions of
"contaminating" environments. Surface active agents are o_ particular
interest as they relate to warm fog modification. These experin,,-nts can b_,
: conveniently divided into sessions of a few hours duration.
ACKNOW LE DGEM ENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experimc.nt class
in 1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
Contributors Affiliations
"- • Briant Davis South Dakota School of Mim:s and
! Technology
• W.C. Kocmond Cornell Aeronautical Laboratori,,s
• P. Squires Desert Research Institute, Univ,,r:_ity
of Nevada
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[_ A. 2. ICE NUCLEATION
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C LASS
ICE NUCLEATION
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
_ Primary SDI (Experiment Description)
Alternate E
G (cooled)
ASSESSMENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary :
Size Electric Field Pollution '_
Type Nuclear Radiation (ions) Pressure
Temperature Absorption Ventilation
Relative Turbulence Concentration
Humidity Ion Level Age
Time History
Sound Gases
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ICE NUCLEATION EXPER.IMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the relative importance of contact, internal, and sublimation
nucleation of ice. Absolute nucleation efficiencies will also be studied as a
function of nuclei types and size.
Applications
These data are important in efforts to modify weather for all cold precipita-
tion processes such as occur, for example, in snow, hail, and cold fogs.
Proper seeding decisions will permit the redistribution of snow (e. g., over
watershed control areas, recreation areas, and away from lake-located
metropolitan areas such as Buffalo, New York). These experiment data will
contribute to the "what" (type of seeding material), "when" (in the precipita-
tion cycle), and "how much" (seeding material) decisions involved in weather
modification.
Specific Knowled1[e Requirement Satisfied
Provide nucleation mechanism and conditions for optimum nucleation effec-
tiveness and provide nucleation efflctencies for various nuclei types.
Approach
The ice-crystal phase will be initiated (nucleated) for various types of ice
nuclei in a static Ice diffusion chamber _nder various temperatures, ,Jres-
sures, and relative humidities utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space
platform, The plate temperatures and chamber pressure determine the
_.elattve humidity distribution and when combined with the photowraphtc data
117
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of the number of ice crystal versus time, will provide the nucleation
efficienckes and nucleation mode.
DISCUSSION
Significance
Among the population of atmospheric aerosol particles, ice-forming nuclei
occupy a minute fraction; they are important because they form ire ¢ rystals
in supercooled clouds and trigger a thermodynamically suppc)rt_.d change,
(i.e. , glaciation). This process frequently leads the cloud to develop pre-
cipitation. Ice=phase weather modification is based on this phenomenon.
When,'ver the natural ire-forming process is inefficiunt in supercooled
clc,uds or (loud systems, introduction of artificial tee nuclei helps to initiat,:
the thermodynamic change and modifies the clout, structure, often leading to
additional precipitation.
In order to understand the cloud process and to modify zt further, we must
ha_,_ exact knowledge of the complex process of ice nucleation. The macru-
scopic modes of ice nucleation are of our direct concern when we are to
apr, ly our knowledge to the atmospheric processes, although the micro-
me, hanisms ar,- indirectly connected.
Some answers for the long-standing puzzles of ice nuclei behavior at difft rent
saturation ratios will be provided by this study, In other words, this study
will be able to tell the extent of (1) sublimation nucleation which is macro-
scopically defined to occur below water -qaturation, (2) condensation freezing
which is macroscopically defined to happen above water saturation, and i3)
contact freezing nucleation which is considered to take place when the ice
nucleus particle collides with a supercooled water droplet. The contact ice
nucleation may be analyzed by the behavior of ice nucleation above water
saturation (droplets coexist).
I
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Zero Grav!ty
When ice nucleation takes place on the ground, ice crystals formed move
away from the points of nucleation due to the gravitational settling. This
factor makes the analysis of nucleation modes difficult.
For this study, the low-gravit, condition in a space laboratory helps the
nucleated ice crystals stay in the original positions and presents an oppor-
tunity to perform accurate experiments. There is no need to say that a study
of this kind depend3 solely on its accuracy, since the questions to be answered
are "to what extent"? or "how many percent"?
METHOD
The sample smoke nuclei will _ be kept in a conditioning chamber ,nd will be
introduced into the thermal diffusion ice character while it is at room ten_p_r-
ature. The ice chamber will be cooled to the temperature of investigation
without having a temperature gradient inside (temperatures on both plates
are the same).
When the chamber is uniformly cooled to the temperature of the study, the
bottom plate ,,rill be cooled and the top plate will be warmed at a slow but
constant rate (e.g., 0. Z5"C rein'l). The starting temperature will be main-
tained in the center of the chamber. The supersaturation at the center can
be calculated from the temperatures of both plates. This will continue until
fog droplets form and their diameters exceed I0 _m. The number of ice
crystals forn, ed in a unit volume will be measured by photographing the
number of ice crystals in a known volume illuminated with a laser beam.
Since this study will suggest possible mechanisms of ice nucleation, it is
desirable to run the same experiment at several temperatures between the
nuclei nucleation threshold and a low temperature (e. 8., -25"C) where the
number of n_,tural ice nuclei increases sharply. The _tegral number of ice
nucleates will be plotted with respect to the water saturation ratio with a
mark at Ice saturation, and the temperature will be consldered as a
parameter in the jraph.
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The range of the bottom-plate temperatur(. _ the chamber will be between
0 ° and -32_C. The internal saturation ratio will rang(: from ice saturation
to Z-percent water supersaturation for several ambient temperatures.
Representative nuclei samples art. 1, 5-dihydroxynapthal,,ne and m_'tald,,hyd(,
for organics, Ag[ and on,. (lay material (kaolinite) for _norganics, ant' on('
or two soil samples.
INSTRUM ENTATION
Nuclei Generators
A simplified LaMer-Sinclair monodispersed aerosol generator (-an be us,,d.
The generator consists of a nuclei source (normally a heated wire), an
evaporator of the nuclei compound with a dilution gas inlet, a mixing mech-
anism for the nuclei and vapor, and a cooling tube for gentle nucleation and
] growth. This generator uses a molten chemical to increase the vapor
pressure. It may be necessary to use woven fiber glass to confine the liquid
under low-gravity conditions.
Another way to attack the problem is to use a sin,pie organic smoke nuch, i
generator of the Cloud Physics Laboratory, University of Denver. The
smoke generator consists of an ordinary electric soldering iron with a
I.d,-ram-diameter copper tube wound around it. A small amount of san_ple
organLcs {about 1 nag or less) is placed at one end of the tube, protruding
from ,he hot solderLng iron in order to prevent heating. A flexible plastic
tubing with a syringe is then attached to the other end. ,A puff of air is s_nt
i through the hot copper tubing around the soldering iron by a pumping action
of the syringe. The sample powder is blown in the hot spiral copper tube,
and the centrifugal force keeps the particles rubbing against the hot wall
while they move; it lets them evaporate quickly. As the vapor-laden air
comes out of the tube, smoke particles form by condensation. Clay minerals
must be ground and put in a plastic bottle while they are on the ground. The
plastic container ha_ a coarse filter and a tube. For smoke nuclei genera-
tion, the bottle will be shaken vigorously and then squeezed. The ¢;'.ter will
170
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retain large particles in the bottle. Spacecraft air is another possible nuclei
source for this study. Other generation concepts are being investigated that
are compatible with zero gravity.
Low-Temperature Thermal Diffusion Chamber
For this study, a static ice thermal diffusion chamber will be used at sub-
freezing temperatures. The temperature between the top and bottom pla_es
will be adjustable. The _:iffusion chamber re. this study is basically the
same as that used for the ice crystal habit studies.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQULREMENTS
For a given air composit:on, the chamber plate temperatures and pressure
define the relative humidity distribution in the chamber. Photographic data
provide the numbers of ice crystals per unit of chambes' vol ,ume as a f_nction
of time and ambient conditions. A recorded commentary will be utilized at
appr_priat# points during the experiment along with digital recording of time,
temperatures, and pressure.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
--o _ _epare nuclei in conditioning chamber 10
-, ; ,, _,: diffusion chamber S
• Establish thermal equilibrium at AT = 0 _0
• Inject aerosol nuclei S
• Cool chamber to desired temperature (&T = 0) 20
• Record plate temperature and time (continuous}
• Time-lapse photographs of ice cryst&l formation
s Establish AT (c. f., METHOD) at O. 2S'C/min 10
-4 Kecfcle for new mean temperature (four values)
--m Recycle for various nuclei
The variables to bz considered are nuclei types, else distributions, temper-
ature, reLa:lve humLdity, pressure, and 8as contaminants.. These experiments
171
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can be conveniently divided into segments of a few hours duration.
Observations should be continued beyond the freezing point to record the
crystal types as a function of nuclei and ambient conditions.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The followl-ng individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
C ont r ibut o r s A ffil tat ions
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NOAA Miami, Florida
• A.N. Dingle University of Michigan
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• T. Kyle National Center for Atmospheric
Research
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A. 3. ICE MULTIPLICATION
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CLASS
ICE MULTIPLICATION
COMPATIBLE C ttAM B EP_S
Primary SDI (Experiment Description)
Alternate E
I
1
ASS ESSM EN T i
Priority - A Achievement Ability - A Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARLA BL ES
Primary Secondary
Size Charge Absorption
Type Rate of Cooling Turbulence
Pollution Sound Age
Pressure Electric Field
Temperature Ventilation
Relative Humidity Gases
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ICE MULTIPLICATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the conditions and extent to which ice fragments are generated
during atmospheric precipitation processes.
Applications
The limited number of ice nuclei relative to the condensation nuclei provides
a key by which man can modify certain weather conditions. The extent and
conditions of the natural seeding by ice breakup {multiplication} must be
known before the "when" (in the life cycle}, "how much" {added seeding
material}, and "where" (in cloud _Jystem) of weather modification can be
decided. These data are applicable to the control of hail and the redistribu-
tion of snow, among other phenomena. Numerical modeling of mixed-phase
clouds is now in a rather primative state.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the conditions and extent of self-seeding in
the cold precipitation processes.
Approach
Studies of droplet-shattering d_tring freezing and crystallization processes
(including melting) will be performed in a static ice diffusion chamber
utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space platform to eliminate mechanical
support and provide the necessary experiment time. The chamber surface
temperatures define the relative humidity while photographic data will supply
the desired particle sizes and numbers ;rom the experl,ments. Infrared
measurements of the surface temperature ofdroplett and ice crystals are
also desirable.
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DISCUSSION
Sil_nificance
Ice-forming nuclei are a minute fraction of the population of atmospheric
aerosol particles. They form ice crystals in supercooled clouds and
trigger a thermodynamically supported change (i.e., glaciation}. This
process frequently leads the cloud to develop precipitation; consequently,
ice-phase weather modification is based on this phenomenon. Whenever the
natural ice-forming process is inefficient in supercooled clouds or cloud
systems, introduction of artificial ice nuclei helps to initiate the thermo-
dynamic change and modifies the cloud structure, often leading to additional
, precipitation. These studies will lead to a better understanding of cold cloud
evolution and precipitation efficiency. One consequence" would be better
snowfall forecasts.
Zero Gravity
In many of these experiments in a terrestriai laboratory, fallout prohibits
the necessary observation time to study the processes in detail. For
example, the freezing process itself of a freezing supercooled drop, while
influenced by ventilation factors as it falls in a gravity field, is not directly,
dependent on gravity. Thus, a low-gravity environment would permit the.
main droplet and any fragments to be localized for a long enough time to
detect and measure them, thereby eliminating the gravity-induced restric-
tions and permitting observation of the gravity-independent processes.
METHOD
The representative experiment described herein is droplet breakup during
freezing. A droplet of water will be supercooled in a static diffusion ice
chamber with controlled relative humidity, pressure, and temperature,
' Freezing will then be induced by an ice nucleus or another ice crystal
(Figure A-3). Initial sizes of all ice particles over a few micrometers in
diameter will be obtained and the resulting smaller fragments will then be
permitted to grow until photographic records can be _btained of these ;rag-
ments. The process will be repeated for various temperatures, pressures,
and relative humidities. The experiment is to determine thfase conditions i
176
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Figure A-3. Typical Experiment - Droplet Breakup
which are conducive to droplet breakup during freezing. Other experiments
deal with ice and snow type crystal breakup during condition," of collision or
melting. Crossed polarizers can be used to distinguish between water drops
and ice crystals. The addition of a telescope arrangement would alleviate
some of the camera focusing problems if crystal size and shape are not
needed. Other experiments would study collisional breakup of dendrites.
Dendritic crystals would be impacted with relative velocities between
10 cm/sec and 2 m/sec with observations of resulting breakup. Also collisions
between droplets and ice crystals, 10 _rn to 1 mm in diameter, would be
studied.
INSTRUM ENTA TION
A static diffusion ice chamber will be utilized for these experiments. Optical
windows are required on the side for visual and photographic observatioc.s.
The upper plate temperature ranges from +I0"C to -40"C and the lower plate
from - 10°C to -40°C. _'
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MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The temperatures of the chamber plates and the chamber gas pressure will
be measured. These quantities define the relatiw' humidity distribution in
the chamber. Photographic data will provide the droplet position and motion
and resulting crystal numbers and sizes. Commentary will be recorded for
appropriate points during the experiment along with digital recording of
time, teml_erature, pressure, and computed relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
Purge chamber 5
--e Establish thermal and vapor equilibrium 10
• Photograph (time lapse)
• Insert droplet(s) 2
• Freeze droplet (e.g. , insert nuclei) 3
• Allow submicrometer fragments to grow 5
• Record temperatures and pressure
--o Warm and recycle with same droplets (5 times)
Recycle with a given droplet diameter 110 events)
Recycle with four other droplet diameters
Recycle with other humidity levels 14 levels)
Recycle with other temperature levels (4 values)
Recycle with other pressure levels (3 levels)
Recycle with other gas (e. g., pollutant) composition
( 3 type s)
AC KNOW L EDGEM ENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class
in 1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study
Contributors Affiliations
• H. Appleman USAF - Air Weather Service
• H.R. Byers Texas A & M
• A, N. Dingle University of Michigan
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• J, Latham University of Manchester, England
• J, P. Lodge, Jr. National Center for Atmospheric
Research
• T. Ohtake University of Alaska
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A. 4. CHA/_G E SEPARATION
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CLASS
CHARGE SEPARATION
(E L EC TR IFICA TION)
,. COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
; Primary SDI {Experiment Description)
Alternate E
G
ASSESSM ENT
Priorit_ - A Achievement Ability - C Applicability to Zero-G - A
VA R IA B L ES
Primary Secondary
Type Sound Absorption
Pressure Electric Field Turbulence
Temperature Velocity Ion Level "
Relative Humidity Gases
Charge
InitialCondition
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CHARGE SEPARATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine quantitative values for charge transfer occurring during several
important atmospheric processes.
Applications
Particle-to-particle charge transfer mechanisms are believed to be respon-
sible for the production of charge separation in thunders'ors clouds that
results in lightning. An understanding of these mechanisms may permit cer-
tain weather control efforts to minimize lightning and associated fires and
strike damage to buildings, forests, and aircraft. This understanding will
aid in deciding "where" in the cloud system and "when" in the cloud life to
modify weather during lightning-associated precipitation.
.Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the mechanisms, conditions, and extent of
various charge separation processes.
Approach
Studies of droplet and ice interactions i_. various combinations will be per-
formed in a static ice diffusion chamber, utilizing the low-gravity conditions
of a space platform to provide the necessary time and electrical isolation
from mechanical support surfaces. The quantity of interest is how much
charge, has been transferred from one ice (droplet) particle to another ice
(droplet) particte as a result of their interaction under given conditions of
electric field, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
IM
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DISCUSSION
Si,_nificance
Lightning causes much damage to forests, buildings, and homes through
fires. ALso of concern is the direct loss of life from lightning strikes and
the ever present threat of su, h loss from strikes on aircraft and space vehi-
cle launches. An increased emnhasis has been p:aced on finding what mech-
anisms are important to the ele,.rification processes within thunderstorm
clouds.
A number of interactions involving ice and droplets have been shown to pro-
duce varying degrees of particle electrification. Among these interactions
are freezing of supercooled center drops, melting of snowflakes and hail-
stones, the disintegration of large raindrops, and colliqions between ice
crystals, water droplets and hall pellets. An understanding of the relative
importance of these processes with respect to particle electrification is
important if any attempt is to be made to minimize lightning conditions.
These electrification phenomena involve a number of very different mecha-
nisms of charge transfer (e.g., by ion segregation at the ice-water interface
d,,rmg freezing, by differential migration of positive and negative ions along
a temperature gradient in ice by conduction of charge between ice crystals
and water drops colliding with and rebounding from hail pellets, and by the
shearing of the electrical double Layer at the surfaces of air bubbles bursting
in water and of water drops bursting in air).
M_st of the above processes occur for hydrometeors (ice, water) which are
greater than i00 _m in diameter. Thus, the physical separation of the
charge once electrification has taken place is a function of gravity and con-
vective updrafts within a cloud. But a number of electrification processes
themselves, which are of concern here, are a /unction of thermal and elec-
trical properties of the particles, which in t.urn are not a function of gravity.
As a consequence of the ice and droplet particle size and resulting fallout
due to gravity, most terrestrial laboratory experiments have utilized
|
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mechanical supports to provide s ,f¢_cient time for the necessary
experimental observations. The conductivity of even the best supports modi-
fies the resulting charge measurements to such an extent that quali'ative
measurements are obtained, but _ aantit_ ire measurements are nearly
impo st ibte.
Zero Gravity
Under tow-gravity conditions, the various interactions can he studied without
the nc,'d for physical supports. Techniques are presently available _'or the
measurement of charge on a freely floating spherical droplet by the use of
static and alternating electric fields. A tow-gravity environment would per-
mit quantitative measure,,_..,,*s t_ be made for those electrification processes
which are not strictly gr,,vity-dependent. Even certain aspects of the proc-
esses such as etectzification during the disintegration of large d_ .,,lets could
be studied to advantage under such conditions.
METHOD
Electrification during the impingement and rebounding of cloud droplet with
hail pellets wilt be used as a representatix • example of this class of
experiments.
A neutrally charged, l-ca ice pellet will be placed near the center of a ther-
malty controlled, static ice diffusion chamber. The plate temperatures of
the chamber wilt define the relative humidity within the chamber from exact
saturation with respect to ice up to several percent supersaturation as
req_ired. Humidity values below I00 percent can be provided by utilizing dry
waits and plates and preconditionin8 the air before entry into t._.e chamber.
A uniform electric field will be applied across the diffusion chamber. This
field will electrically polarize the ice pellet as would happen in a natural
cloud.
Single droplets betwetn I00 to _, 000 pm in diameter will then be impinged at
various ,ngles onto the ice pelte_ ]o thr.t the droplets will rebound f1'om the
_urfar;e, The motion of the droplet (and of the ice pellet to a lesser de$ree
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due to its mdss) under the influence of a static electric field or an applied
alternating field will be used to deduce the acquired charge. Particles of
irregular shape would require auxiliary calibration to determine t_.:.: d_'a R
coefficients.
These measurements would be performed for various particle sizes, tem-
peratures, pressures, relative humidities, and purities (and therefore elec-
trical conductivities) of ice and water. Observations would be made to
related i_rocesses such as droplet shatterin R and re._ult_nR charging. The
ice surface roughness should also be varied. Freezin R droplets onto the ice
surfac_ could be used to vary surface textures.
INSTRUMENTA i'IC_N
A static diffusion ice chamber will be utilized for these experinlents. Opti-
cal windows are required on the sides for visual and photographic obser
rations. The upper plate temperature ranges from +I0°C to -40°C and the
lower plate from -10°C to -40°C.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The temperatures of the chamber plates and the chamber I_as pressure will
be measuled. These quantities define the relative humidity distributioft
! within the chamber. Photographic data will provide the droplet and ice
pellet sizes, positions, and electric field-induced veloc'ties, thus providing
a measurement of the induced charge. Voice recorded commentarywi!l be
utilized at appropriate points during the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, pressure, and computed relative humidity.
(
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PROCEDURE
Activities Minute s
Purge chamber
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibrium l0
• Photograph (time lapse)
• Insert pellet and position 5
-*_ Apply static polarizing electric field
• Impinge droplet 2
• Apply appropriate charge measuring electric field
(resulting motion being photographed)
• Turn off charge measuring fields
._o Recycle with other droplets (50 events}
(purge when necessary)
Recycle with other droplet diameters (4 sizes)
Recycle with other humidity levels (4 levels)
Recycle with other temperatures (4 values}
Recycle with other impurities in ice and water
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
Contributors Affilia:ions
• J. Hallett Desert Research Institute, University
of Nevada
• T. Kyle National Center for Atmospheric
Research
• 1. Latham University of Manchester, ,England
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Washington, D. C.
• B.A. Soldano Furman University
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A. 5. ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABIT
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• i C LASS
i ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABIT _"
i
• COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDI (Experiment Descripttont
,+"
Alternate E X
ASSESSM ENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - A Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Electric Field Absorption
Type Ventilation Turbulence _ >
Pol lution Optic at V elocity
Pressure Shape Ion Level '
Tempe ratur • 0 rientation !
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ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABIT EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the temperature, pressure, and relative humidity conditions
which dictate ice crystal geometry and growth rate under pure diffusion (non-
convective) conditions.
Applications
These data will contribute to the control and distribution of snow and cold
rain precipitation. A goal is to distribute snow in mountain areas above
runoff-controlled watersheds for the purpose of enhancing the water supplies
utilized for irrigation, domestic and industrial use, recreation and wildlife.
Another application is the redistribution of snow away from take-located
cities (e. g., Buffalo, New York) to the surrounding non-urban areas to pre-
vent crippling snowfall within an urban area. The understanding of crystal
growth habits (rate of growth and fall velocity as a function of crystal type)
will also be applied to the minimization of blizzard conditions. These
experiment data govern the "when" (in the crystal growth cycle that a given
system would be modified) and "where _f (what temperature, relative humidity
regions) decisions of weather modification involving cold precipitation
processes.
!
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide diffueionaL growth parameters of ice crystals in cold precipitation
processes.
101
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Approach
Ice crystals will be grown unsupported in a static ice diffusion chamber
under various conditions cf temperature, pressure and relative humidity,
utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space platform. Crystal growth
rates, mass, surface temptrature, and geometry (types) will be measured
and correlated with ambient conditions surrounding the crystals.
DISC USSION
Significance
Ice crystals are responsible for releasing t,'_uch of the precipitation (snow,
rain, hail) from clouds in the high- and mid-latitudes. The growth proper-
ties of ice crystals form an important aspect in the area of weather modifi-
cation. The cold precipitation mechanism depends on the conversion of
water vapor into ice crystals. The rate of this conversion is controlled by
the growth rate of ice crystals, which in turn is governed by the distribution
of water vapor and temperature around the crystals.
Needle and dendritic ice crystals have been found to grow very rapidly at
temperatures of -3°C to -5°C and -IZ°C to -Ib*C, respectively. At other
temperatures the linear growth rates are much slower. Certain crystal
' types enhance collision and riming processes while the potential breakup of
crystals becomes important in the cold precipitation process of conversion
of super-cooled water droplets to ice. Ice breakup may also play an impor-
tant role in thunderstorm electrification. Ice crystal growth rates and their
controls need to be better understood before this knowledge can be efficiently
utilized in the "when and where" decisions of weather modification. These
are only a few of the many areas where detailed knowledge about crystal
growth habits are needed.
Zero Gravity
Past and present terrestrial laboratory experiments have shown the com-
plexity of the precipitation ice growth phase within a cloud. Important
questions remain as to just what critical parameters of pressure,
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t_mperature, and vapor concentrations determine the transitions between
:t crystal growth types.
Present laboratory investigations of the pure diffusional mechanisms
involved in the crystal growth are hampered by gravity-induced convection
currents and restricted by the need of mechanical supports. These restric-
tions modify the heat and vapor transport characteristics sufficiently to mask
the observation of the desired physical processes. Ventilation is important
in the growth of ice crystals and the contribution of this factor can be better
evaluated by comparing terrestrial wind tunnel data with the low-gravity
diffusional growth data.
A low or zero-gravity platform would greatly enhance the study of ice crys-
tal growth habits. Gravity-induced convection would be reduced by a factor
related to the reduction of the residual acceleration (gravity and vehicle
motion) and at the same time permit extended periods of time for crystal
growth without physical supports.
METHOD
Long-term growth of ice crystals would be done using an ice thermal diffu-
sion chamber. The supersaturation relative to ice would be controlled by
the absolute temperature at a given point within the chamber and the tem-
perature gradient between the two parallel surfaces of such a chamber. The
time available for unsupported crystal growth would be a function of crystal
mass, shape, and residual acceleration level. For extended times, the !
. crystals may be automatically positioned by utilizing optical, sound or elec-
trical servo devices.
Variables of interest besides pressure, temperature, and supersaturation
relative to ice include electric f'elds (ac, dc), effects of controlled crystal
motion through air, and effects of atmospheric "contaminants" on crystal
growth habits.
As an alternate approach, short-term (tens of seconds) crystal growth could
be studied by use of an expansion chamber. The chamber could utilime
IN
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Tcontinued expansion to make available more moisture for growth and thus
simulate the process which occurs in a natural convective atmosphere
(c.f., 12. Adiabatic Cloud Expansion). The use of an expansion chamber
with wails that are cooled at a controlled rate would be very desirable. [i'
i
iAlthough this approach would be pushing the state of the art, long-term goals
should give this approach further consideration. I
INSTRUMENTATION
A thermal diffusion chamber requires that the plate surface temperatures be i
controlled. The spacing of the plates, their temperature difference, and
mean temperature will determine the level of supersaturation from less than
1 percent to 10 percent. A water surface on the warmer, upper plate would
provide high loca_ supersaturation within the chamber relative to the ice |_
crystals, while covering this plate with ice would provide lower supersatu-
ration values. In both cases, the lower plate is ice covered.
Crystals in a diffusion chamber typically grow to 1 mm in a few tens of
minutes. Crystals 1 mm in length may be conveniently examined during |
I
growth by a long-working-distance (about lO cm} microscope. This arrarge- l
ment sets the design limits for the chamber to be greater than Z cm in depth. _:
|
To examine the temperature range 0°C to -30°C, a chamber at least 10 cm
deep is desirable to distinguish between growth in different temperature
regimes. Awidth/height ratio (aspect ratio) of at least 4 is desirable to
prevent significant depletion of the downward diffusing vapor by growing
crystals and to minimize wall effects. Hence, preliminary design criteria
may be established=
A. Height, 10 cm
B. Diameter, 40 cm
C. Horizontal cross section cylindrical with optical viewing ports
D. Upper plate temperature range, +10 to -40°C
E. Lower plate temperature range, -I0 to -40°C
F. Total heat load, 60 W
L
Power required by illumination system, 25 W
The efficiency of the refrigeration system must also be considered.
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It may be necessary to program the wail temperature to prevent ice
crystal growth around the chamber. This will have to be done
empirically, but a temperature variation to give only a very slight
saturation at each level should be sought (Figure Ao4), resulting in
an additional heat load of about 20 W. Alternatively, the walls may
be maintained at the top temperature, and the aspect ratio increased
to about 8.
G. Time constant. Once the chamber is cooled, its diffusional equi-
librium time constant, Vd0 is given by approximately
h 2
rd -- V--_D
Where h (height) = 10 em and D (thermal diffusivity)
= 0.2 cm 2 see -l , the resulting equilibrium time constant _d
= 20 see. Hence, to approach 0.5 percent of equilibrium for a
given change in conditions would take five time constants or about
100 sec.
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H. Cry_tal may take I0 minutes to 2 hours to grow depending on
conditions; temperatures must there:fore be maintained to 0.2°C
(to give saturation ratios to I/2 percent) over at least a 3-hour
period.
I. Construction: Silver tnp and base
Plexiglas walls
Cooling by thermo-electric servo loop system.
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Time lapse photographs will provide ice crystal geometric shape and size
versus time and thus growth rates. Temperature measurements of the upper
and lower chamber plates and internal chamber pressure along with a known
gas composition will be used to compute the ambient relative humidity as a
function of position within the chamber. Voice recorded commentary would
be utilized at appropriate points during the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
Purge chamber 5
• Establish temperature profile between plates, AT 5
• Insert ice or ice nuclei within chamber :_ 3
• Record plate temperature and time
• Time lapse photography of crystal growth 10 o 100
--4 Recycle for various AT
_High supersaturations would give large ice crystal8 in minutes while low
supersaturations may take hours.
I IN
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SCAVENGING EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUC TION
r.
Ob)ective
Determine the relative and quantitative importance of thermal
(thermophoresis), diffusional (diffusiophoresis), and Brownian forces in the
collection of submicrometer aerosol particles by cloud droplets.
Applications
Scavenging is an important mechanism that is active in cleaning the atmos-
phere of submicrometer aerosol particles. This mechanism is also the
process which unites man's cloud seeding nuclei with the desired cloud ele-
ments in the modification or control of rain, mow, hail, and fog and is a
very important link between man and weather modification. These experi-
ments will also contribute to the understanding of the scavenging mechanisms
involved in the cleansing of the atmosphere. Experimental data will aid in
the determination of the quantity of seeding material necessary to accomplish
a specific weather modification goal (associated with precipitation processes)
and in a better understanding of the _tmospheric cleansing processes
occurring to reduce air pollution.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide collection effi,:iencies of seeding material and air pollutants by drop-
lets under various atmospheric conditions.
Approach
Supercooled droplets and silver iodide p._._ticles will be suspended in a meas-
ured and controlled temperature, press_,, ..nd humidlt!, environment, uti-
lizing the low-gravity conditionl of a bpa_'e platform. Numbe."s cf droplets
' 201
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Ifreezing per unit time (from photographs) under conditions of droplet
evaporation, condensation, and nongrowth will bc used to determine the
relative effectiveness of thermal, diffusiona[, and Brownian forces.
DISCUSSION
Significance
Scavenging of aerosol particles by larger droplets and ice crystals is impor-
tant in three areas: cloud physics, air pollution, and weather modification
studies. The cloud microphysics concern is to stddy the method by which
aerosol particles transform cloud droplets to ice crystals. In air pollution
problems, precipitation scavenging within a cloud is considered the most
important method by which aerosol particles, natural and artificial, are
removed from the atmosphere. In weather modification research one of the
optimizing parameters is the size distribution of the seeding aerosol parti-
cles, since this influences the seeding effectiveness. In all three of these
facets, there are details of the processes by which aerosol p_rticles attach
to the cloud droplets which require additional study.
Five major scavenging mechanisms are aerodynamic interception, electrical
interactions, Brownian motion, diffusiophoresis, and thermophoresis. The
last three are of interest in this exper:.ment while electrical effects will be
considered later.
Zero-G rarity
Terrestrial laboratory studies of the scavenging forces usually are per-
formed using mechanically supported water drops due to the need for long
times and microscopic observations. Freely falling droplets in a terrestrial
laboratory are not compatible with the necessary observation requirements.
As a consequene., thermally conductive mechanical supports introduce
uncertainties about the droplet temperature change resulting from evapora-
tion or condensation. Thus, laboratory measurements have been made of
the diffusiophoretic forces, but these experiments did not permit the evalu-
ation of thermophoretic forces. Theoretical considerations are divided as to
(
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which of these forces are more important and their relative importance to
the ever-present Brownian motion.
Zero-gravity would permit free suspension of both aerosol and droplets.
This situation wiLL provide undisturbed vapor and thermal fields around the
droplets, and thus permit the evaLuation of the relative importance of the
i scavenging forces.
I
METHOD
The freezing of supercooled water drops will be used as the detector of aero-
sol capture where the aerosol will consist of submicrometer silver iodide
particles. A chamber will be controlled to -10°C. Droplets (a few/cm 3)
and aerosol will be injected within this chamber and the number of droplets
freezing per unit time will be determined under conditions of droplet evap-
oration, condensation, and nongrowth. A comparison of the resulting num-
bers will give the relative effectiveness of the scavenging forces. The
analysis is shown in Figure A-5.
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Condition 1 is in Figure A-_ indicates that when a dr_,plet is evaporating the
thermal gradient force (T) is inward, thr vapor _radlent torte (\ p) is out-
ward, and the Brownian force is inward. The results for condition 2 are for
Brownish forces alone and condition _ reverses the thermal and vapor _ra-
dients. Results of condition 2 permit the elimination of the Brownish effects
from conditions 1 and _. A comparison of conditions 1 and _ permits an
evaluation of their relative importance and subsequent comparison of these
with condition 2 determines the relative importance of the three forces.
These same experiments will permit some st,ldy of the contact nucleation
properties of silver iodide. Under appropriate conditions certain simple
[ aspects of droplet shattering and charge separation may also be included.
INSTRUMENTATION
The experiments will be performed in a thermal ice diffusion chamber,
10 cm high and 40 cm in diameter. Data collection will be in the form of
time lapse photographs which will give the number of droplets freezing as a
function of time. The chamber humidity will also be controlled to give the
three conditions stated in the METHODS section.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Measurements of the plate temperatures and chamber pressure will deter-
mine the average relative humidity distribution within the chamber. As
droplets freeze, their optical properties change. This change is captured
on photographic film along with elapsed time. Analysis of the photographs
will provide the numbers and times necessary for the evaluation of the rela-
tive importance of the scavenging processes. Time lapse photography of
droplet freezing rates will be used along with voice recorded commentary at
appropriate points during the experiment. Digital records and displays of
temperature, pressure, and relati_ehumiditywiilbe used.
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PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
_ Purge chamber
l • Establish temperature, pressure, and humidity 10
• Inject nuclei and droplets :4
• Photograph droplets 20
I • Stop when all droplets frozen
, • Recyclt. _ times at same conditions
• Recych. with new chamber conditions
I (Evaporation, condensation, equilibrium}
• Recycle with other nuclei types
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A. 7. RIMING AND AGGREGATION
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C LASS
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COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDI (Experiment Description}
l
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ASSESSMENT
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RIMING AND AGGREGATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine interaction between a supercooled water droplet and an ice surface
surface during events associated with riming and graupel formation.
Applications
This process is important in crystal multiplication, cloud electrification,
and riming on aircraft and stationary objects. These data will contribute
toward lightning control in a4dition to reduction of damage due to riming of
stationary objects such as trees and power lines. These data govern the
"when" {in the life cycle) and *'where" (in the cloud system) decisions of
weather modifications involving cold precipitation processes.
i
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide conditions contributing to the adhesion of the supercooled water
droplet to an ice crystal surface.
A pproach ;:_
Supercooled droplets will be projected at very low velocities toward an ice
surface or ice crystal within an ice diffusion chamber under various condi-
tions of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. This study, through
the use of low relative velocities, will be possible by utilizing the low-
gravity conditions of a space platform. Photographic data will supply the
interaction data while temperature and pressure measurements define the _,
chamber conditions, i
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fDISCUSSION
Significance
Graupet and rime form by the accretion and freezing of supercooled water
drops on a falling ice crystal or on a fixed obstacle in the wind. The nature
of this interaction is of importance for a number of atmospheric processes
including crystal multiplication and any associated electrificatio,t phenomena.
The interaction involves the approach of a supercooled drop to the ice sur-
face and its subsequent freezing. There are reports that small supercooled
drops move around for a period of time on an ice surface without freezing.
Zero Gravity
Terrestrial laboratory experiments are complicated because of the need for
the control of the relative velocity between the ice and droplet. Also, the
droplet on the ice must be supported if microscopic observations are to be
made. A low-gravity environment will permit stow approach velocities _ -.
between the droplet and ice allowing detailed studies of the interactions _ :
between the droplet and ice. This will also permit the study of the postulated
supercooled droplet motion upon an ice surface.
METHOD :
The droplet-ice interaction processes can be studied in detail in the static
thermal diffusion ice chamber in the following way:
Supersaturation: Uncharged drops (e.g., lO, lOOt_m) are injected at low
velocity and allowed to come to thermal equilibrium, at appropriate super-
cooling. The detailed interaction of the drop is of interest; namety, velocity
of approach, instant of freezing, and the freezing mechanism itself. If ice
satellite particles are produced, they would be revealed in the prevailing
high super saturation.
Undersaturation: The top and bottom of the chamber are maintained at one
temperature (say, -15"C) and the ice crystal is radiantly heated by Z'C
to 3"C. The drop is injected as above. This study is of particular interest
210 i
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for small drops which may have their entry inhibited by the vapor flux away
from the evaporating crystal. An infrared thermometer would provide the
ice crystal surface temperature.
The following preliminary experiment may be considered for an earlier
opportunity: A drop is injected with very low velocity onto an ice surface,
+:
The droplet-surface interaction is examined by successive strobe photo-
graphy using a microscope (Figure A-6}. The microscope views the drop
interactions edge on. The droplet trajectory will be studied by stroboscope
and the interaction by direct photography
These studies, carried out at different temperatures, will give valuable
information on the nature of the "liquid" layer on the ice. Precautions must
be taken to use high-purity, single-crystal ice. Initial laboratory studies
should examine processes occurring as a suspended supercooled drop is
brought close to an ice surface at constant velocity; high-speed camera
studies may also be required.
i ii
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IINSTRUMENTATION
Crystals in a diffusion chamber typically grow to a millimeter in diameter in
a few tens of minutes. Crystals of millimeter size may be conveniently
examined by a long working distance (~10 cm) microscope during growth.
This factor requires that the chamber cannot be less than _2 cm deep. To
examine the temperature range between 0°C to -30°C, a chamber at least
10 cm deep is desirable to distinguish between growth in different tempera-
ture regimes. A width/height ratio of >5is also desirable to prevent signi-
ficant depletion of the diffusing vapor by growing crystals. Crystals may
take I0 rain to 2 hr to grow depending on conditions; temperatures must
therefore be maintained to 0.2°C (to give saturation ratios to I/2 percent
over at least a 3-hr period.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Supercooled droplet motion on an ice surface is of specific interest. Strobe
photography will record this motion as well as the time interval required for
freezing. The ice chamber plate temperatures determine the relative
humidity distribution within the chamber. The data will be time-lapse photo-
graphs of droplet-crystal interactions and voice recorded commentary during
appropriate points of the experiment along with digital recording of time,
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
----_e Generate ice surfaces and ice crystal 30
r-a Purge chamber 5
• Establish desired thermal ZOequilibrium
I • Inject and poaition ice crystal 5
'r..[.e project droplet diameter d I at crystal Z
Photog raph interaction Z
Reposition crystal I
Recycle with another droplet d I (ZO times)
Recycle with droplet d z
...-e l_ecycle with new thermal profile
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The thermal profile will include supersaturated and undersaturated
conditions. Effects of superimposed electrir fields will also be studied.
Crystal-crystal "aggregation" should be exarntned as a function of crystal
type, temperature, humidity, and electric fields.
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TA. 8. DROPLET-ICE CLOUD INTERACTIONS
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DROPlAET-ICE _. _.._,,UD INTERACTIONS
COL'. _'-,,. _ _:_LE CHAMBERS
Primary Si)l (Experiment Description}
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ASSESSMENT
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DROPLET-ICE CLOUD INTERACTIONS EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the modes and extent of the interactions of ice crystals and super-
cooled water droplets, including the propagation of the ice phase through a
supercooled droplet cloud and the diffusional growth of ice crystals within a
cloud of supercooled droplets under varying conditions of temperature,
pressure, and droplet/crystal concentrationb.
Applications
The growth of ice crystals and their p_'opagation is important in all attempts
to moaify cold precipitation processes (e.g., snow, hail, sleet, and thunder-
storms). The generation of natural ice crystal nuclei has a bearing on the
quantity of nuclei that may be needed to achieve a specific weather modifi-
cation goal. Overseeding and underseeding can defeat the original objective.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the rate and conditions of the ice crystal
growth and propagation within clouds representing natural concentrations and
times.
Approach
A cloud of supercooled droplets will be generated within a cooled chamber
under various conditions of temperature, pressure, and relative hl_midity.
The low-gravity environment of a space platform wi]l provide the necessary
time for atmospheric realistic diffusional growth of ice crystals within a
supercooled droplet cloud without the normal terrestrial limitation of fallout.
217
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i:
i Photographic information will provide size and numbers of ice and droplets
versus time. The effects of electric, sound and optical fields will also be
} studied.
i DIS CUSSION
?
Significance
! The propagation of ice throughout the upper levels of clouds (e.g., thunder-
i storm cumuli) has extreme relevance to all attempts to modify weather.
! Aircraft observations have indicated that the numbers of ice nuclei near a
I cloud base are often several decades lower than the number of nuclei neces-
t
sary to explain the rapidity with which the ice phase moves through the upper
parts of a supercooled cloud as determined by radar. An explanation of this
rapid propagation of the ice phase is the multiplication of ice particles (e. g,,
by droplet breakup upon freezing and ice crystal breakup during collisions).
These fragments then serve as ice nuclei resulting in the cascading of the ice
phase through the cloud. The extent and conditions for natural ice nuclei
production must be known before decisions can be made concerning the
quantity of seeding material that is injected for a specific modification objec-
tive. For some rain and snow processes, too many nuclei cause competition
for the available water among the generated ice crystals. This results in
small crystals which have less probability of forming rain-size precipitation.
At the other extreme, too few seeding nuclei would not release the thermo-
dynamic energy of a precipitation system that would result in precipitation.
Each precipitation process has different seeding requirements, anda know-
ledge of the total natural and man-injected nuclei properties mu:. be
available.
Another important aspect of the cold precipitation process is the growth of
ice crystals within a cloud of supercooled water droplets. The crystal types
and rate of growth of multiparticles must be studied. Such studies will pro-
vide an indication of the conditions and times under which seeding must be
done to have maximum effectiveness for a specific weather modification goal.
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The two examples above are representative of the many processes which take
place during the ice phase of precipitation growth. Each aspect of these
processes must be studied separately involving only a few particles under
very controlled laboratory conditions before a process can be fully under-
stood in relation to its complex interaction with the environment. For this
reason, many of the classes of experiments proposed for zero-gravity, as in
a terrestrial laboratory, deal with single or few particles to isolate specific
processes for detailed studies.
A necessary step in understanding the complete atmospheric precipitation
process is to simulate a large parcel of particles for the study and observa-
tion of several microphysical processes proceeding simultaneously. It is
this latter aspect to which this experiment is directed. Once individual
processes such as diffusion growth and conditions for droplet splintering are
understood, then the complex interaction studies can better be approached.
Effects of sound, optical, and electrical fields will also be studied in relation
to the ice-droplet interactions.
These experiments also will be used to provide knowledge as to the extent to
which inadvertent weather modification takes place due to man (e. g., through
pollution and urban development}.
Zero Gravity
Observations in the terrestrial laboratory are limited by particle fallout and
to some extent convection, which are both gravity-driven. Observation times
are limited to milliseconds in small expansion chambers, seconds in dif-
fusion chambers, and tens of seconds in very large chambers. With the
large chambers, convection prevents the continuous observation of specific
particles, while for the smaller chambers, the seconds available are not
enough compared to the minutes available within natural atmospheric clouds.
A low-gravity environment would permit the observation of individual crys-
tals and droplets for times that are representative for atmosphere relevant
processes.
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METHOD
Tile nucleation of ice and ice crystal growth within a supercooled cloud of
droplets are used as representative experilnents of this class.
A cloud of supercooled droplets will be injected into a thermally controlled
chamber. Ice or water surfaces will provide an appropriate humidity con-
trolled environment. For a number of the observations the chamber will be
raised to near saturation at or above freezing temperature by the use of a
purge and humidification system. A cloud of water droplets will then be
injected into the chamber. As the chamber is cooled below freezing, the air
will become saturated and the supercooled droplets will grow or evaporate as
a function of the initial relative humidity and pressure, as well as the final
temperature and pressure. At a selected final condition of temperature and
relative humidity, some ice nuclei will be injected to produce a few ice
crystals. As the supercooled droplets freeze, visual and photographic
observations will be made of the freezing of adjacent droplets and the result-
ing ice phase propagation, as a consequence of droplet splintering (ice multi-
plication). The application of sound, optical, and electric fields will also he
studied in relation to their influence on the ice phase propagation (e. g., due
to electric field-driven charged particles generated by freezing supercooled
droplets). Freezing could be initiated by other means including a cold probe
or dry ice in addition to the above-mentioned ice nuclei.
Observations will also be made of the ice crystal type and growth rate at the
expense of adjacent supercooled droplets as a function of ambient pressure,
temperature, and relativehumidity. These observations wiU include, e.g.,
the rates of evaporation of adjacent droplet and a measure of the sphere of
influence for an ice crystal (i.e., that volume from which an ice crystal
draws water vapor at the expense of the surrounding supercooled water drop-
lets). The variables of interestinclude droplet and crystal concentrations
and sizes, rates of growth, ambient temperature, pressure, relative humid-
ity and magnitude of electric, sound and optical fields.
i
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INSTRUMENTATION
The ice chamber geometry with a depth of 10 cm and diameter of 40 cm will
be suitable for these experiments. In this case both controlling surfaces will
be cooled to the same temperature to provide a saturated atmosphere.
Vibrating needle droplet generators will provide the necessary droplet _ w,th
controlled surface charge. Vibrating orifice aerosol generators are a, ail-
able that produce aerosols from tens to below 0.01 micrometer diameter
nuclei with a diameter spread of less than 1 percent for a fixed generation
setting. Aerosol mass and size distributions can be determined with a
Whitby instrument, while photographic and optical detectors will provide
size, position, and ice/liquid determinations.
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Time lapse photographic data will provide information concerning the physi-
cal properties and changes of the ice-droplet cloud. Vocal recorded
commentary will be utilized at appropriate points during the experiment in
addition to the digital recording of time, temperature, pressure, and rela-
tive humidity. Holographic and single-exposure and multiple-exposure
interferometr_ would both be very beneficial due to the desired depth of field
and the rate of change information that is needed.
PROCEDURE
Activitie s Minute s
-._ Purge chamber 5
• Establish humidity and thermal equilibrium (+5"C) 15
• Start time-lapse photographs (I/second)
• Inject droplets (1 to 1,000 per cm 3) 3
• Cool chamber to subfreezing temperature 15
• Inject ice nuclei 3
• Visually observe freezing and growth of ice crystals Z0
• Stop camera
Recycle to other final relative humidity and temperature
*4 Recycle other droplet sizes
.-4 Recycle other droplet/crystal concentrations
*-e Recycle with electric, optical, sound fields
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AC KNOWLE DG ME NTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Phybics Program Feasibility Study.
Contributors Affiliations
• H.A. Appleman USAF Air Weather Service
• A.N. Dingle University of Michigan
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iA. 9. HOl%4OGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE)
93
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C LASS
HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE)
I
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDI
Alternate E (cooled, Teflon covered walls) (Experiment Description)
Unique (spherical, cooled)
ASSESSMENT
Priority - B Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - B
VARIABLES
Prim,ary Secondary
Size Rate of Cooling Turbulence :
Temperature Time ,_
Relative Humidity ,:
Charge
Sound
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HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE) EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Obje ctive
Determine the homogeneous freezing distribution of free-floating droplets as
a function of time, degree of supercooling, and droplet diameter.
Application
Cloud droplets in the atmosphere often exist at temperatures to -20°C and
sometimes to -35°C before freezing. Most indications are that -40°C is the
lower limit at which a small supercooled droplet can exist before it will
spontaneously freeze. While the question of heterogeneous freezing (using
ice nuclei) is very germane to weather modification, the phenomena of homo-
geneous freezing is of theoretical interest and sets the framework for the
important heterogeneous freezing. Also in arctic cities (e.g., Fairbanks,
Alaska) ice fogs occur when temperatures fall below -35°C.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning freezing probabilities versus free-floating
droplet diameters under atmospheric conditions.
Approach
A monodispersed layer of droplets will be injected intoa thermally controlled
chamber which can be cooled slowly but steadilydown to temperatures of at
least -40"C. The 1ow-gravlty conditionof a space platform will eliminate all
uncertaintiesabout contaminations arising,from the various suspension
methods used in terrestriallaboratories. Photographic recording will pro-
vide data on numbers of ice and droplets versus temperature and time. The
optical scattering properties of ice are used to distinguish it from liquid
droplets.
2_
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DISCUSSION
Significance
The formation and behavior of clouds are, in part, regulated by the
microphysical processes activ_ in the formation, development, and behav-
ior of the individual droplets. The mechanisms by which atmospheric nucl,q
become activated and grow to cloud size droplets is not completely under-
stood. The heterogeneous nucleation process is complicated by tile presence
of a foreign particle which is usually of unknown composition and possesses
surface properties which are not readily characterized. Even the simplest
of nucleation processes, the homogeneous nucleation of liquid droplets from
the vapor, is not fully understood. Although homogeneous nucleation does
not occur in the atmosphere, the concepts established through its study will
form a foundation upon which an understanding of the heterogeneous nucle-
ation process can be developed. Therefore, a quantitative understanding of
the homogeneous nucleation process must precede our comprehension of the
more complex heterogeneous m, cleation process.
Homogeneous nucleation is a function of time and temperature, as well as of
the characteristics of the "pure" water such as the specific surface free
energy of the crystal/liquid interface. Apossible result of homogeneous
nucleation experiments is the determination of the free energy of this
crystal/liquid interface which cannot be accurately measured or calculated
in any other way. Variou_ physical supports and errors in droplet surface
tempe "ature determinations due to free fall have not yet given a reliable
determination of this quantity.
Zero Gravity
Many of the homogeneous nucleation experiments have been performed with
the water droplets on polished metallic plates, between two immiscible
liquids or with the liquid sealed within the glass or quartz tube. All of these
methods involve surface contact which can modify the surface free energy of
the droplet and, thus, the support media can serve as nucleation sites. Of
these methods, the two liquid approach appears to be the best. Small
226
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droplets can be frozen while free-falling through a temperature gradient.
Some difficulty is experienced here in knowing the actual droplet temperature
at the time of freezing. Apotential solution to a number of these problems
is the free suspension of droplets in air under low-gravity conditions (e. g.,
-3
10 g), as available on a space platform. These experiments can then be
performed over extended time periods with slow rates of cooling to eliminate
thermal time lag problems and performed without surface contact with a
foreign mate rial.
METHOD
A cloud of pure water droplets will be injected into a thermally controlled
chamber while the chamber is above freezing (e.g., +5°C). Then the
chamber will be cooled slowly, less than 0.5°C per minute, and photographic
data taken at 0. I°C intervals. Because of volume of data required, holo-
graphic techniques would be ideally suited. These data would provide sizes
and numbers of droplets and crystals versus time, temperature, and rate of
cooling. Cooling continues until all droplets have frozen which will take
place by about -40°C depending on droplet characteristics (such as volume).
Surface area and volume dependence of this statistical freezing will be
studied by inserting clouds which all have the same total liquid volume but
different droplet diameter (i.e., different surface areas}. Consideration
must be given to the maximum allowable droplet/crystal density that will
avoid diffusion interaction of adjacent particles. Other clouds with the same
surface areas but different total liquid volumes will provide :urther informa-
tion concerning volume and surface area dependence of homogeneous
freezing. At present, most results favor the volume dependpnce, but
experimental uncertainties and difficulties leave room for some question
about this.
INSTRUMENTATION
The thermally controlled chamber will be capable of being slowly and uni-
formly cooled to temperatures as low as -40"C. Special precautions must be
taken to prevent ice nucleation on the walls of the chamber. Non-nucleating
fluids show the most promise below -ZO'C, while special teflon surfaces are
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adequate above this temperature. Droplet injection techniques are available
which permit placcment of individual droplets within a few millimeters of a
desired location. In this way, a single layer of droplets, appropriately
spaced to prevent interactions, can be provided to conform to the depth of
field limitations of a normal camera system. Holographic techniques would
remove this restriction, permitting much more information to be collected
at a given time because of its volume recording capabilities.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Photographic records will provide the basic information on droplet and
crystal numbers, spacing, and sizes which is to be correlated with cooling
rates, temperature, time, and ambient relativehumidity. Vocal recorded
commentary will be utilizedthroughout the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, pressure, a1_drelativehumidity. Analog
displays of these variable_iwill also be availableduring the experiment.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
._ Purge chamber {very clean) 5
• Establish thermal equilibrium (+5"C) 15
• Start time lapse camera
• Inject droplet cloud (I per cm 3) 3
• Cool chamber slowly (0.5°C/rain) 40
• Stop camera when all droplets have frozen
-4 Recycle for other total liquid droplet volume (4)
--_ Recycle for other total droplet surface areas (4)
--e Recycle for other cooling rates
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
Cont ributo r • Affillations
• C.L. Hosler Pennsylvania State University
• K.O.L.F. Jayaweera University of Alaska
• T. Ohtake University of Ale•ks
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A.10. COLLISION-INDUCED FREEZING
m
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tC LASS
COLLISION=INDUCED FREEZING
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDI {Experiment Description)
Alternate G {cooled)
ASSESSMENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - A Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Charge
TFpe Sound
Pollution Electric Field
Pressure Velocity
Temlmrature Kinetic Energy
Relative Humidity
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COLLISION-INDUCED FREEZING EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Ob)ective
Determine the conditions and frequency of droplet freezing due to collisions
of supercooled droplets as a function of droplet size, impact energy, and
various ambient conditions of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
Effects of electric and sonic fields will also be investigated.
Application
The ice propagation through supercooled clouds has been observed to be
rapid and has not been accounted for by measurements of ice nuclei at the
cloud base. An understanding of all mechanisms contributing to the "rapid
glaciation" of clouds has important impact on all attempts to modify clouds
producing hail and snow. An understanding of this propagation of t,w ice
phase would permit more realistic estimates of how much seeding mat_ rial
is needed for weather modifications of hail- and lightning-associated p.-._cipi-
tation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concel ning the relationship between supercooled drople'
collisions and the ice phase propagation within a cloud.
App roa c h
Experiments on supercooled droplet freezing during collision will be studied
in a static ice diffusion chamber, utilizing the low-gravity environment of a
space platform to provide long observation times and eliminate the need for
mechanical droplet support. Photographic data will provide velocity and
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impact parameters. Chamber plate temperature will determine the relative
humidity and temperature ol the chamber. Observations will also be made
of droplet splintering whenever freezing does occur.
DISCUSSION
Sig nifi c an c e
The propagation of ice throughout the upper le_..els of clouds (e. g., thunder-
storm cumuli) has extreme relevance to all attempts in weather modification.
Aircraft observations have indicated that the number of ice nuclei near cloud
bases are often several decades lower than the number of nuclei necessary to
explain the rapidity with which the ice phase moves through the upper parts
of a supercooled cloud as determined by radar. A contribution to this rapid
propagation of the ice phase could be through supercooled droplet freezing as
a result of droplet-droplet collisions. Any fragmentation due to freezing
would further accelerate the glaciation process since these fragments would
then serve as ice nuclei, resulting in the cascading of the ice phase through
the cloud.
The extent and conditions for natural ice nuclei production must be known
before a decision can be made concerning the quantity of man-injected
seeding material that is needed for a specific modification objective. For
some rain and snow processes, too many nuclei cause competition among
the generated ice crystals for the available water, resulting in small crystals
which have less probability of forming precipitation. At the other extreme,
too few seeding nuclei would not release the thermodynamics of a precipi-
tation system that would result in p. ecipitation. Each precipitation process
has different seeding reqxfirements and a knowledge of the total natural and
man-injected nuclei must be available.
Any process which causes a change in the surface free energy or other
characteristics of a droplet can potentially contribute to the initiation of the
freezing process. Collision processes are known to play an important role
in the growth cycle of ice and liquid particles and, thus, the aspect of the
collision-induced freezing must be considered.
2_
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tZero Gravity
Gravity-induced motion hinders precise control of droplet-droplet interaction
studies in a terrestrial laboratory. Experiments performed within a w'nd )
tunnel do not permit the simultaneous suspension of large particles and the
detection of any resulting fragmentation of the freezing droplets. Wind
tunnel experiments at the University of California at I.os Angeles have
conclusively shown that droplet distortion does often occur upon freezing, but
any possible determination of loss of mass is masked by the unknown change
in aerodynamic drag from liquid to distorted solid particle. Droplets era
given mass have a single fall velocity in a terrestrial laboratory; conse-
quently, collisions with controlled impact energy are very difficult. This
control is necessary if the physical process is to be understood.
The low-gravity environment of a space laboratory will permit controlled
motion and placement of large supercooled water droplets. Impact velocity
(i.e., energy) can be varied over a large range for various droplet diam-
eters to determine under what conditions collision-induced freezing may
occur. The low-gravity environment will permit detailed observations of
the droplet surface before, during, and after the collision. The low-gravity
environment will also permit any resulting small ice fragments to be grown
to detectable dimensions, which is presently el-her very difficult or
impos sible.
METHOD
Supercooled droplets will be placed within an ice diffusion chamber. The
chamber will provide thermal and relative humidity control. Other droplets
will be injected on a collision course with various velocities and impact
parameters. Photography will provide the data acquisition for droplet sizes,
velocity, and surface characteristics before, during, and after collision.
The chamber will also provide the necessary supersaturation for growth of
any resulting ice fragments, providing numbers and possibly crystal charac-
teristics. The addition of sound and electric fields will also contribute to
the study of this potential freezing mechanism and associated electrification
processes.
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INSTRUMI':NTATION
The static diffusion ice chanaber 10 c,,ntil_eters in depth and 40 centimeters
in diameter will provide thc necessary l_'la_pt, raturt, and rt, lativt, humidity
controls. Droplet production techniques art' axailahlt, that permit individual
droplets to be accurately placed within the designated area. l'hus, an array
of target droplets, appropriatel,¢ spaced to prevent interactions, would per-
mit efficient utilization of experiment time. There are several potential
techniques available for the projection of droph, ts with precist, velocity and
direction control for collisions. _[he demands on the optical rt, solution of
the n_edi_m-aDet, d camera are greatly relaxed in a low-gravity environment
since larger droplets can be u,_ed to ,*imulate the dynamics of smaller
droplets. Electric field plates and acoustical sources will J)t, placed w'thin
the chambers providing acousti_ .,1 waves fronl a ft,w [It, rtz to a t'_,w kilohertz
and electric fields to several kilovolts per centimeter.
MI_:ASURI_2MENTS AND DAI'A REOtlIRElklI'_NTS
The anabient relative humidity will bt, computed from the physical laws
govcrning static diffusion chambers. The plate temperatures and presence
of ice or liquid surfaces control the relative hunaidity within the t'hanlber.
Stroboscopic and/or medium-speed photogr.lphy will provide the necessary
droplet characteristics before, during, and after collision includi.ag relative
velocities and drop dimensions. Commentaries will be recorded throughout
i the experinaent along with digital records for time, temperatures, pressure,
I and relative humidity. Digital and analog displays of these xariables will
also be available for experiment monitoring and de,'ision making.
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PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes}
t -.e Purge chamber 5
i: • Thermal and vapor equilibrium (+5 ° C) 10
• Start camera
%
• Insert and position target drops 3
t • Cool to subfreezing operating temperature 10
_ • Inject droplet at target 2
• Grow any ice fragments generated 5
• Determine any particle electrification charge 3
o! --4 Recycle with other droplets (ZO)
Recycle with other temperatures (4)
•-4 Recycle with electric fields (3)
Recycle with sound fields (3)
AC KNOW LE DG ME NTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment cla._;s in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
C ont ribut o r s Affiliation s
• A.N. Dingle University of Michigan
• K.O.L.F. Jayaweera University of Alaska
• J.E. Jiusto State University of New York {Albany)
• T. Ohtake University of Alaska
• H. Weickmann Environmental Research Laboratory,
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado
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A.II. SUPERCOOLED-WATER SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE
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CLASS
SUPERCOOLED-WATER SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDI
Alternate E
Unique (spherical, nonwetting walls) (Experiment Description)
ASSE SS ME NT
Priority- B Achievement Ability- C .Applicability to Zero-G- B
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Charge
Type
Temperature
Time
2. !/
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SUPERCOOLED-WATER SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE EXPERIMENT
: INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the saturation vapor pressure of supercooled water. _
Appli cations
Vapor pressure controls the driving force for ice crystal growth within a
supercooled droplet cloud. Thiq quantity is inherently vital to the modifi-
cation of all cold precipitation processes involved in such weather as hail,
snow, and cold fogs. These data govern the "when" (in growth cycle) and
"where 't (in cloud system) decisions of weather modification involving these
cold precipi_.ation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement S_tisfied
Define diffusional growth parameters of ice within a supercooled water cloud.
Approach
Unsupported water drops will reach thermal and vapor equilibrium within a
temperature-controlled chamber utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a
space platform. Measured vapor pressures as a function of droplet temper-
ature will be compared with theory. X-ray measurement of molecular
ordering within supercooled water should also be made.
DISCUSSION
Significance
The measurement of this vital parameter, the saturation vapor pressure
over supercooled water, will verify or correct the theoretical values
obtained through integration of the Clasius-Claperyon equation. The _
!:
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tabulated values of this vapor pressure are not corrected for departures duef
? to nonideality. A more complete knowledge of the vapor pressure param-
eters will facilitate the computations of ice crystal and droplet growth at
temperatures below freezing, thereby permitting a closer approximation to
the diffusional growth of ice crystals, which is of vital importance to weather
modifi cation.
Zero Gravity
The measurement of the saturation vapor pressure over supercooled water
becomes tractable under zero-gra-ity conditions, since normal terrestrial
, limitations of mechanical supports or containing mechanisms can be elimi-
nated. This lack of physical support greatly reduces the probability that a
drop will freeze, and hence ,:liminates the major terrestrial obstacles of
measurement of the vapor pressure over liquid water at subfreezing
tempe ratur e s.
ME THOD
The equilibrium vapor pressure over supercooled water will be measured by
injecting a number of liquid water droplets into a temperature-controlled
chamber. The chamber gas will consist only of water vapor at a pressure
near the initial equilibrium vapor pressure at +5.0"C. The vapor pressure
and droplet temperature (infrared measurement} will be measured at I*C
intervals between +5.0"C and -30"C.
INSTRUMENTATION
A special chamber 30 cm in diameter will be used. The walls of the cham-
ber must not nucleate ice or water; that is, there can be no deposition on the
walls of the chamber. This is especially true for ice which has a lower
vapor pressure than water. The inside surface of the chamber will be coated
wlth a thinfilm of teflonor polethylene for temperatures to -20"C and a
siliconefluidfilm below -20°C to prevent nucleation. The chamber walls
must also be isothermal, The temperature of the chamber willbe electron-
IcaDy lowered in steps, with sufficientduration at each temperature, to
permit thermal and vapor equilibrium. The equilibrium temperature and
24O
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!t vapor pressure willthen be recorded. The pressure transducer will have a
i resolution of one part in and temperature readout and control of O. OI°C.10 5
i
I MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
i The chamber internaltemperature and pressure will determine the desired
vapor pressure versus temperature, as long as wall condensation is not
taking place. Photographs utilizingthe change in opticalscattering from
liquidto ice determine when droplets freeze. Periodic photographs of
droplet size and distributionwill be taken. Voice recorded commentary will
be utilizedat appropriate points during the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, and pressure. Digitaland analog visual
displays will also be used during the experiment.
PROCEDURE
' Activiti e s Minute s
el-* Evacuate chamber 5
ii
Pressurize to 2.5 x 103 N/m 2 (25 millibars) 5
with water vapor
Establish temperature equilibrium (initial +5 °C) 10
Inject a number of droplets (200 micrometer diameter) 5
Establish temperature and vapor equilibrium 10
Record temperature and pressure
Lower temperature (in 1.0°C steps) 5
Recycle (until droplets freeze)
Recycle with new droplets
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individualsubmitted this idea during the 1971 period of the
Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program FeasibilityStudy•
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• T.E. Hoffer Desert Research Institute. University
of Nevada
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A.12. ADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION SIMULATION
1974024607-245
C LASS
ADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION SIMULATION '_
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary E (Experiment Description)
Alternate E (Sperical)
ASSESS MENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Turbulence Sound
Type Optic al Abs o rption
Pollution Concentration
Rate of Coolin$ Liquid Water Content
Time History
Electric Field Gases
244
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ZADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
INTRODUCTION
' ObJective
Duplicate in time and conditions the early portion of the life cycle of a parc_.l
of air involved in an atmospheric precipitation process.
Application
A better understanding of how nuclei and early growth processes react to
actual adiabatic expansions will give a better insight to precipitation proc-
esses. This insight wiil then contribute to directing man's attempt in modio
lying weather. These early adiabatic growth phases are important in
convective cloud formation under both warm and cold conditions and set the
stage for the determination of the resulting precipitation form (e. g., rain,
hail, and lightning).
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide ,ucleation and early droplet growth characteristics of a complete
adiabatic expansion life cycle under more realistic conditions of water vapor
supply and temperature.
Approach
A cloud of nuclei in a 0.15 cubic meter volume will be nucleated and gro,vn
through one or more life cycles of expansion and compressions within a
thermally cooled-wall expansion chamber. The low-gravity conditions of a
t pace platform will be utilized to provide the necessary time without fallout
and convection. Photographic data will provide cloud droplet size and num-
bers versus time. Cooling the chamber walls at the same rate that the air
is cooled by expansion will assure adiabatic conditions for the five to
Z0 minute expansion cycles.
2q
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DISCUSSION
Knowledge of nucleation and early growth history of cloud droplets plays an
important role in all weather modification atteml_.s. This early history and
the resulting droplet size distribution determine_ the later growth pattern
(e.g., whether a cloud will produce rain or whether there are too many drop-
lets with too narrow a size distribution resulting in a cloud but no precipi-
tation). Small changes in the nuclei characteristics caused by natural or
man-produced pollution products could change the initial nucleation and early
growth characteristics of cloud droplets, resulting in inadvertent weather
modification.
!
i Nucleation and early growth are representative of the many processes which :
: i
take place during precipitation growth cycles. Each aspect of these proe- i
eesses must be studied separately involving only a few particles under very
controlled laboratory conditions before a process can be better understood in
relation to its complex interaction with the environment. For this reason,
many of the classes of experiments proposed for zero-gravity, as in a
terrestrial laboratory, deal with single or few particles in order to isolate !
specific processes for detailed studies.
A necessary step in understanding the complete precipitation cycle is to
simulate a large parcel of particles for the study and to observe several
processes proceeding simultaneously. It is this latter aspect to which thit
experiment is diret_ed. Once individual processes su_._ as nucleation and
early diffusion growth are understood, then the complex interaction studies
can better be approached. Effects of sound, optical and electrical fields will
also be studied in relation to the droplet-droplet and droplet-environment
interactions. Other items of interest are the study of Ostwald ripening
(growth when expansion has stopped), loss of nuclei due to psssage through a
warm cloud base and effects of fluctuations in supersaturation on nucleation
and droplet growth.
A slow adiabatic expansion of a parcel of air contain:ng condensation and ice
nuclei will simulate an actual growth cycle within a cumulus cloud. Effects
of acoustical, optical, and electrical fields will also be studied as the same
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parcel of air is taken through several growth cycles. Also of particular
interest is the study ,)f a tenuous cloud (< 0.5 g/m _ liquid wat,,r c_nt_.nt
over periods of l0 minutes in which ice crystals are grown tl_rough arti(i(-i,_l
nuclei by sublimation or contact nucleation.
Zero Gravity
Expansion chambers in terrestrial laboratories are greatly r_,stri{-t_,_t t_y
g,-avity-induced convection and fallout. Convection driven by tht.,'mal
gradients around the walls ;_ being controlled somewhat by coolin_ th,.
chamber walls at the same rate as the expanding chamber air. Thi.,,
approach has the potential of extending experiment observation frc}m t,.ns _,t
milliseconds tn a few seconds. The new limit is determined I,y a dropl,,1'._
fall velocity and chamber dimensions. Thest, restrictions dictate tl:,, u_, ._I
larger supersaturations to obtain shorter growth times which are in t,,:':,
generally not representative of the processes in the earth's atmospher,,.
These initial processes of nucleation and growth are not gravity-deper_¢E, ;_t:
thus, the performance of these studies in a low-_,ravity environm_,nt w,_dcl
provide a potential solution to the above terrestrial limitations, l_¢.,a:_s,_
of the in:portance ofthi_, step in studying multi-process interactif, ns, t!t..
experiment has been proposed to be performed in a low-gravity lab_r-_,,,'v
facility.
METItOD
Ice and condensation nuclei will be placed in varying numbers and comp,si-
tions in an expansion chamber. The walls of the chamber will he coc,10,d :.r_
_ynchronization with the expanding adiabatic cooling of the chamber a,r
The condensation nuclei will activate and gro,z. Some of the studie:, will
include expansion to suhfreezing temperatures to include the ice pha-_..
Nucleation and ltrowth characteristics of droplets and ice will be studied iv_
relation to expansion rates, nuclei concentrations and rompositions, a_,!
initial r_lative humidities, and will consider the variables of electr_, ,t,
nptical, and acoustical fields. The effects on nucleation _nd growth ,_"
various "pollutants" i_jected into the system will also be studied. I'h,
prime advantage of a low=gravity environment is ':hat slow exvanss_n."
_47
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representative of fogs can be studied under more realistic supersaturation
and elapsed time conditions. Visual and photographic data will provide the
necessary data for analysis. IIolographic volume recording techniques would
be ideally suited for this study for particles greater than a few micrometers
_ in diameter. Optical scatter measurements would provide some information
concerning the particle growth from 0.3 to 3 micrometers. Auxiliary equip-
ment is available to provide initial aerosols (nuclei) and their size
distributions.
INSTRUMENTATION
: For observation and realism purposes, the chamber should have provisions
for expansion in a radially symmetric form about the viewed volume. These
considerations would provide for minimal movement of the particles at the
center of the chamber. For expansions of tens of seconds duration (e.g., in
the study of the nucleation phase involving many particles), the walls of the
chamber would not have to be cooled. For the main part of this study, the
walls do need to be cooled at a rate equal to the adiabatic cooling of the
chamber air due to its expansion. This process would easily provide tens
: of minutes of observation time. The lack of fallout also permits the same
i nuclei to be cycled several times, providing information concerning history
and memory effects on collection of particles and the resulting effects on the
droplet size distribution within the realietic growth environment of an
ad:abatic expansion.
I
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS i_'
Photographs, possibly holography, will provide the droplet-ice concentration,
: position, and motion information. Optical scattering data will provide some
information for submicrometer particles. The Raman technique shows i:i:
promise for providing molecular identification and concentrations of the air
and po)lutants within the chamber. Recorded vocal commentaries will be
made during appropriate points of the experiment along with the digital
recording of temperature, pressure, time, and relative humidity. Digital
a d analog display will also be available for experimenter monitoring and
decisions.
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PROCEDURE
Activities Minute s
Purge chamber 10
• Thermal equilibrium (+25°C) 15
• Inject nuclei 5
Start expansion rate
Photog raph periodically
Expand to designated temperature 5 to 30
Contract 5 to 30
Repeat cycle
Recycle with other concentrations
Recycle with other nuclei
Recycle with pollutants
Recycle with electric, optical and acoustical
fields
AC KNOW LE DGME NTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
Cont ributo r s Affiliations
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• C.L. Hosler Pennsylvania State University :_
• J. Kassner University of Missouri
• P. Squires Desert Research Institute, University
of Nevada
• H.K. Weickmann Environmental Research Laboratory, _
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado
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A. 13. ICE NUCLEI MEMORY
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C LASS
ICE NUCLEI MEMORY
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary E {Experiment Description}
Alternate SDI
ASSESSMENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - B Applicabilityto Zero-G - A
V A RIA B LES
Primary Secondary
Size Relative Humidity
Type Time
Pollution Age
Pressure History
Temperature
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ICE NUCLEI MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
_ Determine the effect of an ice nuclei's history on its ability to initiate
(nucleate) the ice phase.
Applications
These data are important in weather modification efforts of all cold pre-
cipitation processes such as occur in snow, hail, and cold fogs. Proper
seeding decisions will permit the redistribution of snow (e. g., over water-
: shed control areas, recreation areas, and away from lake-located metro-
politan areas such as Buffalo, New York). These experiment data will
contribute to the "where" (in the cloud system) decisions of weather
/
modification.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Determine necessary nuclei pre-conditioning (natural and/or artificial) for
optimum utilization toward a specific weather modification goal.
Approach
Nuclei activation efficiencies will be studied within a thermally controlled
expansion chamber under various cycles of temperature, relative humidity,
and pressu,'e utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space platform. The
relative humidity is determined by the initial and final temperature and
pressure of the chamber. Analysis of photographs containing numbers of ice
t
crystals versus time in conjunction with the cycled ambient conditions will
b delineate many of the history effects,
! •
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DISC USSICN 1
1
Significance ]
The formation of ice phase in the atmosphere and particularly in supercooled
clouds is of great importance in understanding the evolution of the clouds and
in modifying them. In order to estimate the number of ice nucleations in the
clouds, the concentration of ice nuclei particles can be measured by intro-
ducing warm air samples into proper cold chambers. However, it is known
that some ice nuclei can retain "memory" on their surfaces under a dry con-
: dition if ice nucleation has previously occurred on them or the particles have
experienced a very low temperature. Therefore, the nuclei with memory
can form ice crystals at higher temperatures. This memory effect dis-
appears if the sample is warmed before testing.
In order to understand the phase change of a supercooled cloud, the number
of ice crystals, as well as the mechanism of formation, needs to be clarified
with respect to the cloud condition. Measurement of ice nuclei in warmed
sample air do not take into account the ice nuclei with memory nor ice
crystals formed by fragmentations of ice crystals or other mechanisms.
Concerning the memory effect of ice nucleation, the proposed mechanisms
are controversial. Fukuta suggests a capillary mechanism for the memory
effect for a strongly cooled sample, although he does not deny the possibility
of the surface memory mechanism. This study is directed to clarify this
controversial memory mechanism.
Zero Gravity
The settling of aerosol particles as well as formed ice crystals prr0ents a
serious problem when the experiment cycling must be repeated too, e than
once for the same aerosol sample. It may be expected that the number of
ice nuclei with the surface memory will decrease in proportion to the smoke
coagulation and the number with capillary memory will increase with respect
to the extent of the coagulation, at le&st at the beginning. The par,'icle
settling acts toward reducing the number. If the settling is allowed, it
264
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induces an additionalcomplication. The low-gravity conditionof the space
platform is ideal and allows one to perform a clear-cut experiment without
convection and particlefallout.
METHOD
Samples are mostly organic ice nuclei compounds, but some inorganic com-
pounds such as lead and silveriodide can be used. Soil samples of various
kinds should also be tested. The soilsample test allows determination of
whether or not there is any memory effectin freely suspended particles in
air, but does not serve the purpose of distinguishingthe possible mechanism
of the memory effect.
The experimentalprocedure is as follows. Organic smoke particlespre-
pared by a LaMer-Sinclair Generator or the Denver University Smoke
Generator are introduced intothe conditioningchamber. The smoke parti-
cles in the chamber will age by coagulationwith each other and with the wall.
The 3moke particleconcentration should be about 105/cc so thatthe coagula-
tion proceeds at a proper rate. At a given time interval,approximately an
hour, a small amount of smoke sample is introduced into the cold expansion
chamber. The expansion chamber is kept at a subfreezing temperature T l
= (see Figure A-7) with a supercooled fog created by injectingthe steam from
the steam source. The ice nucleationproceeds in the fog. After photo-
graphing and confirming the number and concentration of nucleated ice
particlesby the lightbeam method (illuminatea small, known volume of the
cold chamber and count the number of ice crystals with the naked eye), the
chamber is quasi-isothermally and therefore relatively slowly expanded by
maintaining the same temperature at the wall until the pressure reaches a
: predetermined value P"I from the initial value of Pl" During this course,
both the totalpressure of the chamber at which the ice crystals have just
sublimed, P'l' and the temperature of air, T' l, will be measured. This
Ttl, P" and T 1 one
_i point is under ice saturation. Therefore, from P'l, 1'
: can estimate the relative humidity of the air (RH) at the P"I position. This
dry condition of the chamber will last for about 20 minutes, Then the
chamber wall temperature will quickly be raised slightly above the threshold
temperature of the ice nucleation T 2 (about 2"C warmer than the threshold),
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Figure A-7. Process of Adiabatic Expansion Chamber for Memory Studv
and the chamber air will slowly be compressed until the predetermined ice
saturation point is reached at temperature T Z. A small amount of moisture
will be introduced from the steam source and the number of ice crystals
formed in the given volume of the light beam will be counted.
If any ice crystals are detected here, it is a sign that the memory exists. In
order to confirm the memory effect, the air will be heated up to temperature
T 3, say to 10*C, by a rapid adiabatic compression coupled with the chamber
wall warming. After holding the warm condition for one minute, the system
will be q11ickly cooled back to the previous condition by adiabatic expansion
coupled with the wall cooling. The number of ice crystals formed will be
checked and compared with that found before this warming process.
After this, the chamber air will be replaced with clean, filtered air and be
ready for the next run.
2N
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The same experiment will be repeated for a duration sufficient to determine
whether the ratio between the number of ice nucleation by memory effect and
that of the first nucleation increases with respect to time. Such an increase
is a sign of a capillary memory effect.
The chamber temperature needs to be reduced to a level as low at -60°C.
T_,e pressure will have to be lowered at least to 1/2 atmosphere. One exper-
imental run will take several hours due to the required aerosol aginR. For
this study, there are three main factors under which the experimental runs
will have to be made (i. e. , TI, lq_ at P*'I' and the sample). Since there
are many possible combinations of these variables, the number of levels of
the variables must be kept to a minimum. The suggested levels of the vari-
ables are:
TI: -60, -20, and (T -3_'Cc
Tc: the nucleation threshold temperature
RH: 80 and 40%
Sample: I, 5-Dihydroxynaphthalene for organics,
Agl for inorganics.
and one soil sample
In order to save time, two relative humidity levels may be taken alternately
for the runs in the same day.
INSTRUMENTATION
In or=let to clarify the mechani m, it is necessary to create a capillary-free
condition and test the memory effect in it. If the nucleus compound is sup-
ported by a surface, capillaries form at points of contact. Therefore, the
compound must be suspended in air in order to a_oid capillary formation.
The compound should not carry any capillaries in itself, and the smoke
particles formed by slow condensation should satisfy this requirement if
they are kept apart to prevent the coagulation. Once the capillary-free
particles of ice nuclei are formed, it would be easy to conduct a suitable
experiment making use of the expansion chamber with additional vapor supply
for mixing and a simple stirrer.
n?
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A simplified LaMer-Sinclair Monodispersed Aerosol Generator can be used.
This generator consists of a nuclei source _normally a heated wire_ evapo-
rator of nuclei compound with dilution gas inlet, mixing mechanism of the
nuclei and vapor, and a cooling tube for gentle nucleation and growth. This
generator uses a molten chemical to increase the vapor pressure. It may
be necessary to use woven fiber glass to restrain the liquid in order to
prevent the liquid from floating.
Apart from the expansion chamber operation, electric power of 200 to 300 W
is required. Of course, as general supporting equipment, an air filter is
necessary to remove aerosolpal,icles and vapor. An activated charcoal
method may be appropriate. It is also advisable to have a smoke nuclei box
which can be cleaned by the filtered air. The desirable carrier gas is air
under fl05 N/m2_ or slightly less.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Chamber pressure, temperature and relative humidity will be measured.
Photographs will provide data storage of the quantities of ice crystals versus
various chamber condition cycles. Commentary will be recorded at appro-
priate points during the experiment along with digital recording of time,
temperature, and pressure.
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- PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
=-_ Generate nuclei within conditioning chamber 30
*e Purge expansion chamber 5
• Cool expansion chamber to subfreezing temperature 20
(Figure A-7)
. • Establish pressure Pl
• Generate supercooled fog using steam source 5
e Inject nuclei sample 5
• Photograph nucleated droplets and following events
• Quasi-isothermal expansion of pressure P" 201
• Record temperature and expansion
e Raise chamber wall temperature to T 2
• Compress chamber to P2 10
• Introduce moisture and photograph resulting 3
ice crystals
• Raise temperature to T 3 (+I0"C) by rapid compression I
• Expand to pressure P2' temperature T 2
• Photograph resulting ice crystals
4 Recycle with another aged nuclei sample
--4 Repeat for other nuclei types.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individual submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
• N. Fukuta Denver University
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A. 14. TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION CHAMBER EVALUATIO._
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C LASS
TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION CHAMBER EVALUATION
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary E (Experiment Description)
Alternate
ASSESSMENT
Priori_"y - A Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
Size Rate of Cooling
Type Ion Level
Charle Initial Conditions
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TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION CHAMBER EVALUATION EXIDERIMKNT'_
INTRODUCTION
Ob)ective
To measure condensation and ice nuclei activation efficiencies under oper-
ating conditions similar to those utilized ."n terrestrial laborator,es, but
without g rarity-induced convection.
Application
The expansion chamber has been used to study nucleation properties c,f c,-,n-
densation and ice nuclei. Corrections for the nuclei counts under _ravity.
induced convection and fallout would permit more accura'_e studies of
atmospheric nuclei and how they partieicpate in atmospheric precipit_ti,,n
processes. This knowledge would be used in weather moPification cff_,rt._
involving rain. snow, and fog.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the effects of convection on the measure-
ments of nuclei properties in terrestrial expansion chambers.
Approach
Standard aerosols will be nucleated, grown, and measured within an ex_an
sion chamber using the -_me procedures of _ terrestrial laboratory, c, C,.T,_
that these e:,:periments will utilize the low-gravity environment of a spa, 0
platform. The low-gravity results will be compared with terrestrial iabora-
tory results to determine corrections due to errors resulting fron_ :aib _,
and convection. This procedure could then be extended to slower. Tnore
realistic expansion rates, thus providing an extendad range of usefulne._-
for the terrestrial expansion cha,nbers. Utilization of slower expansion
rates is described in the experiment c_.ass "nvolving adiabatic cloud expansion
simulation.
.%k1
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DISCUSSION
Si_nificanc e
The expansion chamber is a very important instrument often used for the
studies of ice and condensation nuclei properties which are present in the
atmosphere. This chamber provides the necessary supersaturation for i
nucleation by adiabatic expansion cooling. Working above freezing provides
information concerning the co_densation nuclei which participate in the pre-
cipitation processes, while below freezing temperatures are used for ice
nuclei studies. The characteristics of I atural and artificial nuclei under
representative atmospheric conditions must be known before cloud seeding
can be used to redistribute rain and snow, diminish the damage due to hail
and lightning, and moderate the effects of hurricanes. The effects of
pollutants on atmospheric processes and manls health are also important
and can be studied in the expansion chamber.
Most present expansion chambers are limited by convection to a few tens of
milliseconds, whereas atmospheric-important processes range from a few
tenths of a second to minutes in duration. This convection is a result of non-
uniform cooling of the air near the chamber walls. Gravity then causes the
heavier air to move downward, resulting in convection. Past attempts to
cool the _all_ of the chamber have been made with little success. Chambers
: now under development promise to solve part of this convection problem as
well as thermal diffusion problems by cooling the walls of the chambers at
the same rate that the air is being cooled. If these chambers are successful,
the observation times can be extended to a few seconds with this new limit
being imposed by gravity-induced fallout. _hile this extension will provide
much needed data, even longer times are needed.
Zero Gravit)r
The low-gravlty conditions of a space laboratory would reduce the convection
and fallout limitations of an expansion chamber by an amount related to the
reduction of the acceleration level, Experiments in these conditions would
provide unambiguous numbers relative to specific expansion rates and initial
and final conditions. These numbers can then be compared with terrestrially
F 284
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obtained data to determine errors due to convection and fallout. Using such
a procedure of comparison for low-g and 1-g chamber results, correction
factors can be obtained that would permit the expansion chamber to be oper-
ated at lower expansion rates which are more representative of atmospheric
conditions (i.e., the useful range of an expansion chamber operating in a
terrestrialenvironment can be extended).
METHOD
Two (or pairs of)identicalexpansion chambers willbe used, one operating
in a terrestriallaboratory and the other operating in a low-gravity environ-
meat. A series of nucleation experiments would be performed in both
chambers using standardized nuclei sources and following presently accepted
operating procedures. Recommendations for terrestrialchamber modifica-
tions and operating procedures may result from the comparisons of these
chambers. Next the chambers willutilizeslower expansions than are
: normally acceptable in a terrestrial laboratory. The results will be used
: to see if consistent correction factors can be applied to the terrestrial labo-
ratory chambers so that some future experiments could be performed on the
ground with repeatable results, rather than being conducted in space. These
chambers will incorporate the latest expansion and cooled-wall techniques to
obtain the maximum operating times.
INSTRUMENTATION
Initialexpansion chamber and supporting subsystems willbe similar to those
presently used in terrestriallaboratories. This similarityis needed to sat-
isfythe goal of evaluatingthe numbers obtained in a eerrestriallaboratory.
Future designs for both terrestrialand low-gravity chambers will incorpor-
ate changes in geometry and procedure as improvements are specified.
Present small chambers are usually cylindricalin form, about 30 cm in
diameter and 45 cm in height. The initialpressure, temperature and rela-
tive humidity, and finalpressures must be measured to accuracies of
0.05 percent or better. These requirements are pushing the state of the art, •
especially in the area of relative humidity or total water content measure
ments. Optical techniques utilizing light scattering and absorption techniques
are being developed to detect the water content within the chamber. Optical
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scatteringtechniques are also being refined for the detection of submicrom-
eter diameter particleswithin the chamber, thus monitoring their growth
with time. Raman spectroscopy may permit quantitativemonitoring of the
gas composition for those experiments involving "pollution"gases.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Photographic data are presently being used to record the numbers of acti-
vated nuclei per unit volume. Holographic and other opticaltechniques that
would provide information over a large volume and information concerning
submicrometer drcplet sizes and gas composition are under development.
These techniques willbe utilizedas they become available. Commentary
will be recorded during the experiments in additionto digitalrecordings of i
temperature, pressure and relativehumidity. Analog and digitaldisplays
willbe provided for experimenter monitoring and decision making.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
-----e Purge chamber 10
• Establish initialpressure, temperature a,ad 15
: relativehumidity
i
• Inject nuclei 5
• Start camera, opticaldetectors and T, P, RH 2
recording
Start expansion
Expand and observe formed cloud l0"4 to 30
Compress and recycle and required 10-4 to 30
Recycle with other expansion rates and final
values
--.-4 Recycle with other initial T, P, RH values
Recycle with other nuclei concentrations
and types
266
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A. 15. CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY
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C LASS
CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY
COMPATIB LE CHAMBERS
Primary E
Alternate CFD
SDL
SDI
Unique (modified SDL or CFD) (Experiment Described)
ASSESSMENT
Priority - C Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - C
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Relative Humidity
Type Time
Pres sure Temperature
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CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the effect of a condensation nuclei's history on its ability to
initiate (nucleate) the liquid phase.
A pplic ation s
The possible condensation nuclei memory effects must be considered in the
modifications of warm precipitation processes (e. g., warm and polluted
fogs). These data will contribute to the "where" (in the cloud system) deci-
sions of weather modification.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Determine necessary nuclei preconditioning (natural and/or artificial) for
optimum utilization toward a specific weather modification goal.
Approach
Nuclei activation efficienciee will be studied within liquid static diffusion
chambers under various cycles of temperature and relative humidity, utiliz-
ing the low-gravity conditior_s of a space platform. The relative humidity is :
determined by the plate surface temperatures in the chambers, and photo- i
graphs provide the activations numbers. The low-gravity condition permits
the same nuclei sample to go through several conditioning cycles,
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DISC USSION
Si gnific ant e
Some cloud condensation nuclei are known to show memory effect in
nucleation. There is a possibility that the trained nuclei in the residual air
mass of previous clouds may change the nature of the cloud to form later
when the air mass is entrained. Of course, the coagulation among the aero-
sol particles {particularly scavenging of aerosol particles by cloud droplets
carrying cloud condensation nuclei inside) changes the nature of the particles
and one must also be cautious about this effect.
Although this memory effect is not expected to be strong as that for ice
nucleation, it must be described quantitatively in order to understand cloud
processes.
Z ero-Gravity
In studying the memory effect, a stable and reproducible condition of the
nuclei activation is necessary. For such a purpose, the supersaturation
field inside the thermal diffusion chamber appears best suited. However,
the particle settling in the chamber after activation presents a serious
problem. The low-gravity condition in the space laboratory is advantageous
i for this reason.
! METHOD
i The experimental procedure is simple. The smoke sample will be stored in
a pre-conditioning chamber. The smoke sample will be taken out of this
chamber into the pre-processing chamber by suction, and will flow through
the series of chambers. (See Figure A-8.) The temperature of the pre-
processing chamber is the same as that _f the drying chamber, and it is
higher than that of the diffusion chambers. The first diffusion chamber _
activates the nuclei at a set supersaturation. The number of nuclei activated
will be photographed and counted by means of the microscope attached at the
observation window. Then the activated sample or droplets formed on the
cloud condensation nuclei will evaporate in the drying chamber.
272
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Figure A-8. Apparatus Design for Nuclei Memory Experiment
Since the size of droplets formed is small, the amount of water vapor
evaporated from the droplets is negligible. The relative humidity in the
drying chamber can be directly estimated from the supersaturation, tem-
perature in the midpoint of the diffusion chamber, and the temperature in
the drying chamber.
The dried air will be reactivated when it goes through the second diffusion
chamber. The supersaturation in the second diffusion chamber is exactly
the same as that of the first diffusion chamber. The number of reactivated
nuclei will be measured in the same way. The data of the nuclei active for
the first time and the second time will be recorded with respect to the
relative humidity of the dryin 8 chamber.
It is recommended that humidifying filter papers on the walls in the down-
stream sides of diffusion chambers be used, leaving the upstream sides
uncovered, in order to avoid transient supersaturation.
273
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The diffusion chamber tomperatu_'e needs to be controlled , about 25°C to
30°C. The drying chamber should h. about 0°C to 10°C hi_ler than that of
the diffusion chambers. Supersahlrationin diffusion chambers will range
between 0 and 2 percent.
I_roper combinations for the le,,el of variables can be made considering the
tirnc limitation and the si_vificance of the experiment.
The memory effect on condensation nuclei is expected to be weaker than tha_
of ice nuclei. It may be nocessaryto centre!the relative humidity (no lower
than 90 percent) in the drying char,:bcr, It will be interesting to see if the
memory effect appears as the aerosol of insoluble particles ages or as the
particles coagulate. This can be checked in a similar manner as described
in the Ice Nuclei Memory Experiments. Goncerning the activity spectrum of
cloud condensation nuclei, there is some evidence that the aging or coagu-
lation helps to shlft tile spectrum towards lower supersaturation.
INST RUMENTATION
The memory effect can be interpreted in terms of the shift of nucleus spec-
truna shape in thermal diffusion chambers after treatmert under a dry con-
dition. The dryness is a measure for memory survival. The smoke gener-
atorq mentioned in the Ice Nuclei Memory Experiments can be used. Clay
n-Anerals must be ground and put in a plastic bottle before launch. The
plastic container has a course filter and a tube. For aerosol generation, the
bottle will be shaken xi¢orously and then squeezed. The large particles will
not come out of the bottle. For burning wood, coal, or other kinds of solids,
the Denver University Smoke Generator will be used. Room air is another
possible sample for this study.
The experimental apparatus consists of two identical thermal diffusirn
chambers, separated by a drying chamber. A preprocessing chambe.- for
the sample air, which is identical to the drying chamber, is attached to this
apparatus. The tops of the drying chamber and th a preprocessing chamber
are heated (although the chambers do not have a top or bottom, the term
is used for the sake of convenience). Th_s allows the nuclei carrying air
274
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to experience low relative humidities. A sketch of the apparatus is shown
in Figure A-8.
Water can be supplied by a wick to the filter paper at the top of each diffusion
chamber. The filter paper covers the entire inside of the diffusion chambers.
Water condensed on the "bottom" plate will be returned by capillary action to
the top plate, supplementing the wick action. The top metal plate of each
diffusion chamber has an observation window made of glass. The dark field
illumination method will be employed using a good laser beam, and a low _
magnification microscope will be used for counting.
The sample air is slowly but continuously sucked into the pre-processing
chamber. In order to obtain the nucleus air sample in the form of a flat,
uniform width sheet, a slit with a slightly larger opening at the end will be
used for introduction. The sample air will be sucked out of the chamber
through a slit covered with a fine filter paper. This procedure helps to
create a uniform air flow into the end waU.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Various chamber temperatures and pressures will define the relative humid-
ity profiles within these chambers. Photographic data will provide the
activated nuclei numbers before and after drying. Voice recorded commen-
tary will be utilized at appropriate points during the experiment along with
digital recordings of time, temperature, and pressure.
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PROCEDURE
A ctivitie s Minute s
----e Generate nuclei sample 5-30
--e Purge chambers 5
• Establish thermal equilibrium in the chambers 10
• Inject samples into preprocessing chamber 2
• Move sample into first diffusion chamber 2 to I0
• Record plate temperatures
• Photograph activated nuclei
• Move sample to drying chamber 2 to 5
• Record temperature of this chamber
• Move sample to second diffusion cha,nber 2 to 10
• Record plate temperatures
• Photograph activated nuclei
--@ Recycle at other supersaturations (5 cycles)
-.--e Recycle for other nuclei
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individual submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
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• N. Fukuta Denver University
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A. 16. NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION
.4
I
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CLASS
NUCLE_ MULTIPLICATION
COMPATIB LE CK/_IBERS
Primary G
Alternate E (Experiment Description)
CFD
ASSESSMENT.
Prlozxty B Achievement Ability - A Applicability to Zero-O_ - A
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Sin Relative Humidity Pollution
Type Charee Sound
Pree sure Electric F_.eld Turbulence
Temperjture History Gases
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NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION EXPERIMENTS
_TRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the processes and extent of nuclei material breakup.
Application
The extend of nuclei breakup is important in the shaping of the nuclei size
distribution in the atmosphere. Salt particles, e.g., are an important
nucleating agent in oceanic and shoreline haze problems. Better under-
standing of the breakup process and conditions could lead to improved haze
forecastin_ and to eventual haze and fog modification and control techniques.
This breakup also has ecological importance in relation to brine cooling
towers and highway salting.
5-,ecific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
iJro,,ide quantitative determination of the extent of nuclei breakup under
specific terrestrial representative conditions.
Approach
Solution droplets will be injected into a temperature, pressure, and humidity
controlled expansion chamber that will utilize the low-gravity conditions of
a space platform to provide sufficient observation time. Photographic data
will provide time-sequence recording of the processes along with the 3esired
quantitative numbers.
2_
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DISC USSION
Significance
The precipitation processes are a function of available nuclei size and
number. Large (0. 1 _m to 1 Fro) and giant (1 _m to 10 _m) NaCI nuclei
in particular play a major role. The oceans are the main source of salt
nu lei which are produced as a result of the formation and subsequent evapo-
ration of droplets formed by the breakup of waves and bubbles at the ocean
surface. The large NaC1 particles are hmwn to exist at much lower con-
centrations over land masses than over the oceans. A number of processes,
including the particle breakup during evaporation, are believed to contribute
to this decrease. Knowledge of the depletion processes causing this loss
of large NaCI particles would provide a link to the understanding of the
nuclei size and mass distribution in the atmosphere. Better understanding
of this breakup mechanism could also play an important role in the weather
modification technique of dispersing NaC1 where precise size and particle
:mmbers are required. Salt particles are important nucleating agents for
oceanic and shoreline haze problems. Better understanding of the breakup
process would lead to improved forecasting capabilities and to eventual haze
and fog modification and control techniques.
Brine cooling towers are considered a method of avoiding the thermal pollu-
tion of lakes and rivers during the generation of electrical power. One
aspect of brine towers is the significant loss of the saturated solution to the
ambient air. The rate of accumulation of the salt from the brine depends on
droplet size and fall velocity. Pre_ent theoretical considerations, neglecting
particle breakup, indicate that an u,_desirable salt accumulation could occur :
,
in an area around the towers. If salt particle breakup exxsted auring the _ :
rapid evaporation of the brine droplets, the salt would be disi_ersed over a _
The concentration accumulation decreases by as much as the i 'greater area.
fourth power of the particle diameter. Thus, if the particle diameter
decreased by a factor of Z, the concentration would fall by a factor between ,
4 and 16 depending on particle size. Thus, the ecological impact depends on
the dispersion processes and d,,t._rrnines the non-use, use, and design of
towers ver:us other cooling methods.
2S0
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There has been concern about the damage done by salt wash-off from
_ highways. Another aspect of this problem is the generation of salt rrtist due
to vehicle motion over salt laden highways. Thc distance that this salt mist
: disperses depends on salt size and numbers. Salt particle breakup during
' the evaporation of the salt droplets would be important in the determination
of the ecological impact of the use of salt on highways.
• Z ero-Gravity
Present investigation of this important research problem has reached a
plateau because the EarthWs gravitational field prevents the observation of
: : this sea-salt breakup process. Small particles are lost when vertical wind
: tunnels are used to investigate this phenomena. Mechanical supports modify :
; the heat, electrical, and vapor processes and thus do not provide realistic
1
answers. Even with mechanical support, small particles are lost due to
gravity-induced "fallout." Thus, a lo_-gravity environment provides the
time to study the primary particle and resulting smaller particles.
METHOD
A given size of droplet with the nuclei material in solution (e. g., NaC 1 or
ocean water) will be inserted into an expansion chamber of specified relative
: humidity below 80 percent. For low enough humidities, the droplet will
evaporate and the nuclei material will crystallize. It is during the crystal-
lization, which is believed to be very rapid, that the number of very small
fragments may break away from the main particle. After crystallization,
the appropriate expansion will cool the chamber, giving a supersaturation
which will result in the nucleation and growth of any small nuclei that were
generated. Nuclei counts will be obtained by photography.
An alternate approach after breakup would be to pass the air through a
continuous flow diffusion chamber for nuc!ei growth and then into an optical
counter to provide information on size as well as numbers.
201
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An early opportunity version of this experiment depends on photography and
Nuclepore filters to provide the qualitative numbers for this type of
expe riment.
INST RUMENTATION
Chamber Subsystem
An analysis indicates that a chamber with total internal dimensions of _0 cm
diameter by 45 cm high will be sufficient for a duration of several minutes,
< assuming acceleration values of < 10 -3 g as determined from Apollo 14
demonstration experiments. This chamber will have the following:
A. Purge inlet and outlet.
B. Interior blackened to minimize scattered light, i
C. Observation windows on two opposite walls.
: D. Droplet injection mechanism.
E. Sensors for temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
Purge Subsystem
This subsystem is used to remove unwanted salt particles from the chamber
and to control the RH of the chamber (Figure A-9). Two three-way valves
will be used to control flow:
j Position a. Air Bypass. This is used to filter out the salt particles from
the chamber, but leaves the relative humidity unchanged.
Position b. Dryer. The total water vapor in the chamber at 20°C, 80 per-
-4
cent relative humidity is 2.1 x 10 gin. Assuming twice this
value to include the purge system gives 4.2 x 10 -4 gm of water.
A desiccant such as molecular sieve can absorb 0.2 gm of water
per gram of its own weight and the sieve material has a packing
3 3
density of 0.6 gm/cm . These values indicate that 3 cm of
molecular sieve would be needed to completely dry the system.
One hundred cm 3 of desiccant is a reasonable value which
permits the chamber subsystem to be purged a number of times.
2_
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FigureA-9. PurgeSystemSchematic
i
Positior, c. Humidifier. The humidifier would utilize surface tension and
capillary action to maintain a moist outer surface of a ceramic
tube. For proper humidification the air passage shoulcl not be
greater than 2 turn, with enough length for several seconds of
air residence time. The concept is shown in Figure A-IO.
Position d. The addition of a venting/intake valve will permit the necessary
I expansion and compression.
Pre- and post- I _m absolute filters (e. g., nuclepore filter) will be used
to prevent salt particles from entering the humidity control section and also
to prevent particles from entering the chamber.
L
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FigureA-IO. Humidifier
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The initial relative humidity level must be established and measured to a few
percent accuracy. The initial and final temperatures and pressures will be
measured. The exact supersaturation is not critical for this application,
since it is used only to "activate" the small particles so that they can grow
to above a few micrometers in size. In an alternate diffusion chamber
: approach, the plate temperatures define the relative humidity. Photographs
(or the optical counter) will provide numbers of particles generated. Voice
i recorded commentary will be utilized at appropriate points during the
experiment along with digital records of time, temperature, pressure, and
relative humidity.
2B4
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PROCEDURE 1
Activit ie s Minute s
--4 Purge chamber 5
• Establish temperature, pressure and relative humidity 10
• Ivsert solution droplet(s) 1
., • Photograph evaporation rate and motion 2
• Expand to supersaturation 1
• Photograph resulting droplets
• • Recompres s- evaporate droplets 2
: • Expand photograph droplets 1
---m Recycle with more droplets of the same size (15 times)
; --i Recycle for other droplet sizes (4 sizes)
-4 Recycle for other humidity values (4 values)
Recycle for other temperatures (4 values)
Recycle for other pressures (3 values)
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class int
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A. 17. DROP COLLISION BREAKUP (>0. 5 ram)
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DROP COLLISION BREAKUP (>0. 5 rnm)
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary G (experiment Description)
Alternate SDI
ASSESSMENT
i Priority - A Achievement Ability - C Applicability to Zero-G - C
VARIABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Electric Field Gases
Pres sure Velocity
Temperature Surface Tension
Relative Humidity Kinetic Energy
Charge
2m
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DROPLET COLLISION BREAKUP EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective.
Determine the energy requirements of large droplet-droplet collision-
induced breakup as a functionof fluidproperties, droplet diameters, and
external fieldconditions {sound and electrical}.
Applications
Droplet breakup and the resultingupper limitto droplet size have an impor-
tant impace on shaping the rain drop size distribution. Soil erosion, rain-
induced crop damage, and damage to high-speed aircraft are of concern. A
better understanding of the role of drop breakup in cloud physics processes
would result in increased understanding of the droplet growth mechanisms
within clouds, which in turn would contribute to mantas abilitytc modify
precipitation processes.
specific Knowle,d.je Requirement Satisfied
Provide data concerning energy requirements and thus the extent and impor-
tance of droplet breakup upon the droplet growth mechanisms within clouds.
Approach
Droplets with accurately controlled diameter, kinetic energy, and direction
will be collided within a general experiment chamber, utilizing the low-
gravity environn_ent of a space platform. Sur_*ace active agents and electric
and sound fields will also be studied in relation to droplet breakup. Time
lapse photography will provide data concerning position, size, and number of
droplets versus time. Ambient temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity will also be monitored and controlled.
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DISCUSSION
Significance
The initial phases of precipitation formation involve the diffusional growth of
submicrometer nuclei particles to a few micrometer diameter liquid (water)
spheres. Growth beyond a few tens of micrometers involves collision and
coalescence processes. In order for these processes to take place, droplets
of different diameters must coexist One of the possible important sources
for this range of droplet sizes is the breakup of millimeter size drops due
'.o collisions.
Much work in cloud physics has started with drop-size distributions to work
"backward" to deduce the "starting conditions" within a cloud so that the
mechanism that started t'_e rain might be found. However, drop breakup
could modify the diffusion and coalescence produced drop-size dsitribution
to such an extent that the above extrapolation is not legitimate (c. f. , JAS 27,
101, (1970). This breakup would then explain why the median volume
diameter does not change as the rain intensity exceeds 70 to 100 mm per
hour. Also, if the breakup exists, _oil erosion theory could predict erosion
due to rain simply by using the rain intensity.
P. R. Brazier-Smith et. al. (Proc. R. Soc. London A 326, 393-408 (1972))
summarized the possible modes of interaction when a pair of water drops
collide while failing through air: (1) they may bounce apart, contact of the
two surfaces being prevented by the intervening air film; (2) they may
coalesce and remain permanently united; (3) they may coalesce temporarily
and separate, apparently retaining their initial identities; (4) they may
coalesce temporarily, with the subsequent separation accompanied by
satellite drops; or (5) with very high-energy collisions, spattering may
occur, in which numerous tiny droplets are expelled radially from the
periphery of the interacting drops. The type of interaction depends upon the
sizes of the drops, their velocities, their angular momentur_, the existing
electrical forces and other parameters.
220
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Item (Z) above is droplet growth bv collision, while items (4) and (5) provide
a spreading of droplet size distribution permitting item (Z) to progress more
actively. In addition to these two (or more) body inte.,'ac_ions, droplets
above a few millimeters in diameter can alqo break up due to aerodynamic
forces during their gravity-induced free fall in the Earth's atmosphere.
These various breakup mechanisms are very important in the precipitation
processes and an understanding of them will contribute to weather predic-
tion and modification efforts on the micro and macro weather scale.
Droplet breakup can also contribute to the electrification and charge separa-
tion in clouds. This charging process can in ti_rn influence the coalescence
processes. Neutral droplets containing impurtties, breaking up in an
electric field and/or with temperature differences can produce multiple
droplets that possess net cl, arges. The understanding of these electrification
processes will contribute to the prediction, modification, and prevention of
electrical storms that cause forest fires and other electrical damage.
Precipitation enhancement may also be possible. Knowledge of the breakup
processes will contribute to the understanding of the electrification
processes.
Zero Gravity
Present development of this important problem is extremely diff .-ult because
the earth's gravitational field hampers detailed observations of the liquid
droplet breakup process. Although the free-fall aerodynamics in a gravity
field is important, the determination of the physical breakup processes
would be greatly enh .nced by the application of known forces on the droplet.
Thus, the study of other variables such as surface tension and viscosity
changes would be greatly sir ,plified. Zero-gravity conditions would permit
the application of a wider range of forces and conditions to liquid spheres
without the constraints of a wind tunnel or of mechanical supports. This
low-gravity environment permits controlled droplet energy conditions,
prolonged observation times, and detailed observation of the droplet sur-
face before, during, and after the collision. Measurements of electrification
* and the numbers of generated droplets would then be rendered possible.
j
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METHOD
A general chamber with controls for temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity will be used. Experiments that require relative humidities above
sat,-'ration could be performed in _ large uiffusion chamber (e. g.. the static
ice diffusion chamber).
A millimeter target drop(s) will be placed within the field of view of the
camera. Other droplets of varying diameters will be projected toward the
target droplet with various kinetic r.nergies and impact parameters. Photo-
graphs will provide the droplet _,_Iocities, a11rface -haracteristics during
collision and resulting droplet size distribution and positions after collisio_.
The studies will include the use of surface active agents to modify the su]--
face tension, as well as the use of other viscosity fluids. These varidtions
are necessary to determine the form of the governing dynamic eq,,i';ons,
and thus determine the effects of pollution and potential weather modification
materials on droplet breakup, The influence of electric and sound fields on
the collision bre;.kup and resulting droplet electrification will also be
studied.
INSTRUMENT.A TION
, A cubic _;4ermally controlled chamber 30 centimeters on a side will be used
to contain the necessary environment, l=hlrge and humidification subsystems
will be used to remove particles and to establish the humidity level in the
chamber. The thermal and humidity reqti;rements for these experiments
are not critical, with s few readings satisfying most requirements.
The ge,_eration of droplets _bove a millimeter in diameter can easily be
accomplished. The critical requirement is th_ _'ojection of droptets with
fixed velocity and direction. Several promising generation techniq,les are
being investigated to satisfy this requirement. The expeL-iment procedure
can be greatly simpl,fied by the use of acoustical fields to precisely position
the target droplet(s) initially. The fields would ,Isuall¥ be removed during
the collision process. The experiments on the interaction of acoustical
fields d_Irin$ collision breakup will require continuous acoustical, fields. The
.:coustical field has been use_ in the terrestrial laboratory ;Ind is even more
suitable for the low-£ravity _,nvironment.
m
_immmmos...q_ ........
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MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS !
Basic data on droplet dynamics will be obtained v'_sually and photographically.
Strobe and holographic techniques will be used whcr_ a_nropriate. Holo-
graphic interferometry would provide idea! record:n_ of droplet surface
distortions due to collisions. Commentary will be recorded during the o
experiment along with digital records of temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity. Analog and digital displays of these variables will also be used ,_
for experimenter ,_,onitoring and decision making.
PR OCEDUR E
Activitie s Minutes
T: _ _,'ge chamber I
Establish T, P. RH I0
Inject and position target droplc_."j) 3
S_art cam_r_.s and data recorders
Impinge droplet with fixed velocity 2
----@ Recycle with other velocities, diamr _-rs and
trajectories
Recycle with various surface tension and viscosities
Recycle with sound and electric fie_ds
ACKNOW LEDGMENTS
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A. 18. COALESCENCE EFFICIENCIES
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C LASS
COALESCENCE EFFICIENCIES (<I00 _ml
COMPATIB LE CHAMBERS
Primary G (Experiment Description)
Alternate SDI
ASSESSMENT
Priority- A Achievement Ability- C Applicability to Zero-G- B
VAR/_ABLES
Primary Secondary
Size Charge Surface Tension
Pollution Electric Field
Pressure Velocity
Temper ature Kinetic Energy
Relative Humidity
Gases
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COALESCENCE EFFICIENCIES EXPERIMENTS (< 50 tim)
INTRODUCTION
Ob'ective
Determine the coalescence efficiencies of small (< 50 _m) cloud droplets
under varying impact conditions with specific attention toward what happens
at the droplet-droplet interface just before and during collision.
Application
Droplet collision and coalescence is necessary in the warm precipitation
process. The onset of this process at the 10 to 30 micrometer diameter
region is of particular interest as it relates to the rain precipitation process
and the possibility of altering this initial process for the purpose of weather
modification. Atmospheric cleansing of large, particulates by internal
scavenging is also of interest.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the mechanism of coalescence as a function
of impact parameters and ambient conditions of relative humidity, pressure,
and electrical and acoustical fields.
Approach
Aerodynamically scaled droplet collision experiments will be performed in
air within a general chamber utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space i_i
platform. Under these conditions, collisions between millimeter diameter :I_;
droplets representing I0 _m droplets will be studied under aerodynamically I:
I scaled conditions permitting observations and motion control that are
, presently impossible for this size range in a terrestrial laboratory. Photo-
graphic data will provide the necessary motion and time information.
L 297
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DISCUSSION
.Significance
An important problem in cloud physics is the study of the growth of rain-
drops by coalescence. Condensation processes provide clouds with a fairly j
narrow size distribution with a mean droplet radius of about 10 _tm. The
spread in sizes produces relative motion in a gravitational field and hence
droplet trajectories occasionally lead to collision paths. Ifthese paths
produce actual droplet contacts, coalescence of the drops often occurs,
leading to a larger drop with a greater fallspeed and increased probability
of further coalescence. It is believed this process often leads to the forma- I
tion of rain.
= However, a problem occurs in providing an accurate quantitative explanation
since, at the droplet sizes generated by condensation, the air appears very
\
viscous and apparent collisions often involve droplets deflecting one another
+:
without touching.,_
Experimentally, this is a very difficultarea (a 10 _tm radius drop falls about
I cm sec or about 1,000 radii/sec). The drops cannot be seen without I
magnification, and generation procedures do not permit two such drops to be j
: accurately positioned relative to each other or generated in sufficientnum-
bers to allow pairs of interacting drops to be continually kept in a micro-
scope field of view. Moreover, the event occurs too rapidly to allow visual
study; in addition, any small convection currents in the air distort the motion
quite seriously.
Thus, much attention has been given to analog simulation since numerical
simulation is difficultand stillinvolves unverified assumptions {like surface
slip and droplet circulatzon). However, simulation needs to maintain
Reynolds numbers at each instant. Thus, simulation by solid balls or
bubbles in oil, which allow large (I cm) drops to maintain Reynolds numbers
at terminal velocities, fails to maintain the Reynolds numbers during
collision because the density of the oil relative to the simulated drop is far
too large.
298
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Zero-Gravity
The only practical medium to maintain the correct density ratio for the
suspending medium is air since no other fluid except a gas has a density ::
approaching 1/100th that of wa_er. Thus, the only practice analog which
accurately simulates the motion with large drops involves reducing gravity
and then scaling the diameter a.d velocity of the droplets to experimentally
appropriate values. Recent work has suggested that mathematical models
will then give the correct interaction dynamics thus providing information
about the coalescence process when the drops are almost touching. Here,
the nature of the water surface may be important; very little information is
available on the details of this motion at present.
An analog to reduce gravity by using only a small component of it and by
towing the simulated drops with a wire with a servo-controlled small slope
from the vertical was attempted by Telford and Cottis (1964), but met many
difficulties.
METHOD
To simulate the events leading to collisions, the Reynolds number at termi- _
hal velocity must be correct and the density ratio must also be correct.
The terminal velocity of a Stokesian droplet is derived from
.
r3g/3 'F = 6_ _rv : 4_(p-p')
v : Z (p-p')grZ/9n
Re = 4 (p-p') gr3/9v2p '
i
Where
v = _/p_ ffi kinematic viscosity of air
. _ = dynamic viscosity of air
p' ffi density of air _:
• p = density of water .
r = drop radius _
g = acceleration due to gravity
Re = Reynolds number _-
¢- ...... l
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Thus, in simulation with reduced g, the subscript e referring to normal :_
t atmospheric conditions on earth,
3
Re _ g r
Ree ge r _"
e
i
Thus, if r = 1,000 _mto simulate the behavior of 10 _m droplets, the
required value of g is 10 -6 where ge = gravity on earth.ge' i :
-, Also,
2
v =-K. r = 10-6 0+4 -2-- -- xl = I0 _ '2
Ve ge r e
r
so that in the simulated situation the velocities will be much smaller; about
10 °Z cm sec -1.
Thus, a droplet will move one radius in I0 sec; in a sustained gravitational
field of 10-6 a l-ram drop will fall I cm in 100 sec.
r ge'
! Such drops would be big enough to be generated with accurate positioning,
and big enough to be easily seen with low magnification and large depth of
focus. Events would occu," slowly enough to allow the observer to see what
was going on.
For a simulated drop of radius l/Store, which is about as small as would be
convenient, the required value of g would be about 10"4ge; itwould fallat
about O.05 cm sec "1', that is, about two radii/sec.
The air would have to be enclosed and saturated. The value of gravity would
4
need to be maintained within about 20 percent for periods corresponding to
fell distances of about 100 radii (1,000 and 40 sec in the two cases considered
above ).
3OO
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The variables that will be studied include surface active agents,
temperature, pressure, relative humidity, electric, and sound fields. The
actual interaction and the effect of these variables on the coalescence proc-
ess are of prime interest here. These experiments will be aimed at the
' . realistic simulation for collisions of droplets down to equivalent diameters
of a few micrometers. Other experiments are designed for larger droplets
where breakup and electrification are the important process.
INSTRU MENTAT ION
A cubic thermally controlled chamber 30 cm on a side will be used to con-
tain the necessary environment. Purge and humidificatton subsystems will
be used to remove particles and to establish the humidity level in the
_'.
chamber. The thermal and humidity requirements for these experiments are
not critical with a few readings satisfying most requirements. ,
The generation of droplets above a millimeter in diameter can easily be
accomplished. The critical requirement is the projection of droplets with
fixed velocity and direction. Several promising generation techniques are
being investigated to satisfy this requirement. The experiment procedure
can be greatly simplified by the use of acoustical fields to precisely position
the target droplet(s} initially. The fields would usually be removed during
the collision process. The experiments on the interaction of acoustical
fields during collision breakup will require a continuous acoustical field,
The acoustical field has been used in the terrestrial laborator,l and is even
more suitable for the low-gravity em4ronment.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The primary data will be collected by the use of a medium-speed camera.
This data would include droplet diameters, approach velocity, impact
parameters, surface characteristi,-s during impact {e.g., surface waves,
propagation velocity and amplitude}, and final results of coalescence or non- i
• coalescence. Optical interference techniques are available that may be used
to supply fine detail of the liquid-liquid surface during coalescence. Corn-
mentaries and digital records of terr, verature, pressure, and relative
humidity will be made. Analog and digital displays will be provided for
monitoring and decision making.
30,
6
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PROCEDURE
Activities Minute s
-o Purge chamber 5
• Insert and position target droplet(s) 5
• Start camera(s)
• Project droplet(s) at target droplet 3
• Record ambient conditions and comments
-4 Recycle
These experiments will include the variation of a number of variables
including temperature, pressure, relative humidity, gas composition, drop-
let diameter, viscosity and surface tension, relative kinetic energy, electric
and acoustical fields. A number of events (e.g., at least I0 to Z0) is needed
for each set of variables to assur,, statisticalsignificance of results.
AC KNOW LE DG MENTS i
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study. i
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!A. 19. STATIC DIFFUSION CHAMBER EVALUA'_ION
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STATIC DIFFUSION CHAMBER EVALUATION
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDL (Experiment Description) °
Alternate CFD
A_SESSMENT
Priority - A Achievement Ability - B Applicability to Zero-G - A
primary Secondary
SLze Temperature
Type Relative Humidity
Pressure
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eSTATIC DIFFUSION CIIAMBER EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the absolute nucleation efficiencies of standardized nuclei sources
utilizing zero fallout conditions.
_pplic ations
Static diffusion chambers are presently extensively used to measure relative
numbers and activation characteristics of atmospheric condensation nuclei.
The study of natural and artificial nuclei materials is important in the quest
for materials that can be effectively used for weather modification (e. g..
warm fog dispersion) and in the understanding of the effects of man-made
air pollutants on man and on natural precipitation processes (inadvertent
weather modification}. These evaluations may provide correction factors
that can be utilized to extend the useful operating range of the static diffusion
chamber to lower relative humidity values within the terrestrial
environment.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provides fallout-free nucleation efficiencies for standard nuclei which can
be compared with fallout-limited terrestrial chamber results.
Approach
Condensation nucleation experiments of standard aerosols will be performed
• in a commonly used static liquid diffusion chamber, l:tilizing the low-gravity
conditions of a space platform to provide the necessary dr,_plet fallout-free
P
environment. Standard procedures of photographically recorded activated
nuclei numbers will be utilised. Identical proced,lres are to be used in a
low-g and a l-g environment. Comparisons of these results will determine
the errors due to droplet faPnut under terrestrial laboratory conditions.
306
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DISCUSSION
Significance
The numbers, types, and activation characteristics of atmospheric
condensation nuclei and other pollution particles are important in weather
modification processes, both inadvertent and planned as indicated by the
present attempts to dissipate the warm fog-smog combination in the Los
Angeles international Airport area which have failed. Nuclei measurements
have shown that the condensation nuclei concentration over land is two to five
times higher than over ocean areas. As a consequence of this and the respec-
tive nuclei type, droplet growth over land is much mere competive, resulting
in a narrower droplet size distribution. The resulting size and numbers of
cloud droplets have an important role in determining hail and thunderstorm
conditions.
Static liquid diffusion chambers have been utilized for many years in the
measurement and determination of nuclei types and characteristics.
Problems have been identified concerning the lack of comparabi]ity between
chambers of different design. Thus, the validity of nuclei concentration
measurements over the last twenty or more years are in question. Com- r
parison and evaluation experiments were performed at the Second Interns-
tional Workshop on Condensation and Ice Nuclei (IWCIN}, Ft. Collins,
Colorado, August 1970. The resulting data relating to fairly nonactive
nuclei tested at the workshop were in error by a factor of 17 too high. Their
conclusion was that data already in the literature, using expansion-type
counters to measure increases in what were purported to be cloud condensa-
tion nuclei in pollution, are unreliable and may be as much as I? times too
high when the pollution contains many fairly nonactive Aitken nuclei, as is
frequently the case. Similar problems have ex_.sted for diffusion chambers,
especially as related to low humidity gro_,th conditions representative of
fogs,
Zero Gravlt]_
Terrestrial cloud chambers for the study of cloud nuclei rely on the assump-
tion that all individual droplets grow at the same rate (i. e., in s standard
R
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Twomey staticdiffusionchamber, all nuclei are assumed to reach a
(:iameter of Z _tm at tile _arn_: time so that thf:v can i)c photographed before i
fallout). In reality, this is not true. Ter" estriaJ diffusion chambers are
restricted to a depth of l cm by thermodynamic considerations and as a
' resulttheir _:-formance is seriously limited by fallout. Nuclei which grow
more slowly than others would stillbe unobser,-ably small w!_enthe faster-
growinffnuclei have formed droplets large enough to fallout of _he observing
region. "['hepnotographic data thus results in counts that are too Io'.,,by an
unknown amount.
. t.
The "calibration"of staticliquiddiflu=io,chambers under low-gravity con-
ditionsusing standardiz_.'n_clei sources would permit numerical corrections
to be applied to terrestrialcondensation nuclei meas_irements and possibly
resu1[ in the extension of the lower on-rating range of a terrestriallyoper-
ated staticdiffu_innchamber.
METHOD _-
A complete sample flowdiagramis given in Figure A-ll. The requirements
for certain Darts of this system will depend on the exact requirements of a
given experirr, ent. When a heated wire is used as an aerosol generator, a
coagulation tube may be necessary in order to obtain the desired nuclei
diameters. There are vibrating orifice aerosol generators presently avail-
able that should eliminate the need for such a tube for certain experiment
_o31s.
The plate temperature and the internal pressure of the static diffusion !
chamber determine the relative humidity distribution within the chamber.
A portion of 4 preconditioned standard nuclei sample is admitted to the
static thermal diffusion chamber to be activated while ,Lnother part of the
nuclei sample is passed to an aerosol analyzer which (-a_ p1"ovide total mass
per unit volume of air. As the nuclei g_ow in the static diffusion chamber.
e
photographs are obtained to provido numbers versuA time. Experiments
• will be made with several standard aerosol types using several temperatures.
relative humidities and activation durations. At, _:'_;'_tical set of experiments
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FigureA-11. ThermalDiffusionFlowDiagram
i |,
will be done zn a terrestrial laboratory with a droplet fallout limitation. [i*!
Comparisons between zero and l-g data will provide the desired "calibration" I_
corrections as a function of nuclei type and size. I+
i+,-
INSTRUMENTATION l*
A terrestrial static thermal diffusion chamber with representative dimen- i+
sions as used by the Ca[span Laboratories is given in Figur_ A-lZ.
The upper and lower plates are wetted. A temperature gradient is applied
across the chamber by controlling the upper at T 2 and the lower plate at T I.
This AT (I°C to 10 _ G) and the moist surfaces establish the relative humidity
profile between the plates. The time constant to establish the thermal
and vapor equilibrium within the chamber dictates a spacing between the
"t
_S
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FigureA-12. CornellAeronauticalLaboratories'ThermalDiffus0onChamber
J
plates of around 1 cm, which is independent of gravitational considerations.
Thus, these dimensions basically apply in a low-acceleration environment.
A Whitby-type aerosol analyzer uses electrostatic techniquPs to provide a
total mass or diameter versus numbers distribution of submicrometer
particles in the nuclei sample. A vibrating orifice aerosol generator would ',
be used to produce the nuclei s:tmple. Bottled nitrogen or air provides the
gas supply. A holding chamber will be provided so that the used aerosol and i:
purge gases would not have to be dumped into the laboratory or overboard.
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Temperatures and ?ressures of the thermal diffusion chamber and condition-
ing chamber will be measured. ':he diffusion plate temperatures and cham-
v
, bet pressure will be used to calculate the internal supersaturation. Analog "
data from the aerosol counter will provide the necessary initial aerosol
i
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distribution while photographs provide the activated nuclei numbers as a
function of temperature, pressure, relative humidity, and time. An addi- , :
tional optical counter could provide activated nuclei size distribution down
to 0.3 _m instead of a non-size discerning limit of 2 _m for photographic :
film detection. Time-lapse photography of the droplet growth and numbers
and voice-recorded commentary would be utilized at appropriate points
during the experiment along with digital recording of time, temperature,
pressure and relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
.- ' Activities M_nutes
--*o Establish thermal equilibrium 5
Purge diffusion chamber and aerosol analyzer 2
• Generate standard aerosol 3
• Start time-lapse camera
• Introduce sample into chamber and aerosol analyzer 1
• Photograph growth of droplets and numbers 3 to 30
4 Recycle with same nuclei (10 times)
--=e Recycle with different relative humidities (4 values)
--e Recycle with different standard nuclei (6 types)
This chamber will also permit a clearer determination of the effective time
limits on such chambers imposed by phoretic forces.
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CLASS
UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
COMPATIBLE CHAMBERS
Primary SDL
Alternate E
G
SDI (operating above freezing) (Experiment Described)
CFD
ASSESSMENT
Priority - B Achievement Abilit _ - B Applicability to Zero-G - A
VARIABLES
primary ' Secondary
Size Temperature Cha tee
Type Relative Humidity Gase|
Pollution Electric Field
Pre • sure Ventilation
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' UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT EXPERIMENTS
J
!,
INTRODUCTION !_
Objective
Determine the undisturbed diffusion (nonconvective) heat and mass transfer
coefficients for growing and evaporating droplets (diameter greater than
10 _m) under various conditions of temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity and for ,,arious droplet diameters. This class of experiments will
include the effect,3 of various atmospheric contaminants on these coefficients.
Applications
These data are important in the dissipation of fogs from military and com-
mercial airports and major highways. Diffusional growth plays a very '_
important role in the early phases of precipitation cloud growth and thus is
important in weather modification efforts These data contribute "when"
(in growth cycle) and "where" (in cloud system) decisions of weather modifi-
cation involving warm precipitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Determine diffusional growth parameters for water drops in warm precipita°
tion processes including effects of certain contaminants.
i
Approach
Unsupported water droplets will be alternately grown and evaporated in a
static diffusion (liquid) chamber under various conditions of temperat(lre,
• relative humidity, and pressure utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a .
space platform. Measured droplet growth rates (from photographs or
D
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scattered light detection) and surface temperature linfrared} will be
compared with theory to obtain values for the thermal and mass accommoda-
tion coefficients. Comparison of these results with terrestrial wind tunnel
measurements will yield the ventilation coefficient associated with aero-
dynamic growth,
1
DISCUSSION
Significance
Once nucleation has occurred, liquid droplets grow by condensation {vapor
diffusion) until the particle reaches a few tens of micrometers in size. The
quantitative values of the various thermal and vapor accommodation coef-
ficients are very important to this diffusional growth phase for the under-
standing of the modification of fogs and clouds.
For the large droplets, a diffusion ventilation factor is important due to the
gravity-induced relative motion between droplet and air. An important
aspect of the growth mechanisms in fogs and clouds is the evaluation of this
ventilation factor. The evaluation of the true ventilation factor requires a
knowledge of the static diffusion coefficients. These coefficients must be
evaluated in an environment lacking gravity-induced convection and accelera-
tion. Also important is the study of the effects of atmospheric contaminants
(e. g., smog) on the diffusion coefficients.
Zero Gravity
Normal diffusion growth measurements in a terrestrial laboratory require a
physical (e. g., spider web), electrical, or acoustical support of the droplet
because of gravity. These support techniques cause unnatural surface
effects and modify the vapor and heat transfer patterns. Both forced and
free convection must be eliminated before nonconvective diffusion measure-
ments can be made. Comparison of theoretical values with these noncon-
vective diffusion experiments would provide values for the heat and vapor °
at, commodatlon coefficients, and in turn, comparison of the zero-g data with
Q
terrestrial wind tunnel results would provide values for the ventilation
coefflcient_
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METtIOD
The evaporation and condensation rates of large droplets will he studi¢.d in a
static diffusion chamber. Normal chamber operation will provide various
levels of supersaturations and corresponding condensation while a dry
. chamber will provide evaporation conditions. The need for positioning
devices depends on the droplet size, relative humidity, and residual vehicle
. acceleration.
A droplet will he injected into a pre-conditioned environment and tinle-lapse
photography used to obtain droplet size versus time. Voice commentary anti
digital readouts of time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity
would he recorded.
Consideration must be given to droplet size, growth times, residual acceler-
ation, lighting, data collection, and droplet injection techniques.
Variahles to be controlled are;
• Relative humidity above and below saturation relative to water
• Temperature
• Pressure (Total).
The study of initial growth by diffusion from submicrometer to 10 microm-
eter sizes is also very important but such measurements can be combined
with nucleation experiments.
INSTRUMENTATION
The experiments will be performed in a 10 cm-deep by 40 cm-diameter
thermal diffusion chamber whose surfaces are temperature-contro,led. The
plate spacing, temperature difference (electronically controlled) and local
temperature wi.l determine the level of supersaturation from a small
fraction of I percent to several percent.
o
• MEASUREMENT AND DATA REOUIREMENTS
: _ The plate temperatures and chamber pressure will determine the ambient
• relative humidity profile within the chamber. Infrared measurements will
_ I 311 '
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fprovide the droplet surface temperature and photographs will provide size
versus time for the droplets. Tirade-lapse photography of the droplet growth
or evaporation and voice-recorded commentary would be utilized at appro-
priate points during the experiment along with digital recording of time,
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
Activitie s Minute s
oe Establish temperature and humidity conditions 10
• Inject droplet(s) 2
• Photograph droplet size versus time 1-20
• Purge Chamber 5 :
-e Recycle to new parameters (three temperatures,
four humiditie s)
Inject "contaminant _' 3
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